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Mike and Michele Scott. 
The Scotts bought the nearly 15,Mx) 
square-foot building for $485,000 just 
one year ago and sold it to the UNBC P o  
weeks ago for $950,000. 
received $972,000 %from the provincial 
government to buy the building - twice ing is one of the reasons the Scotts opted said. He estimates between property tax- start in the coming weeks and UNBC 
what the’province’s own corporation sold 
sold just it for the previous year. But UNBC of- “We recognized that the real value of building like that can exceed $60,000 in a into the building in time for the start of 
ficials insist it’s a good deal. 
Portation “We did a very careful market research selling price was,” Mike Scott said. “It’s the time the Scotts bought it until it was The building became surplus to the 
on this building,” says Dennis Macknak, 
UNBC’s regional operations director. 
“We hired a firm, they did an extensive 
review of what the building was worth 
and what it would cost to build a building 
like thatcfor us.” 
Macknack says the cost of building 
new far excecds the nearly $1 million 
purchase price tag. 
“Yes, we looked at it very, very, care- 
That idea of buying rather than build- 
The building had been on the market obviously, but also good for theocommu- 
for roughly a year when his company nity,” he said, adding he is excited to see 
bought it, Scott said, adding anybody else the Terrace UNBC campusexpand. 
could have bought it, but nobody did. ‘ 
It’s a gamble to buy a commercial this is UNBC’s time to get the recogni- 
ing costs to maintain the building, Scott Renovations on the building are-to 
es and utility bills the cost to maintain a officials hope they may be able to move 
year. The building remained empty from September classes. 
sold last month to UNBC. provincial government’s needs after it 
If the potential purchaser had been any cut back on the number of transportation 
entity other than the university they may . ministry employees here.> 
not have sold it at all, Scott said. For more on UNBC’s plans for its new 
campits building, please see Page A14. 
‘ to 
new 
SARAHA;ZlMMERMAN , Last week UNBC ‘announced it had fully and long,” he said. property of that size because of the ongo- tion.” 
N BC campus 
“Michele and I both feel very strongly” 
THE PROVINCE 0F’B.C. is giving 
one of its crown c o w  
The f O M w  provin 
to purchase the building last year. 7 
the structure was much higher than the 
a $3.5 million structure.” , 
The Scotts had first planhed to lease 
out the building and were in’negotiations 
with two other parties when UNBC ap- 
proached them soon after buying it. 
one year ago for $485, 
h i s t r y  building at 4837 Keith .Ava~.~e  
had been owned by the B.C. Buildings 
Corporation until March of 2005 when it 
Was Purchased bY M and M Venturk a 
Company own+ by local business people 
’ 
“It was not only good for ourselves, 
Beautiful” Beverly 
DARRYL BJORGAARD puts some finishing touches on Beverly Hill, one of his three entries in the Dummy Downhill at Shames Moun- 
tain March 26. To read how Beverly and the other event entrants fared in their skiing or snowboarding debut, turn to page B10. 
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‘ \  Call centre 3 
BY DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THE MUKS Kum 01 Housing Society has put in a bid to 
create a call centre for the Northern Health Authority that is 
one-of-a-kind in the province, says the society’s president. 
“It’s the first time in B.C. that any health authority hzg 
%done this,” said Danny Sheridan of the proposed service. 
The society’s bid would see it administering a call centre 
and Web site that will provide information ind assistand&, 
to patients and their families on all non-emergency health- 
related services. 1 .  
The call centre wduld be avikable to he 300,000 people 
in the health authority’s geographic area from the Yukon 
border south to Quesnel and from the Alberta border west to 
the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Sheridan says the service’s goal is to make all informa- 
tion surrounding health care in non-emergency situations 
available through this one service. 
‘We’re not giving medical advice, we’re navigathig peo- 
pledlrough the healthcare system,” Sheridan said. “We will 
assist them to get to where they have to be.” 
The bid outlines several examples where callers have2 a 
non-emergency problem, such as discovering their son is us- 
ing crystal meth, to a woman wishing to travel toVancouver 
to be by her husband‘s side in hospital, to a Smithers man 
needing to get to Kitimat to see a bone specialist. 
,In each case, a call taker will answer the call 
mine whether the case is a new one and, 
number that ensures anonymity is m$n 
If the caller’s need surpasses the c 
or she would then pass the caller on to a 
with some medical and social services 6 
- .. 
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Y c;l?II;VIE m ' f  ~CounciI t raises its pay a d ~"rc)PlYIRs 
$63 5 *TIPS f ALLBUTonecitycouncillor earn the least among the 1 has voted March 27 in favour base. communities. I- 
of giving council and mayor The mayor of Dawson 1 a raise, the first such increase Salvation Army Captain Creek e m s  the most, taking 
I infiveyears. Dave Moulton, Northwest 'in $45,000 per year while 
. ' Councillo! ~ y n n  Chiisi- community College admin- that city's councillors eani 
tiansen was the sole coun- istratar Diane Ready and $13,750. 
cillor to oppose the pay T e q c e  and District Cham- The committee made 
hike saying it's unfair for ber of Commerce president three recommendations in- f councillors to tighten the Kevin Jeffery. cluding instituting a pay in- i Purse strings in eve& other council felt it was impor- crease to reflect 10 per cent 
with a similar population 
That committee included 
heparunen; and then turn tant to have an independent inflation accumulated over 
around and approve a raise committee representing a the past five years according 
for themselves. cross-section of the commu- to the consumer price index. DPLIES Q'NES tk I - - - __ -. - - . . 
Rookie councillor Brad 
Pollard expressed di yomfort 
being a newcomer to council 
and having to grapple with a 
decision on pay hike, but in 
the end he also voted for the 
, motion. 1 
t And councillor Carol 
LeClerc also said this mav 
nity to conduct the investiga- 
tion and make a recommen- 
dation, said acting Mayor 
Marilyn Davies. 
The committee came up 
with an average wage of the 
stipends from Terrace, Daw- 
son Creek, Kitimat, Prince 
Ru~ert. Williams Lake and 
It also recokended a 
further wage increase of 10 
per cent for the maypr and 
five +r cent for councillors. 
A third recommendation 
was to review pay levels 
each year. 
Councillors accepted the 
commitee's recommenda- 
not tx me most appropnate 
time to be giving themselves 
a raise, but she then voted 
forthehike. , 
Soon after the new 
councillors were elected 
last November they decid- 
ed to appoint a committee 
tocompare what they and 
mayor Jack Talstra get paid 
L'compared toq communities 
uuesnei. 
It discovered the average 
stipend for the mayor to be 
$32,642 and the average'for 
a councillor to be $1 1,009. 
That compares to the 
$21,515 Talstra has earned 
for the last five years and the 
$9,379 each councillor is al- 
lotted. 
Terrace's representatives 
stipend to $35,7 1 1 and coun- 
cillors to $10,882. 
Talstra, who was absent 
from the meeting, will re- 
main the lowest paid mayor 
among the communities ex- 
amined. Some governments 
also use independent bodies 
to gauge pay raises while 
some tie pay to inflation. 
From front 
hA;"II "dn& i v n  thn Idnet  
Last month the mill had 
a backlog of roughly 70 
rail cars worth of packaged 
lumber ready to ship, but its 
marketing agent was hav- 
ing trouble securing the cars 
from CN, said TLC board 
chainnan John Ryan. 
'We're just havinga very 
difficult time to get cars'for 
the lumber. There's hun- 
dreds of empty cars sitting 
outside of our mill and the 
sidings by Smithers so there 
are lots of cars but we don't 
know where the trouble is," 
L -That made getting its 
product to market difficult. 
But Haw? says that kink 
appears to have now been 
worked out. 
The company also needs 
an economically viable 
place to dispose of its chips 
and sawdust. 
"Hog fuel and sawdust 
has been a bit of an issue," 
said Ryan. "At the moment 
Eurocan is kindly helping us 
out with hog fuel." 
But Eurocan, which runs 
a paper mill in Kitimat is not 
*hi said last m&th.' '' ' ' 
chip. 
* Whether Sunwave<, will 
close the deal is not guar- 
anteed, but it has had to pay 
for the ongoing maintenance 
costs of the mill while the 
closing date is extended, 
which means it's pumping 
significant cash into the deal 
already. 
"As time goes on, their 
commitment in terms of re- 
sources Are becoming more 
significant over time which 
therefore leads me to believe 
that there is a better chance 
of the Chink&acthating the 
I "They are dismantling 
the B mill but that was al- 
ways the case." 
And like many indepen- 
dent sawmills without a his- 
tory of U.S. export such as 
West Fraser or Canfor, TLC 
is also slapped with signifi- 
cantly higher softwood lum- 
ber tariffs at the border. 
While companies such as 
West Fraser pay less than 10 
per cent duties, TLC faces 
tariffs in the range of 20 per 
cent. 
Aamill,"*Ryan said. ' ( 8 ,  
, 
John Ryan 
,taking .its, sawdust. And. the 
sawdust in the mill's yard is. 
beginning to'accdulate: 
reopening of Prince Rupert's 
pulp mill by Chinese owned 
Sunwave Forest Products ' 
all the more important. That 
company has another exten- 
sion until the end of April to 
close the deal on the mill. 
"It would be significant 
for everyone - for the Lax 
Kwa'llaams, it would be 
significant for the Terrace 
Lumber Company ... it would 
be very significant for the 
loggers,'' Ryan said, add- 
That makes the potential " 
, .  , e  
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ne person pl,eads guilty 
end city’s first meth trial 
BYMARGARLTSPURS 
A LENGTHY narcotics 
trial ended here abruptly 
last week as the result of 
what looks like a deal struck 
between prosecutors and 
defence,, lawyers for three 
accused people. 
Garrett John Chepil 
pleaded guilty to one count 
of production of metham- 
phetamine while chkges 
against two .other people 
were stayed. 
He received a one year 
conditional sentence of 
house arrest with one year of 
prob%tion to follow. 
Charges against Chepil, 
26 at the time of his arrest, 
two other people, came 
r a house at 4827 La- 
Ave. was damaged 
after a fire broke out March 
2,2004. 
Firefighters who went to 
e house, located about half 
block from their firehall, 
called police when they no- 
ticed what they believed was 
equipment and items consis- 
tent with hose used to pro- 
duce methamphetamine. 
mey were located in the 
s room where the fire the time of his arrest and she He said Crown wanted court from outside of town. twice that amount if sold in to be clear that a conditional “The heart of the matter is smaller gram portions. was 19. 
Terrace” RCMP inves- sentence order is not always the scale of the lab. There’s Taylor was unable to’say 
tigated and Chepil and the appropriate and should not no clear evidence that traf- if the fire started as a result 
others were arrested days be seen as a precedent in ficking resulted or was like- of the lab operations or how 
later at a Jackpine Flats resi- meth lab production cases. ly to result,” h’e said. “Police long the meth lab was in op- 
denceandcharged with meth In most cases a jail sen- advised me tha9’there was eration, Halfyard said. 
production betyeen Jan. 1, y tence would be the Crown’s no indication that a meth lab Halfyard continued that 
2004 and March 2,2004. position because of the sen- was operating in Terrace in defence counsel had indicat- 
ed that Chepil did not pro- 
“There was no indication duce meth in the house but 50 hours compounds rand lab-type A conditional sentence service* wai appropriate for Chepil that there was a spike in the in another shed or building 
because of his age - he was amount of meth available on on the property and moved possessing fire- 26 at the time of his arrest the street in Terrace in that the meth production mate- 
- his lack of a criminal re- particular time frame. rials into the house because years. 
cord and the fact that he’s “Police indicated it was they were being stolen. 
appeared to have abided by a total surprise to them that The only aggravating cir- 
Halfyard that Crown Teny Wright said the conditions of his bail for the lab was there.” - . cumstance in the case was 
the last two years, Wright While reviewing the trial that meth is a hard drug that Crown and defence counsel were submitting’ajoint sen- told the court. before handing down his poses a danger to people’s 
tenting proposal* agreeing By pleading guilty Chepil sentence, Halfyard said that health and can be dangerous *at a 12’month conditional saved the Crown, court and chemistry expert Brian Tay- , in other ways because of its sentence was appropriate- police time and money, he lor indicated the alleged lab use, Halfyard told the court. 
When ‘hepi’ plead ers and other first respond-. said. - was a small scale‘ operation, Meth is similar to cocaine 
Wright estimated that the using unsophisticated mate- and heroin and causes ag- guilty, Crown and defence ers. 
trial-would’ve continued for rial to produce 32 grams of gressive and violent behav-. 
at itrwillqprotect firefight- I another:ll t0;;:12 days and meth, an amount consistent iour as well4,Halfyard added“ two defendants, Jon* wy- two, witnesses would have with personal use with a in relaying his sentencing, 
had to be brought back to bulk value of $750 and about reasons. anna Phelps. He was 22 at 
e trial began in 
but ended March 23 
after l3 days in the 
be Pnder a 
, curfew lo Psm. to a*m*’ during the house 
and must -st A number of cleaning ousness of the drug, he said. two months.” 0 
items consistent with those 
used to make and produce 
meth were found in the La- 
zelle Ave. house and around 
the property and at the Jack- 
He is ‘prohibited 
crown 
Justice “ pine Flats residence. 
meth is 46clearly a very dan- 
’gerous h g ”  and that meth 
produced in a lab setup is. 
volatile and combustible and 
poses a danger for firefight- 
%aid that the charges 
be stayed against the Other The court has to be clear 
ers and first responders, an MCEWan, and h U r a  Rhi- Wright 
FIREFIGHTERS WORK outside of a house on Lazelle In March 2004 found to contain materials for making 
crystal meth. Firefighters first responded when the house caught fire and then called in police.‘It has since been 
demolished and one person has pleaded guilty. FILE PHOTO 
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News In Brief 
Probation ordered 
for drug possession 
A SUSPENDED sentence was handed down to a locs 
man arrested for possession of illegal,drugs. 
Michael Rich&d Dignard plead guilty to one coun 
of possession of marijuana and was ordered to serve si  
months on probation by Judge Ed de Walle in Terracl 
Provincial Court March 2 1. 
Dignard must abstain from the consumption of il 
legal drugs and undergo any counselling as directed b! 
his probation officer. 
Dignard was arrested locally on Oct. 10, 2005 anc 
made his first court appearance Dec. 13,2905. 
, Brush fires contained 
THE TERRACE Fire Department responded to twc 
brush fires in the city on the afternoon of March 29 tha 
got away from residents in windy conditions but botl 
were contained. 
Dave Jephson of ;he Terrace Fire Department saic 
both bums - one on the 5 100 block of McConnell Ave 
and the other on a vacant lot at the intersection of Ebj 
St. and Davis Ave. - were unplanned. J 
Fines were not levied in either incident but Jephsor 
said the fire department urges residents to bum witl 
caution and within the city’s allotted time period foi 
bums - April 1 to May 15. 
Jephson said precautions include having a watei 
hose, rake and shovel, pulling grass away from build- 
ings, avoiding burning against buildings and fences anc 
ensuri>g conditions are dry but not windy. 
1 
mobiles stolen 
TWO SNOWMOBILES plus the trailer they were or 
disappeared from in front of the Best Western Hotel a 
4553 Greig Ave.‘some time during the night of Marc1 
23. 
The owners parked their vehicle at 9:30 p.m. anc 
returned the next morning, March 24, to find tht 
hitch lock broken and the 2002 blue and grey Polarit 
RMK800, the 2004 black Bombardier &EV800 and thi 
trailer gone. 
Terrace RCMP &e asking €or the public’s help wit, 
this investigation. Anyone with information about this 
theft is asked to call police at 638-7400 or Cri 
persat635-8477. I I 
never identified. Their information, if it proves success- 
ful in the arrest and the conviction of offenders: could 
result in an award being paid. ’ 
Crimestoppers is an anonymous tips 1 
Vodka swipe 
A THIEF made off with some alcohol and some gaming 
equipment after breaking into “#2--2812 Molitor St. 
Around 9:40 a.m., the culprit entered through the 
front door, grabbed a bottle of Smirnoff Orange Twist 
Vodka and two black X-box controllers and fled. 
’ *  (ihyorie’with infoithation on the robbery is asked $0 
March25 
‘ b  
I 
/-I cz\ , ‘ UntilMay13.2006, 
Offers available at the following participating location: 
FQUNTAIN TIRE (PERRACE)’ 
4641 Keith Ave. 0 Terrace, BC Phone: 250-635-4344 . 
Manager: BK (Smitty) Smith smitty.smith@fountaintire.com 
., 
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I (Clear3he 4 air 
I ,c CITY COUNCIL clearly received some very bad 
advice when it put its plan for a second she-et of 
ice out to tender this winter., 
a The premise w& that contractors would submit 
lower bids during the off-construction season in 
hopes of lining up work ahead of’spring time. 
But that turned out to be wrong. The lowest bid, 
$10.8 million, was more than the previous lowest 
bid council received when it first asked for prices 
Qbviously nobody was watching what was go- 
c ing on elsewhere. A burgeoning economy is dkv- 
ing up the cost of material and labour causing a 
tidal wave of rising costs that swept over the sec- 
ond sheet of ice plan. 
Council could have used its short-term borrow- 
ing power to close the financial gap estimated at 
close to $6 million. But it wisely chose not do 
this. As council stated, such a move would ham- 
. string any other plans that might require borrow- 
ing and limit its ability to react to a crisis. And 
it really lacked the qoral authority to undertake 
such a move. 
1 -Council  now-has three options. One is to find 
a way to cut costs. That’s difficult because the 
project is as barebones as it can get - a couple of 
dressing rooms’ and 200 seats in addition to the 
sheet of ice. Any further cuts and we’ll end up 
with an outdoor skating rink. 
At least one city councillor rr_ ,has suggested find- 
ing out what other communities have done. Which 
t is a good idea but the puzzle is that why this hasn’t 
been done already. 
Option number two is to find more money. But 
’ 
’ 
’ -last summer. 
0 
‘ I  
I 
themselves to ‘a further $2 million that’s 0 condi-- 
tional upon the project going ahead. I 
Option number three rests with the taxpayer and 
involves the second option. The last referendum 
on this issue was years ago. City taxpayers voted 
60 per .cent in favour of long term borrowing. But 
the plan also involved rural taxpayers and they 
defeated it. 
Council really has no idea anymore if the av- 
erage city taxpayer still wants a second sheet or 
would prefer something else: 
That’s why it should consider another refer- 
endum for long-term borrowing. Holding a vote 
would be expensive. But council has already 
spent close to $500,000 on fees and revision after 
revision with nothing to show for it. 
And it should also ask that rural taxpayers be 
included. After all, a secopd sheet of ice would 
benefit a rural resident as much as a city resident. 
At the very least, a combined city-rural referen- 
dum would clear the air once and for all. Voters 
generally get things right. It’s way past time to 
ask them what they want to-do. 
+ 
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Let’s hear it for our s<rncrll towns 
LIKE MANY Canadians, I 7
D-3 -----I-- W.‘”U~I .  L U  c-w I*. u W’VYy’ . ”  “A -~---I”--.-, ---..-.. 
hours from the bridge while a and family were baffled. Hub- 
friend, working for B.C. Fer- bards wasn’t a huge commu- 
ries at the time, was navigating nity by city standards, but it 
the waters near Hartley Bay, was only a thirty-minute drive 
and I was his guest. from Halifax, a complete ur- 
&dents- at the ’ school where ‘But there”s nothing around 
I teach and during lunchtime you except trees, mountains 
with colleagues. and rivers! It’s SO small and 
As I made my way home ... isolated. How far away is 
from work that afternoon I was a real city?” came collective 
sickened to discover two peo- cries of family and friends af- 
ple were missing. Well into the ter seeing aerial shots I took 
evening I listened and watched my first year there. 
more news, completely rivet- What those photos of a small 
ed. When it was time to go to and yes, somewhat isolated 
bed, and even though two lives community, could never fully 
by then were presumed lost, I show to someone who didn’t 
felt an odd emotion creep into know this part of the world was 
me - pride. - to quote Stuart McLean’s Vi- ’ 
How and why could I feel nyl Cafk - “we may not be big 
pride? I relocated to this part but we’re small.” 
of Canada in 1989 from Nova That’s what my story is re- 
Scotia. Being connected to ally about. l a m  a proud north- 
water is in me, both by lin- erner. I am proud because I 
eage and by choice. So when understand what Hartley Bay 
I left Hubbards, Nova Scotia is all about. Hartley Bay is 
As March 22 prqgressed4 b.an, q q o p o l i s  .corn!Ye$:fs fl 
discussed the’ events with.my Kitwangd.. 2 1  3 3 
being recognized, and rightly fully understand like those’of 
so, as a community of heroes. us who live in s.rnall ‘towns. 
Another “small” Canadian Small and isolated corpnuni- 
community is being celebrated ties may struggle( day to day 
for its compassion and gener- merely to exist, but if someone 
osity in a time of need. needs help, we do what we can 
selfless act on a cold and rainy We can argue politics, 
night is nothing new to those disagree on four-day school 
of us who know small towns. 1’ weeks, government funding, 
It reminded me of another di- and spend time criticizing 
saster to which I am also con- each other, for trivial matters, 
nected. or we can choose to let the rest 
Swiss Air Flight 111 of Canada see something we 
crashed into the waters off of already know. People who live 
St. Margaret’s Bay, Nova Sco- in small towns are to be hon- 
Hartley Bay’s collective without hesitation. 1 
news from my radio. And like I I  I 
mimy others I shared in the 
immediate shock and horror of 
the lead story’: the Qiteen of the 
North sinks off the coast. 
Being a northwesterner, 
I was familiar with the con- 
tent of the lead story. I knew 
the Queen of the North; I had 
sailed her several times, both 
along the spectacular Inside 
Passage and to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands., 
Jn fact, on my last voy- 
age north from Port Hardy to 
Prince Rupert, I was lucky 
GEER tia. I c& show ‘you the exact oured and celebrated. Those 
spot where Swiss Air 11 1 went of us, forgive the pun, who 
the area. These are the waters nary yet incredible people. ,- 
where I learned how to swim, The loss of the Queen ofthe 
sailed for countless hours and North and its aftermath will 
fished for mackerel in my not conclude in a day, a month 
youth. Flight 111 flew directly or a year. It will take time to 
I ovec.my,childhood h 
seconds before im 
ing people all aro 
shaped bay. ’ hinterland debate, I’ll choose 
Just like the residents of sniall over big any day, be- 
Hartley Bay, fishermen and cause I know the truth. While 
boaters froin all around those thriving urban economies 
waters headed out to try and might make some parts of life 
help. I know some of the men easier, compassion and empa- 
and women who went out that thy affords us true riches.’ 
night and who were trauma- In my opinion, (and with- 
tized by the grisly discoveries out offence to big cities) these 
they found in those black At- riches just seem more common 
lantic waters. and commonplace in towns 
Tightly knit small commu- like Hartley Bay, Kitwanga, 
nities with people very much Hubbards and Peggy’s Cove. 
’ like residents of Hartley Bay, To small town Canada and 
did what came naturally to‘ our everyday heroes, I of- 
them - they offered whatev- fer my gratitude and a simple 
er they could because it was &&thanks;, 
Greer Kaiser is ‘ a trans- needed. 
is a secret most planted Maritimer living (and 
dians in the large centres never loving it) in T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  B . ~ .  
to come to this part of Canada, 
enniiuh tfi t a b  in a rniinlp nf cnwifirallv Kitwnnoa friendc down on any chart o i  map of live beyond Hope, are or&- 
! 
Hartley Bay deserves a reward 
HARTLEY BAY and Gander, 
Newfoundland have much in 
common. Both are small iso- 
lated communities with the sea 
at their front door, and a gen- 
erosity toward strangers. 
Imagine rousing from a 
warm sleep at 2 a.m. to orga- 
nize a Dieppe-style rescue 
flotilla of fishing boats and 
prepare to receive 99 strangers , 
with no notice or prep time. 
Those people weren’t just 
popping by for lunch. They,  
arrived wet, cold, some with- 
out shoes or coats, all without 
personal belongings, and prob- 
ably somewhat disoriented 
from the calamitous events of 
the previous hour or two. 
To have a small village like 
Hartley Bay with only 200 
residents greet these shivering, 
shipwrecked souls with warm 
quilts and blankets, even cloth- 
ing for those who escaped the 
sinking ferry in night attire, to 
a heated hall where tables were 
laden with food and hot drinks 
-- the only comparison that 
comes to mind is Newfound- 
land when 9/11 grounded doz- 
ens of international planes on 
Gander’s tarmac for a week’s 
impromptu stay and deplaned 
hundreds of foreigners in need 
freezers bulging with micro- fort by erecting a memorial. 
waveable goodies. How else Certainly a memorial would 
to explain a bundt cake with ic- enlighten future visitors about 
ing drizzling down its sides as the community’s participation 
a centerpiece for one hall table in the Queen of the North’s fi- 
nal hours. But why not a living at that inopportune hour? 
With Only rflinutes notice, memorial? Mavbe a Demetual 
of emergency lodging. 
One of the practical points 
that no doubt assisted this 
instant hospitality w& the 
town’s self-reliance. Isolated 
as they are, 1 expect they’ve 
learned to stock up on staple 
‘ foods, just i n  case. There’s no 
running to KFC for a bucket 
of chicken, no dashing to the 
deli or bread steaming from a 
superrnarke t oven. 
Every household must stock 
supplies in case their regular 
ferry service is interrupted by 
storm or mechanical failure - 
- or a sinking. These families 
no doubt had shelves and large 
I 
b 
the town’s women had no time 
to fluff quilts, whip up a pan of 
sticky buns, or wash sneakers. 
They shared what they had 
available and it proved to be 
more than enough. 
-- The men of the village, too, 
held up their share of the res- 
cue. Jumping aboard a boat in 
the dark to face a brisk wind 
and choppy seas can’t be much 
fun. And the worry of the mis- 
sion would have them as high 
on‘adrenaline as any first re- 
sponder answering a 911 call. 
Yet, if media reports are cor- 
rect, none hesitated to put to 
sea in one of 80 small boats. 
M,aculously, in an hour 
all 99 crew and passengers - 
- except for two passengers 
still unaccounted for -- were 
plucked from the Queen of 
the North before it executed a 
movie-perfec t stern- first dive. 
Now there’s talk about 
ways to thank and honour the 
community of Hartley Bay for 
their generosity, care and com- 
.r L r -  
annual scholarship named for 
the two missing passengers; 
or an annual supply of books 
for the school’s ,library; or a 
standby generator for those 
times when the town’s pres- 
ent source of electrical power 
must be temporarily taken out 
of service for major repairs. 
After Gander billeted ev- 
eryone from immigrants to 
CEOs they had a say in.how 
the grateful visitors chose to 
reward them. Gander opted for 
university scholarships, and a 
classroom stocked with up- 
to-the-minute computers and 
software. 
In a TV interview, one Hart- 
ley Bay matron downplayed 
her community’s rescue re- 
sponse as just something they 
do, acting with “one heart.” 
Before any form of me- 
morial is decided upoh resi- 
dents of Hartley Bay should 
be asked for their suggestions 
- and then heeded. 
..... ; $ 
THE learning doesn’t stop on Fridays for Marissa Craveiro, a member of the Junior Lifeguard Cluh. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Idle students getting lifesaving skills 
By SARAH A. 
Y 
IT’S FRIDAY afternoon and a group of children 
are learning to be lifesavers at the Terrace Aquatic 
Centre. 
That’s right - lifesavers - the Junior Lifeguard 
Club teaches youngsters important skills in as- 
sessing emergency situations near water environ- 
ments. 
The club is headed up by Debbie van’t h i s ,  a 
lifeguard and first aid instructor at the pool. 
She says the club - held from 1-3 p.m. every 
Friday - helps the participants learn the skills to 
help prevent accidents or drowning and important 
skills +at could save a life. 
, The junior lifeguards - or the Piranha Patrol, 
as they’ve “am+ themselves - learn water safety , 
skills, CPR and how to cope with a person who’s 
suffered a heart attack. 
Unlike lifeguards who have extensive training 
to perform in-water rescues the junior lifeguards 
focus on what to do after a person is brought out 
of the water - practical skills that can come in 
handy around area lakes, creeks and even back- 
yard pools. 
Fridays don’t mean a dav 
Her enthusiasm about the camp is genuine. , 
As van’t h i s  tells the group about their next 
activity Craveiro jumps up, hands in the air- she’s 
totally excited. 
The children part into teams for what’s called 
a rescue relay. The activity challenges members 
to recall the order in which a rescuer assesses the 
scene involving a victim and how to help that per- 
son best. ” 
It also involves swimming a laD as each mem- 
And forosome of the participants the club is 
part of their schooling. 
“Some of these kids are,hoTe schooled so they 
earn credits,” says van’t h i s .  
Not only do they learn rescue skills, but van’t 
&is and a team of teen volunteers also host 
swimming relays and activities in the water - so 
they’re challenging their bodies and their minds. 
“They take part in,fitness challenges to keep 
their skills up,:’ she says. 
Marissa Craveiro, 9,’says the club is a lot of 
fun but she’s learning a lot too. 
“We learn first aid and what a drowning pgson 
looks like,” she says, adding she knows now how 
to assess a person’s condition. “We’re learning 
about CPR.” 
Y L I  
ber of the team takes a turn. 
Sheila Ruchotzke, 10, enjoys learning-how to 
keep people safe and has met a lot of other chil- 
dren through the club. 
Most importantly, she’s confident she now 
knows better what to do in an emergency situa- 
tion. 
Her older brother Jason;lS, is one of the Pira- 
nha Patrol’s teen volunteers. 
A former Blueback Swim Club member,’ 
Ruchotzke says the club gives him experience 
working with youngsters and is a good way to 
earn volunteer hours for his school portfolio. 
He also wants to become a lifeguard and plans 
to enroll in courses this summer to start his train- 
ing. 
< 
g on their feet I !I  
NATHAN FROESE has been 
working at Canadian Tire for a 
year and a half on Fridays and 
weekends and one thing hasn’t 
changed. 
“My feet get tired,” said the 
16-year-old. “They still do.” 
Froese works the floor, most- 
ly helping customers, but also 
stocking shelves. 
For him,,and some of his 
friends who work similar entry- 
level jobs at places such as Wal- 
’ NATHAN Froese likes the money he earns but Mart,-Rona i d  fast food loca- 
he also likes his co-workers and customers. tions, it’s nice to have a day off 
limited to working weekends.” Leart@g to’earn your own 
Gascon says many of his paycheck is a lesson itself. 
I ‘1 
Trad_ing day off proves a popular choice 
By DUSTIN -ADA 
WHILE HER friends are 
carving up the mountain 
each Friday, Claire Lussier 
is tackling such chores as 
taking apart a turbo. 
She admits to wishing 
she could be on the slopes 
sometimes instead of being 
in the Friday trades program 
for high schoolers at North- 
west Community College. 
“I’d be snowboarding if 
I wasn’t here,” said the en- 
ergetic teen. “My friends 
question why I’m here but 
it’s what I want to do.” 
Self admittedly, Lus- 
sier knew nothing about cars 
when she enrolled in an auto 
technician course at Caledo- 
nia last school year. 
She took to it, however, 
and when her counsellor pre- 
sented the idea of the Friday 1 
program, she jumped at it. 
Students from grades 10- 
12 from Terrace and Kitimat 
have been choosing the pro- 
gram with little advertising, 
says trades program head, 
Ken Downs. 
In three years, it’s gone 
from two to 45 students. The 
students start with a. safety 
test and learn how to use the 
shop tools in a number of 
trades: welding, automotive 
and heavy duty mechanics, 
outdoor power equipment, 
millwright and carpentry. 
After, students learn to 
work safely, they’re free to 
start working shoulder to ‘ 
, shoulder with the older col- 
lege students. 
“The college students 
have taught me so much,” 
, 
Lussier, 17, said, adding 
she’s learning how mechan- 
ical things work by taking 
them apart and putting them 
back together. 
And she says she’s ben- 
efitting from more one-on- 
one instructional time. 
Keisha Wilson is one of 
two instructors that handles 
the Friday program. She 
shares her expertise with the 
high schoolers. 
Trained in outdoor power 
equipment mechanics, Wil- 
son says any fears she had of 
overseeing youth have not 
been realized. 
“They pay for it and come 
on their day off so they want 
to be here,’, said Wilson. 
Some teens are more de- 
signed for the trades - like 
Lussier. 
“I just want to be a me- 
chanic,” said the Grade 
11 student. “I don’t like 
And with students like 
Lussier, attitude is never a 
problem. 
“There’s a large number 
of people that just don’t re- 
spond to the normal K-12 
system,” said Downs. “What 
we’ve found is that in a 
nymber of cases, kids come 
in and it helps when they go 
back to school.” 
And the students who 
get a taste of the trades are 
choosing to come back. 
Lussier will move on 
to do a full semester in the 
ACE-IT program in her se- 
nior year and Kyle Howard, 
a graduate of Caledonia in 
2005, is now a full-time 
welding student. 
‘school-school. ”’ 
and, hey, the money’s not bad. younger employees have hob- 
“Having spending money. is bies and they’re able to pay for 
nice,” said Froese, who is sav- them with their earnings. 
ing up for car that runs, though His own son works at the 
he pines for a muscle car. store and his earnings help fi-” 
Store owner Bryan Gascon nance his paintball hobby. 
says the store has between sev- “They love it and we love 
en and 10 high schoolers work- it,” said Gascon. “It’s a win-win 
ing each Friday and more than situation.” 
20 overall. Teens are also a popular 
I “I think students like the day choice as employees because, 
off,” Gascon said. “They have generally, they’ll be in Terrace 
less of a social life if they’re for a few years finishing school: 
HANDS ON: Clair Lussier gets her hands dirty while getting to know the parts of a 
turbo in the automotive area at the college. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
I 
While some of his friends liked it. gret not taking (the program) 
were sleeping in or working “It’s a totally differ- last year,” he said, adding 
a retail job last year, he was ent world, [the instructors] those same friends are now 
getting his foot in the trades treat you like an adult,” said enrolled but a year behind. 
door on Fridays. He had a Howard. “It’s easy to get Ironically, the program’s 
couple of friends who had usedto.” popularity may lead to it be- 
taken the program and with “They like .working in ing cut for safety reasons, 
research in his career arid this environment,” added said Downs. Only so many 
personalplanningcourse, he Downs. ‘We don’t hold students can be safely ac- 
decided welding was a well- anybody’s hand.” commodated and if full 
paid job he’d like to pursue. Howard, who wants to time numbers continue to 
“I like working with work on pipeldes, as a boil- increase the once weekly 
metal and fabricating stuff,’’ program would likely be the 
said the 18-year-old. first to go. 
He admits it was “weird” For high schoolers, that 
at first, beiig with some of would clearly leave a hole in 
the older students but he their Friday options. 
ermaker or as a journeyman, 
endorses the program as a 
way to get an early start on 
post-secondary education. 
“Some of my friends re- 
, .  . 
: i  
‘I 
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Trustee not appreciated 
Dear Sir: 
I am wridng ‘as a parent of children attending Coast 
MountainSchool District and as a previous school trustee 
to express my concern over the comments and recent con- 
duct of Kitimat trustee Huey-lin Wu. 
While I understand the learning curve for Ms. Wu who 
put her name forward as a trustee, I cannot and will not 
sit back and say nothing about the absolute disrespect I 
feel she is directing toward the school district adniinistra- 
tors and, in particular, secretary treasurer Marcel George 
by entertaining a motion “10 seek assistance from an in- 
dependent financial advisor to review the district’s finan- 
cial situation.” Ms. Wu has been a trustee for barely five 
months and seems to have already lost confidence in the 
administration to provide honest and accurate figures. 
Has she hersclf gone through the financials and has she 
seen any irregularities in the financial management or is , 
she responding or, should I say. reacting to the opinions 
of a small special interest group in our district? Does she 
have the, financial expertise and understyding of financial 
reports to properly assess if the information is or is not 
correct or is it bccause she does not understand that she 
is suspicious? ’ 
If Ms. Wu feels that the.administration is not being 
forthcoming or honest in their provision of information , 
and advice to the board, have the necessary processes 
been taken to address these performance deficiencies or 
is it her professional approach to deal with such personnel 
matter: solely through expressing her non-confidence in 
her employees through the media. I would suggest that 
Ms. Wu is putting the school board in a position to lose 
funds should her harassment be unsubstantiated arid these, 
employees decide to go their associations to fil 
ances. 
on March 7, 2006 for the vote on the school 
was appalled at Ms. Wu’s lack of public acc 
due to her failure to explain her rationale for voti 
way she did. I find it quite contradictory of Ms. 
make a statement in The Terrace Standard that “W 
have the trust of parents” and then a day later c 
vote on the calendar issue and is the only trustee thatgdoes 
not share her rationale with the public as to why sh 
the way she did. 
The only rationale that I can come up with, due’to Ms. 
Wu’s lack of communicating with us at this meeting, is 
that she is in support of going back to the five-day school 
week on the backs of those most vulnerable children in 
our district by cutting $250,000 from special education 
funding. It appears Ms. Wu is not opposed to cutting bus 
routes that would in turn jeopardize the safety of our chil- 
dren ahd is further not opposed to increasingclass sizes 
which would be as a result of the proposed redu 
teachers in our district. 
I think Ms. Wu voted against the four-day school so 
she could safely sit on the fence. Neither she nor the other 
trustees who voted against the four-day school week were 
able to accomplish what Ms. Wu stated parents wanted 
- rehirning to the five-day week without making the cuts I 
the district had outlined as possible ways to make up for 
a $1.28 million sho-rtfall. What other chdice did the othkr 
trustees-have: based \on the parents not. wanting ,the . 1 p ~ e  
posed cuts suggested by the board? ’ 
I thank those trustees who shared their rationale for 
each of their votes. I also recognize the resilience of the 
school district administrators in their ability to stay fo- , 
cused on our children’s education in times that can be 
very challenging. , 
Jessica Mikolayczyk, Hazelton, B.C. 
While in attendance at the special meeting of the 
. 
, I  
Listen up,‘ Roger . ,  
Dear Sir: 
It doesn’t sound like Roger Hams gets it either in a re- 
cent column about the rural and urban divide. He whines 
about how residents in the Lower Mainland and Victoria 
don’t understand the importance of exporting natural re- 
sources and how outsiders get involved in our develop- 
ment decision making processes etc. It does little to foster ’ 
the collaboration and cooperation required to provide sus- 
tainable socio-economic solutions for our region. ‘ ‘ 
He neglected to mention that people in this region h 
already expressed their visions and values on natural re- 
source development. You only need to look at the various 
planning and advisory bodies where First Nations, local 
governments and diverse ‘ stakeholders collaborated on 
and arrived at consensus decisions. People weresitting 
around tables alright, but they sat in Terrace and Prince 
Rupert, rather than in Vancouver as he mentioned. 
People here generally work ‘together for positive solu- 
tions. Occasionally people decide that something is a real- 
ly bad idea and unite to stop it. For instance, over 20 yeais 
ago, area residents refused to be part of a MOF research 
experiment to overspray islands in the Skeena with a 
herbicide (a chemical cousin of Agent Orange’ that w e  
very toxic to fish) for registration in Canada. A codition 
was formed and it included the Kitsumkalum First Nation, 
who applied for a court injunction. 
Currently another grass roots, coalition is stopping a 
very stinky experiment, namely fish farms on the north 
coast. So local expertise to protect the environment has 
been alive and well in this area for decades: This will 
likely grow due to the increasing pressure fqr resource ex- 
traction by companies, governments and others that don’t 
give a rat’s butt about community stability 
mental integrity. ’ 
With reference to Dan Miller, who now live 
md consults for Enbridge Gateway and last year consulted 
!or the province on offshore oil and gas, I don’t think he 
Zets it either. Wasn’t he part of the inner sanctum in Vic- 
oria that labelled environmentalists “enemies of B.C.”? 
I suggest that if Roger Harris really wants urban folks 1 
o understand the rural social relationships, the best place I 
or him to start is at home.‘I highly ’recommend that’he 
alk with, listen to and learn from First Nations, from 
hose that have volunteered decades of their time advo- , 
:sting for clean*air, clean water, healthy forests and wild 
ish stocks and visit Terrace-based organizations such as 
lriends of Wild Salmon and Canadian Parks and Wilder- 
less Society. 
3 Renee Mikaloff, Registered Forest TecPmologist, 
Terrace, B.C. 
’ 
’ 
T 
,, 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Starldard welcomes letters. Our address 
s 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can 
‘ax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ 
’erracestandard corn No attachments, ‘please. Name, 
zaifress and phone number required for ven$ation. 
I 
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I She’s got it all wrong 
Dear Sir: / know more about these missing women and 
their families than what I’ve learned from 
I am thoroughly disgusted with the March media reports”. 
, 8 column by Claudette Sandecki on hitch- If a person doesn’t have any real insight 
hiking. about something ttiey should keep their opin- 
It really hit close to home. My cousin Ta- ions to themselves. And really, is she was 
mara Chipman is one of the women who has so concerned about these’girls she would be 
gone missing on ~e Highway of Tears and out trying to do something about it instead of 
words can’t even start to describe how hurt- writing about it. 
ful those words where. I would also like to add that not all people 
In a time of hardship you would think that who hitchhike are victims of abuse or have 
it would bring a community together instead the feeling of being unloved or who’ve been 
of people trying to get their 15 minutes of sexually abused. Implying tha: isn’t neces- ~~ 
fame. s a r y  or correct. 
The column is completely unacceptable It can also not be put on the shoulders 
and in no way helpful to those who are hurt- of a father or a mother. If there weren’t so 
ing. It has only brought out angry, frustra- many evil and corrupt people in this world 
tion and more pain. , we would be safe. The blame can’t be put 
ing and it was foolish of them to hitchhike Ms. Sandecki, you should be thorough 
but someone who <has no connection with with your research and not make accusations 
these women should not be putting their two about things you aren’t sure of, also you 
Sandecki wrips, “Missing women might I would like to thank all the people who 
have been driven by internal turmoil ... hav- have been helping with the search for these 
ing low self-esteem, to feeling unloved and girls, it makes a difference. Hang in there 
unlovable.” and thank you once again. 
That is one large accusation about these Megan Brown, 
women. Sandecki has admitted “I don’t Q Vancouver BC 
~ 
~ 
We have to face it, these girls did go miss- ’ on anyone. 
cents in. i shouldn’t get your answers from Oprah. 
! ,> 
Time i to clean up, fix up 
Dear Sir: J’ 
This last year we moved into town. 
Consequently we do quite a lot of walking 
around town. 
Most of the malls do a good job of clean- 
ing up in front of their business, but a lot of 
merchants, banks, etc. do very little or none 
at all to clean up paper garbage in front of 
their business. This-does not do anything to 
improve the look of our community. 
That still looks better than the back streets. 
They are disgraceful and sick. Garbage of all 
Who is to blame for this? I would liave to 
think it is the citizens of our town. Shame on 
all of us that leave such a mess. 
There are also some good people out 
there. I see them cleaning up along the road 
and ditches. Good for them: They deserve a 
thanks. 
A lot of our sidewalks are terrible. A lot 
of areas have no sidewalk at all. Either you 
walk on the pot hole road and slow traffic 
down or in the ditches or someone’s lawn. 
Come on, Terrace. Clean up and fix up. 
This also goes for some of our citizens. 
Jim LeCleir, 
Terrace, B.C. 
~ 
’ 
’ description, shopping carts, you name it. 
A numbers game 
This nlisprint was Dear Sir: 
At 51 12 Hwy16 West, pointed out to Telus early 
there is a new sign that in 2005 but the error has 
reads “R & S Haigh, 5 1 12 not been corrected and we 
& 55 12 Hwyl6 West.” have had parcels mailed 
This is because in the tothe wrong address. 
latest issue of the Tele- Anyone seeing thc sign 
phone U.S.A. phone di- and wonders why just try 
rectory the phone number to find the address 551 2 
for Stefka Haigh is listed Highway 16 West and 
as being at 55 12 Highway then scratch your heads. ’ 
16 West instead of 5112 Randolph C. 
Highway 16 West which and Stetka Haigh, 
is her actual address. - Terrace, B.C. 
New and exciting items for the ... 
a 
I 
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HIGH ACHIMMENT 
On success of attaining 
For the month of March 
Royal LePage Terrace 
”Sales Achievement” 
Have your children checked - 90% of 
foot problems if found early at ages 
8 - 14 yrs, can be completely corrected. 
FREE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
‘ 3208 Sunset PI. 
For appointment please call 
1-888-31 3-1 339 
/I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, .  
. ,  
t 
, 
NOi Security Deposit’ 
A & C ~  S S @ TOyOT’A 
a nicer way to buy a car. 
The car-buying process is no longer intimidating or  frustrating. Access is all abouta  relaxed 
environment and pleasant purchase experience. The Toyota Dealers listed below will provide 
the service and,support that makes sure you come back, whether you buy a car or not. 
\ 
RACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 
. ,  . .  . , . . . . . . . . . , .. . .  . -  
I .  
. . ~, . . . 
. .  ‘ S  
/ 
L-: 
cc. y .  
’f 
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Post secondary education is more necessary, challenging and espensive than 
ever. It’s so important to help your children make the choices that will 
ensure their future success. 
Learn about the wide range of quality educational options and support services 
available at NWCC. Whether your child wants to be a iiurse, a carpenter, a 
social worker or get a university. degree, NWCC can help achieve those 
goals, right here in your own community. 
Tuesday, April 1 1  
7:OO p.m. - 9:OO p.m. 
NWCC Terrace Campus, 5331 McConnell Avenue 
Room 2001 /2002, Waag Haawk (Birch Building) 
8 1  
I - u v w  iisitors , 
OUP of Canadian diplomats soon tg head overseas to represent the 
country paid a,visit March 23 to the Nass Valley as part of a comprehensive 
tour of the country, to better acquaint themselves with what is going on. Far 
right in the back row is Peter Baird, an official with Indian and Northern Affairs 
Canada who accomDanied the group. ’ ERIC GRANDSON PHOTO 
, 
search still on I purse snatchers 
I ‘ 
k R R 4 C E  RCMP continue to look for the money. ’ 
, .  .. . 
/i 
1 5  
. ,  
II Winning welder ) 
DAN Scott, from Kit ims took 1st place in the welding component of the 
Skills Canada Competiion March 17 at Northwest Community College. Cale- 
donia students Scott Lampert (2nd), Tyler Hole (3rd), James Oliver (4th) and 
Will Brown of Hazelton (5th) rounded out the winners. ‘Jules Kopec and Jason ’ 
Mattenly from Caledonia also competed. In automotive repair, Jordon Dar- 
roch of Hazelton Secondary won; while Shantel Buttress (also from’ Hazelton 
Secondary) won in the cooking contest. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Film crew in the Nass 
for look at hi-tech use 
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nlARE ON SALE NOW( .I 
with discounts 4s deep 4s the powder! 
young people responsible for two cases of 
purse snatching. 
Terrace RCMP Sgt. Bill Casault said po- , 
lice have no suspects and advise women to 
of March to film a documentary on First 
Nations use of broadband technology. 
ture and the ablllry to create oppomnlrles 
for First Nations. . .- ., ,. 
documenky slated to run on the network in central role in establishing infrastructure. 
September 2006. He’ll also be looking at the Gingolx (Kin- 
“The film will feature a wide range of colith) media centre, which he says “is an 
examples, highlighting broadband appli- exciting example of how locals are creat- 
cations in education, health, business, and ing media to empower through telling the 
governance, as well as showing how cutting- Nisga’a story.” 
edge .technology can protect ,sovereignty, “The Nisgd’a seem to be very welcom- 
I . ing, eager folks so it’ll be great working with language, and culture.” 
The documentary takes a ldok at several them and I’m looking forward to being up 
First Nations groups in B.C. using the tech- there,” said Aikenhead prior to the h p .  
Terrace. Season pass application forms can also be down(oaded from our website 
www.shamesmountain.com. To order by regular mail, send completed form to: Shames Mountain Ski 
Corporation, P.O. Box 1 19, Terrace, British Columbi< V8G 4A2. To order by phone, call (250) 635-3773, 
please have your Visa/MasterCard ready. To order by fax, transmit completed form to (250) 635-9773. To 
order in person, drop by the Shames Mountain downtown office at 4544 Lokelse Avenue in Ter-race between 
9am and 4:30pm, Monday through Friday. Debit Cards not accepted. 
I 
. that was insihh thief if he witnessed a purse snatching, he 
doesn’t encourage others to d o  the same. 
‘‘I wouldn’t advise people to give chase 
but try to provide details to police. Make 
a mental note of what they’re wearing and 
anything else they can,” he said. 
Anybody with information should call 
the RCMP detachment at 638-7400 or 
Crimestoppers at 635-8477. It is a confiden- 
tial tips line and the identities of those who 
provide information are not disclosed. 
The pair are believed to be between 15- to 
20-years-old. One wore a grey hoodie and 
the other wore a blue ski jacket. 
On Nov. 7, 2005, a 79-year-old lady lost 
her purse when two young females, believed 
to be the same ones responsible for the Feb- 
ruary incident, grabbed it off her arm as she 
st%olled along the 4700 block of Park Ave. 
*A passerby saw and chased the pair. 
The purse was found later without its 
l_l FOR YOUR 4 PAGE INSIDE LOOK AT ALL THE PARTICIPANTS, 
EVENTS AND PRIZES TO BE WON AT THE TRADE SHOW! 
-. ____I 
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CN crews get early warning 
when avalanches, debris 
come down on train tracks 
NEW safety devices erected west of Terrace along the CN 
Rail line to Prince Rupert are helping to alert train conductors 
when an avalanche. or debris slide obstructs part of the rail 
line. 
Called slide detector fences, they’ve been installed in two 
areas between Terrace and Prince Rupert that have seen an 
increase in rock fall in recent years, said CN’s avalanche co- 
ordinator for the area, Rod Gee. 
‘1 The fences-iook like tall telephone poles linked together 
by numerous wires. They are installed along the rail tracks 
between the line and sheer rock faces. 
The wires are designed to break when rocks, debris or 
large amounts of snow hit them. 
That alerts a dispatch centre in Edmonton and the conduc- 
tors on the trains that the tracks are obstructed somehow. 
“What happens is if there is rock fall8the wires break and 
those wires are wired into the signal system,” says Gee. 
“It makes the signals turn red so the train has to stop be-’ 
cause they will know there is a problem,” the safety coordi- 
nator continued. 
Once a signal hrns red a message is instantly sent to a r i l  ’ break, a signal would be sent out, Gee adds. 
traffic control centre in Edmonton where an alert is issued to 
the conductor on the train. 
Engineering crews are also alerted and dispatched to in- 
vestiaate the cause of the hazard signal being tripped. 
l b o  fences are located 50.4 and 51.6 miles west of Ter- 
race. 
“They’ve had an increase in rock fall over the last couple 
of years there,” Gee says, adding those two fences were in- 
stalled in the spring of 2005. 
And a little closer to Terrace another similar device was 
installed several years ago to assist avalanche technicians in 
detecting slush flows that happen in the winter which could 
also obstruct the line. 
‘*A debris flow is when you have really heavy rainfall and 
the creeks come up really high - the creek turns into slush,” 
explainsGee. 
That slushy flow can also contain rocks and tree limbs that 
could potentially obstruct the line or cause a derailment. 
Because such flows are difficult to predict, the fence 
installed to increase the safety of the line. 
The system also alerts passenger carrier’VIA Rail which 
runs a regularly scheduled service along the CN line between 
Prince Rupert and Prince George. 
The rails themselves are also wired so if a rail were to 
So far this year the slide detector fences 
They are tested on a regular basis to ensure they are in 
, 
~, 
5 
triggered by any rock fall. I 
Li I1 ‘ working order. 
I 3 
The Terrace Standard 
is pleased to welcome 
Ellie Higginson 
to its sales team. Ellie has returned 
after spending the last ten years in 
‘Vancouver and Ontario. Wecare pleased 
, to welcome Ellie back to Terrace and 
The Terrace Standard. ’ 
STANDARD 
N STREET, TERRACE,fB.C. V8G 5R2 
638-728 
I www. keenleyside.com @&Q@h 
1-800-335-8088 
250-635-5232 
Fa: 250-635-3288 
4635 i i g  Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAAN)  I 
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KEYBOARDIST Petty Officer Second Class Roy Kaighin of the Naden naval band based in Esquimalt Jets 
his fingers do their magic March 26 at a concert at the Kitsumkalum community hall., Eight members of 
the band’travelled here to show their appreciation for cards and banners prepared by the village and sent 
to Canadian troops in Afghanistan. n 
t 
Pot seller 
A YOUNG M h  caught trafficking m I !: free zone of Caledonia Senior Secondary School has been 
sentenced to house arrest plus a period of probation. YOUR BKE SHOP 
Joseph Charles Dudoward. 20. received a conditional 
$ sentence of 45 days house arrest to.& followed by one year “Because good friends I I. of probation, a 10-year firearms ban and he can’t have a cell- I 5 phone. don’t let friends ride junk.” F On May 4,2005, while a student at Caledonia. Dudoward - I $ was found to have 13 joints and six individual gram baggies f -Bruce 
> i  
7 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Ma, of marijuana plus some empty baggies in his backpack: “The judgecmentioned that in his decision that it is well 
at a person is not supposed to have drugs at school 
r. Dudoward should’ve been aware of that when it 
came to the consequences of his action, but the word drug- 
free zone wasn’t used within the context of what happened,” 
said prosecutor Tim Klaassen. 
e Klaassen asked for a 90-day conditional sentence for Du- 
doward, who had no previous criminal record, but was satis- 
fied with the judge’s decision. 
sion and that the judge weighed out all the mitigating and 
aggravating factors,” he said. 
’ Klaassen said one of the aggravating factors? in’ the case 
t Dudoward was selling illegal drugs at a school, but 
ng factor was that he cooperated with the principal 
owed his backpack to be searched. 
entering a guilty ple4 D 
ew what he did was wrond, IU 
The no-cellphone condition is a standard request in drug 
trafficking cases, Klaassen said. People who are trafficking 
drugs use cellphones to talk to customers and kange  to 
meet them in a particular place, he said. 
While there wasn’t &y indication that Dudoward had 
used a cellphone to contact customers the day of his arrest, 
he had written up his own business cards that included his 
cellphone number, Klaassen said. 
The sentence was handed down March 16 in Terrace Pro- 
vincial Court. 
“I will say this, that I certainly support the jud 
?. L P 
1 
Your hearing is worth looking after. We’ll test 
your ability to recognize tones across the entire 
speech spectrum. We’ll review your hearing 
history and provide an audiogram detailing your 
current hearing ability. It’s simple, painless-and 
best of all, it’s free. Thanks for listening. 
I 
I 
Bed, Bath a. 
Kitchen Boutiqus 
First Nation’s Store 
Geranium Perennials 
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Red{ucing hitchhiking 
will increase safety, 
gov’t official hopes 
SOLICITOR GENERAL 
’ John Les isn’t sure 
hitchhiking can ever be 
stopped completely but he 
hopes safer alternatives 
can be developed for those 
needing to travel along 
northwestern highways. 
Hitchhiking has emerged 
as a theme with some of 
the missing and murdered 
women cases along Hwyl6 
between Prince Rupert and 
Prince George,-the first of 
which dates back to 1974 
near Thornhill. 
All of the nine cases, 
the last one involves Ta- 
ulations work as intended. 
“I come from the Fraser 
Valley and I know my moth- 
er and my father hitchhiked 
because they didn’t have a 
vehicle. They didn’t think 
anything of it. It’s much dif- 
ferent today when hitchhik- 
ing is anynsafe thing to do,” 
said Les. 
“When I drive ‘now and 
see people on the side of the 
road, I shudder!’ 
The solicitor general said 
it ‘would be a “complete fal- 
lacy” to,assume that society 
could ever prevent danger- 
ous people from travelling 
mara Chipman of Terrace John b S  * ’ along highways in search of 
who was’,last seen hitchhik- victims. ( I  
ing near Prince Rupert last He said people may hitch- Still, L ~ s  is optimistic 
September, identified by the hike h a u s e  they don’t have that those attending the Sym- 
RCMP along the highway a vehicle, h a u s e  they don’t posium will come UP with 
remain unsolved. have e y  money, se it 7 some ideas that can work. ’ 
e ’ discus- may conveie auSe> The Liberal government 
to do now of need to Eavel n has provided $5O,O00 in 
what L ~ s  Calls seed money dons that time or because there is no 
ght reduce or alleviate the alternate &anspomtion op- to start working on various 
need to hitchhike,” said Les proposals that could include 
following his appearance at I And while &s d that early warning systems when 
the Highway of Tears sym- hitchhiking is t&icdly people do go missing as well 
posium in Prince George . illegal, its privalenke rein- as other services in addi- 
concerning the missing and forces the concept that not tion to potentially increased 
murdered women. ’ all government laws and reg- bansportation options- 
2 
Aq uacu It ure committee 
oks ‘.for submissions- ‘ 
I will be holding their 
WedriesdG, April 12,2006 230 p.m. 
Carpenters Hall - 33 12 Sparks St., Terrace 
For more information call Lynne Christiansen 635452 1 
1st Prize - *500.00 - D. Turner 
WHY BUYmAND-HOLD MAKES SEN§& 
There are two kinds of investors: investors who chase proffts by 
those who move in and out of frequently trading stocks or other 
investments searching for quick investments have a tendency to 
profits, and those who patlentiy invest buy and sell at the wrong times. 
for the long term. Which should you Attempting to ‘time the market” by 
~ moving in and out of investments at 
the best approach, their valleys and peaks is notoriously 
is a ‘buy-and4oid” strategy within diMcuit, even for professionals. 
a portfolio that is well diversified in fact, many investors end up 
among stocks, bonds and mutual doing just the oppositebuying, on 
funds. Making sure that your emotion, when prices are too high, 
portfolio Includes long- 
term investments in shares 
of highquaiity companies 
Legendary investors such 
as Warren Buffet and his 
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. 
have amassed fortunes 
by purchasing quality 
investments and rareiy 
selling them. 
Why does a buy-and-hold strategy 
work so we!/? Because, over time, 
the direction of financial markets 
is generaliy up. When you hold 
investments for the iong term, 
temporary fluctuations in markets or 
securities prices are inconsequentiai. 
With a longer investment horizon, 
it wonY matter much whether an 
investment gyrates along the way. 
Stocks market investments are 
particularly good candidates for a 
buy-and-hold approach. in addition 
to capital gains, equity investors may 
benefit from dividends paid by blue- 
chip investments. if those dividends 
are reinvested. aotentiai returns 
UPCOMING SEMINAR 
RULES 
1 TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIETY 
1 
invites you to attend . I 
II ANNUAL GENERAL MEEllNG 
It’s time to book your advertisement,in the 
2006 FISHING IN THE NORTHWEST 
or seliing when they’ve 
hit bottom. Then they 
remain on the sidelines 
as prices rebound. Plus, 
frequent trading can result 
in increased commission 
costs and capital gains 
taxes. 
Investors who try to 
jump in and out of major Kevin Marlea” asset groups-such as 
stocks and bonds-make 
Investment Representative 
_ _ _ _ _  - 
Tuesday, May 9,2Q06 
Registrahon 7:OO p.m. for meeting 7:30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Education Room 
Members,’ Volunteers and a// Interested Communiv mmben, 
AWE one interim report within six. 
with mon+s which will be fol- ’ 
ce’s lowed by a second one prior 
and> to a final report being sub- 
NDP mitted to the legislature. 
ustin is I It is also commissioning 
an extensive cost benefit 
They can be about any analysis of-the aquaculture 
issue tied to fish farms or industry. 
other aspects of aquaculture, “Surprisingly there has 
said Austin.# never been onk done before. 
At the same time, h e  And it will be important to 
committee will be taking to have this kind of informa- 
the road in June and in Sep- tion,” said Austin. 
“You hear that the indus- 
ensive try has created 4,000 jobs 
comng to the while others say it is 2,500. 
northwest as well,” said We have to find the truth out 
Austin. there,” he said. 
l%e committee will file Fish farming off the coast 
W ,-in your communityikall: . , b ~ ;  
1-800-565-8111 1 5  . 
(all calls are answered locally) 
m.bc-girlguides.org 
1 
similar mistakes. For example, when 
stocks are failing they may wait too 
iong before making an exit, missing 
out on recovering prices later. When 
they move back into stocks, they 
most iikeiy buy in at higher prices. 
Askyour investment representative 
how you can put together an 
investment portfolio designed for 
long-term results. You’ii see that buy- 
and-hold reaiiy does work. 
MEMBER CiPF 
OF THE ROAD are enhanced. ‘Returns derived from dividends aaid bv Canadian 
corporations are’ taxed -at a lower 
rate than other income, as are capital 
gains. 
Even when the benefits of buy-and- 
hold might not be obvious, they’re still 
rid of investments. But it’s generally 
a good idea to resist the temptation 
BUILDING SOLID 
STOCK PQRTFOhlBS 
Sat. APRIL 22 - 1:OO p.m. 
at the Edward Jones Offke 
at work. For example, market declines 
may seem like the right time to get 
Please call or Jocelyn 70 Reserve 
your Seat at -1202 1477%3&1202 
and if the stick fundamentals to your long-term of th  investment strategy EdwardJoneS 
are stili sound. if you sell when prices S e d  h&Gdud hve8tom 
Q 
107-4716 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T2 
(250) 638-2202 or 147783&1202 
are temporarily depressed, you’ll 
miss out on the potential price rise 
that follows a decline. 
YOUR BIKE SHQP 
7 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
J ‘  
in 
Published: late April Deadline: April 13 
TO BOOK YOUR SPACE, CALL 
BRIAN, ELLIE OR BERT 1 
6-7- S T E A R D  
1 10% ,OFF SKATEBOARDS \ \  4 
*5UY 1 GET 1 FREE SALES RACK* 
4040% OFF ALL REMAINING 
snowboards, outerwear, gloves, goggles, wax and more.,, 
Fimd these hot brands exclusively at Ruins: 
Swimwear by Roxy, Seafolly, Raisins and L Space 
Streetwear by Volcom, Roxy, Split, Dish Denim, Westbeach, WE, Planet Earth & More 
\ 
Sunglasses by Oakley, Dragon, SPY, IS Design e Watches by Mixon 
124-4717 lahebe Awe., ?enam 
c 
. . . . .  . 
/ ’  t 
.. . . _ .  
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lkeena dr. fence damaged 
d RCMP nab a suspect 
RCMP ARE concentrating 
on how a 17-year-old youth 
obtained alcohol prior to 
allegedly using a van to 
damage a fence at Skeena 
Jr. Secondary School) in 
the early morning hours of 
March 26. 
Police say there is some 
suggestion an adult pur- 
chased liquor for the youth 
and that the youth was at a 
party where he was permit- 
ted by adults to drink and 
drive. 
“Adults thit permit this’ 
ort of activity may be held 
criminally and civilly re- 
sponsible,” said the RCMP 
in a press release. 
Approximately $900 in 
damage was done to the 
fence at the north end of the 
school by ripping Out eight NEWLY-INSTALLED fence at north end of Skeena Jr. Secondary was damaged 
that had been early March 26 by a van RCMP say was driven by a 17-year-old youth. A variety of 
only school building &get- 
charge the youth, school, ed by vandals in late March. Despite the recent van- 
board chair Lome Gowen ~ In the early morning dalism, Morris said the dis- 
said under the School Act hours of March 23, six trict will not alter its security 
the district could take the windows were smashed at measures. 
youth’s parents to court in a ,Thornhill Elementary and The district has used pri- 
Primary schools. vate security at Skeena Ju- 
“In the event of a charge, The district is also look- nior, which has been hit hard 
we would go after the par- ing to replace a plastic slide by vandalism, to comple- 
ents,” Gowen added. that was burned beyond ment RCMP. who routinely 
Skeena Junior wasn’t the use or repair at Jack Cook patrol area schools. 
to concrete and as- charges are being’contemplated. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
ce had just been 
installed about five weeks 
earlier to prevent vehicles 
from being used to damage 
school fields and property. . 
A tree was also run over. 
RCMP first encountered civil trial. 
a youthLat 3 a.m. that morn- 
ing when an officer noticed a 
van, without its rear left tire, 
driving near the Hwy16/37 
In’ the event RCMP do School on MTch 21. 
! 
the van’s wheel 
contacting the pavement. In 
addition to,missing a tire, the 
van was missing a diamond 
plate running board,” states 
the RCMP press release. 
: RCMP placed a 17-year- 
old youth in custody under 
suspicion of impaired driv- 
ing and have sent informa- 
tion to Crown,prosecutors. 
The youth could also face 
more ,charges of mischief 
and failure to report a colli- 
sion in relation to the fence 
damage, say RCMP. 
, Officers and investiga- 
tors were able to place the 
.vaq,at.the scene of the fence’ 
&&age because there were 
have bekn drinking and was 
w e d  over to his parents. 
Chuck Moms, theischool 
district’s director of facili- 
ties and maintenance, said 
lk t  week in cases of school 
vandalism where police have 
a suspect, a charge is not al- 
ways laid. 
; “What generally hap- 
pens is police either pursue 
charges or restorative jus- 
tice,” Moms said. 
: In a case where a school 
is involved, the youth meets 
with a restorative justice 
doordinator and hisher par- 
e@~, the RCMP, a school 
@strict administrator. 
; Moms and the group 
t@es to arrive at a solution 
$at doesn’t always involve 
$e justice system. 
In some cases, a reim- 
Sursement for damages 
\fould be sought, volunteer 
$ark or some other unique 
splutisn could be agreed 
upon, said Morris. 
* RCMP say cases rec- 
ommended for restorative 
justice must meet certain 
criteria and whileothe week- 
ehd incident is under inves- 
tigation, they are unable to 
advise if this situation meets 
those criteria. 
Family 
injured ? 
WE PEOPLE were taken 
t& Mills Memorial Hospital 
rifter the vehicle in which 
they were driving hit a 
doose March 26. 
: The female driver from 
W c e  Rupert struck the ani- 
rpal with her Ford Focus on 
Hwyl6 about 30km west of 
Terrace just before 8:30 p.m. . 
that day. 
The two adults and three 
children in the car suffered 
&ts and were transported by 
atnbulece to the hospital, 
s;ly RCMP. 
; The driver stayed over- 
iyght at hospital for observa- 
tion. 
1 The vehicle was extqn- 
sively damaged. The moose 
died as a result of the coIIi- 
ston. 
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Terrace public’school teachers are hosting a 
for parents and teachers. An update of current 
class size and composition issues will be the focus. 
Purents ure encouruged to uhnd 
April 12* 7t30 p.m. - 
Best Western Terrace Inn ‘ 
A P 
OPT 816MwBl.E BED W/BUNK DEALER #5958 *O.A.C. Met Of Taxes 
. . , ,  .".., . . . -.. . .  
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UNBC to e the size, 
campus 
I 
UNBC HERE is to triple 
its campus size and be able 
to offer more programs 
once it moves to its new 
home in a former provincial 
1 transportation ministry 
building on Keith Ave. 
.. 'he university announced 
,the' purchase last, week 
brough $972,000 from the 
provincial government. 
E+ "It's really exciting, it's 
such an important and timely 
initiative in the northwest," 
says regional 7 chair Judith 
Lapadat. 
"We've seen our pro- 
grams growing our enroll- 
ment &d registration grow- 
ing year by year. Now that 
we have the new building 
1 coming on, stream that will 
allow us to support even 
more growth and develop- 
.merit." 
The new campus will in- 
!uderadministrative offices, UNBC 
culty offices, classrooms 
a large computer lab, vid- 
eo conferencing, 'a student 
lounge, study area abd per- 
haps a space for public per- 
formances and lectures, says 
programs," says Lapadat. ~ 
' UNBC offers a variety of 
%courses at its Terrace cam- 
pus, including' education, 
'pursing, @ychology, Social to higher ducation if they 
#'orkt anwoPOlogY, Eng- didn't have programs and 
!ish, geography, history and I offe&qp.right in their corn- 
:First Nations studies. It also munities," h p a t  says. 
'!as an aboriginal 
people to N o m e  s 
It also offers and a 
1 of education .program 
+IQ a new nursing 'program 
;offered in conjunction with 
Northwest Community Col 
lege, where students 
their first two years be 
bansferring . to LNE3C 
complete their degrees. I 
ChTk .  
Dennis Macknak, an- 
other UNBC official, says 
it will take some work to 
The expanded offerings 
Terrace means fewer stu- 
.nts will have to travel to 
ince George. or 'other uni- make 't-'o?k l i e  C ' S  
We're tax profession r a reason. 
No matter how 
situation, your .return will be done right. 
It's just another part of.the H&R Block 
Advantage. ' 
'i 
Terrace (250) 635-2 
1 06-47 1 6 Lazelle Avenue 
H&R BLOCK 4 
8 2006 HRR Block Canada, Inc. CNG-01: 
, 
Christiuh 'I ischeo/ 
is now accepting registrations for 
2OQ6-2007 school year 
j Kindergarten - Grade 12 
offerring YQU and your famify 
q u a l i ~  Christian Educa~on 
Contact Information/Inquiries 
3608 Sparks St:, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2V6 
Fax: 250-635-9385 
Email: ccs@telus.net 
Webs i be: www. ce n te n n i a I c h r i s ti an . ca 
"Traih a child in the way he should go and 
when he is old he will not depart From if.'' 
Proverbs 22:6 
Ph: 250-635-61 73 
1 
e Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
wishes to advise its 
rihill Water System 
10 - April 28,2004 
tomers that a flushing procedure f 1  
will be carried out 
This procedure is necessary to remove any 
sediment that may be present in the water mains 
and ,to ensure the best possible water qualify 
is maintained. During this procedure water 
pressures may fluctuate and water may appear 
coloured or cloudy. You are advised to run your 
water until it clears. Your ongoing cooperation 
and understanding are appreciated. 
Regional District of 
'iGtim*StiIcino 
, ,  
Phone: (250) 6 154 lo0 
Spring Bulbs for 
Summer Color ' 
Another beautiful spring day and the 
iir is full of excitement and anticipation. 
'he first signs of spring are beginning to 
;how. Trees and shrubs have nice plump 
iuds and the sound of lawn thatching 
:an be heard rattling all over town. 
You can start a beautiful and very 
nexpensive flower garden today by 
ilanting spring bulbs. Many of the 
ierennials you would normally buy in a 
iot in the summer can be purchased in 
I bulb or root right now for a much more 
iffordable price. So don't,delay, pick up 
four spring bulbs today! 
Although spring bulbs are summer 
flowering they must be planted early 
in the spring. 
' In heavy soil loosen the soil underneath 
the bulb and add sand or perlite to 
improve drainage. 
' Mix bulb food in with the soil when 
planting. 
Plus don't miss QUI 
"BERRY" 
good selection of 
* S T .  WBERRIES 
.RASPBERRIES 
*BLACKBERRIES 
WING M S  SPRlW At,, 
www.uplandsnursery.com 
Trees G Shrubs Turf 
.Garden Su pZies 9- *Annuals Perennials .Pond Supp aes 
635-260 
38 Highway 16 West, Terr 
COME AND EXPLORE WHAT 
U'NBC NORTHWEST 
HAS TO OFFER! 
0 Serving Your Community; 
Terrace, Prince Rupert, Kitimat, Hazleton, Smithers, etc. 
REGISTER NOW for Sprhg/Summer 2006 Courses 
T& a course with us this SPringSummer towards a degreddiphna program or simply for interest! 
Terrace Campus 
'Face to Face" offerings include: 
Theory, + 
Anthropology 210-3 Understanding 
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays May 
11th-27th , 
hucation 201.3 Education Theory & 
Practice 
Saturdays May 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th & June 
3rd, 10th 9am-4pm 
English 430.3 S p i d  Topics hi' 
Canadlan Literature 
1 Week Intensive Monday July 10th 
- Friday July 14th 9am-6pm 
English 460.3 Animals in Children's 
'Literature 
May 1st- June 16th Mondays and 
Wednesdays 1:00pm-4:00pm 
English 470.3 Creative Wridnp P y h y  
1 Week Intensive Monday July 24th 
-Friday July 28th 9 a m - 6 p  
Environmental Studies 309-3 Womcn 
& Environmental Studies, 
1 
' 2 Week intensive Mondays- Fridays July 
31st -August 11th 8am-12pm 
First Nations Studies 302-3 First 
Nations Health and Healing 
July 4th- August 18th Tuesdays and 
Thursdays 6pm-9pm 
\' 
History 303.3 British Columbia, 
Maylst- June 16th Tuesdays and 
Thursdays lpm-4pm 
Islstory 402.3 Womeu in Canada 
2 Week Intensive July 31st -August 
1 lth Mondays- Fridays lpmdpm 
Natural Resource Management 306-3 
Society, Policy & Administration 
May 1st -June 16th Mondays and 
Wednesdays 1:00pm-4:00pm 
Social Work 445.3 Social Work & Cross- 
Cdtural Practice, 
1 week Intensive "hesday May 16th 
Saturday May 20th 9am-6pm 
> * * * o e o A N D  MORE!! 
Drop by our offices or check onllne for 
ALL our course offerhp 
*Many of our SpringlSunimer courses are 
available in your honietown through our 
distance delivery methods* 
*Course delivery arid availability is subject to 
suficient enrollment and instructor availability. 
Through UNBC Northwest you can 
complete a Degree or Diploma irn: 
Nursing 
Social Work 
Education 
English 
General& 
\ 
Detailed information is available at our 
regional offices 
Please drop by or contact us 
UNBC Northwest Regional Office 
4741 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1W2 
Telephone: (250)615-5578 or 
1-880-697-7388 
Fax: (250) 615-5478 
Email: nw-info@unbc.ca 
Website: wv.unbc.ca 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
Facelift 
THE NEW home of the 
Royal LePage real estate 
offices is undergoing a 
renovations complete 
with new siding, carpets 
and windows. The house 
on Lazelle Ave. used to be 
the site of the Ksan House 
Society’s off ices. Royal 
LePage bought the house 
in anticipation of Ksan’s 
move to its new location 
earlier this year. Owner 
Erika hnger hopes to 
move into the new space 
by the end of April. 
/ 
- >  
orest safety 
* I  
t ’  6  i :summit set 
sees the Trucksafe program, 
Keith Rush senior advisor of 
the soon-to-be implemented 
host a certified companies program, 
mit next and Terrace’s Roger Harris, 
ht on new the newly appointed forest 
d to help safety ombud2man. 
th toll in The council comprises 
members of virtually every 
bin, presi- sector of the forest industry. 
em Fallers McKibbin says the ses- 
!:Association, is spearhead- sions are open to anyone 
0 :ing the conference called the working in the forest in- 
!,Northwest Loggers Safety dustry in the region. The 
r ’ Summit along with the conference is open to work- ’ 1,Northwest Loggers Asso- ers including those in Ter- 
f ciation. Last year 43 forest race, Kitimat, Houston and 
::lives, 106 others were sen- The summit is slated for 
1 ‘ously injured. Saturday, May 13 at the 
Slated to speak are repre- Coast Inn of the West from 1 sentatives from theI3.C. For- 9 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. Call 
I I ’est Safetv Council including Mike McKibbin at 638-8729 
,industry workers lost their Smithers. 
Dale will speak about the 
murder of his son Jason at 
the High School shooting 
in Taber,’Alberta in 1999. 
Dale will share how the 14- 
year old boy who shot his 
son Jason was the victim of 
buliying which resulted in 
his son‘s death. Dale has 
met with. his son’s killer 
and has forgiven him. 
Dale brings a Message of Forgiveness md Hope 
Sun*, April 2Sd 
c r  *Free Admission* 
MaryA&e Arcand who ove; or Bill Sauer at 635-6801. 
i .  $coroner 
c 
I Resource industry coro- 
ner Tom Pawlowski will 
: identify common circum- 
stances and factors that 
j : could be contributing to for- 
, : est sector fatalities, says the 
; B.C. Coroners Service. 
i Pawlowski has an exten- 
sive coroner’s background 
I and experience in the forest 
: sector. His duties include in- 
: vestigating all forest related 
deaths in conjunction with 
the local coroner and con- 
: cluding those investigations 
;by way of a formal public 
;report or presiding over a 
; formal jury at inquest. 
1 The coroner will also 
make recommendations that 
will prevent future loss of life 
; under similar circumstances 
: within the forest sector. 
The coroner will also €0- 
f cus public attention on and 
; initiate public response to 
preventable deaths in the 
[ forest sector through public 
n reporting, Smith said. 
[; f 8 Female 
:business 
,owners 
:AN ORGANIZATION 
: presenting a workshop for 
women interested in getting 
: into business or who already 
: run their own business 
:next month, and it’s on’ 
; the lookout for established 
; female busines’s people 
*in Terrace to share their 
: stories. 
! The ,Women’s Enterprise 
: Centre is hosting workshops 
: here May 18 and a key part 
: of those sessions involve 10- 
: c d  women discussing the 
:challenges and rewards of 
; being in business for them- 
: selves. The centre is looking 
’ for six guest speakers from 
‘the Terrace area to share 
I red-life stories. 
\ Interested women should 
?contact the centre no later 
:than April 8 at 250-868- 
3454 extension 101. 
transmission lines and carry out treatment 
25 years are inspected. tested for strength 
to prevent and/or stop any decay. Untreated 
hile treated poles can last up to 70 years, 
lines across the province la total of approximately 12,5001. Specifically. the areas targeted for 
review this year are: 
Cranbrook Region 50 
b Fraser Valley Region 3.51 1 
Peace Canyon Region 3,048 
Prince George Region 2,325 
North Coasi Region 5’06 
Vancouver Island Region 1,312 
Lower Mainland Region 1.336 
The wood preservatives used are approved and registered for utilitywood poles by Health Canada 
Applicators are certtfted and licensed by the BC Ministry of Environment All work will be 
completed under the directton of BCTC and tn accordance with BCTC’s Pest Management Plan 
for Wood S t p u r e  Maintenance, which is available on our website at www bctc.com. 
If you would like more information. please contact BCTC Community Relalions. 1.866.647.3334. 
qp 
British Columbia’bransmissisn 
C 0 R PO R AT I8 N’’ 
www.bctc.com 
’ 
1% 
QC fransmmion Corporation IS the Crown corpo,aim rcsponsiblr lor planning. operating and maintaining 
QC Hydro’s Iranrmt5soon Isseis. including managing l r a i i m ~ s s m  lines and iighlr.ol.way QCTC 06.75 
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Let’s Make Cancer HistoG 
1 888 939-3333 I www.cancer.ca 
I BRITISH COLUMBIA AND YUKON 
For more information contact: 
Terrace Unit office 
1!1 Premier’s Consultation for 
!I IMPROVED CANCER CARE 1 0 
leaders Dr. Charles Jago, Presid 
and Mr.’Jeff Burghardt, Chair ‘of Northern 
invite you to a 
COMMUNITY MEETING c 
to help determine the direction of cancer care 
for’people in Northern BC 
,A ’11 *: *v* .( 
!# r?,,::Qublic-meetings,wi , . >  , 
, 
Your input is important and appreciated! 
‘A Vision for Cancer Care in the North’ is availabl 
Can’t make the meeting? Contribute your thoughts 
on the Comment Form also on the website 
website for background reading. 
Toll-free: 1-877-825-9493 I www.northernc 
mtimat Concert Association 
www.kitimatconcerts.com 
In partnership with 
JimByrnes 
Acoustic Band 
St. Louis born, CDN 
Blues Legend Jim Byrnes 
smoky vocals & guitar 
fiont a killer 5 piece 
acoustic band with 
Steve Dawson - guitar 
and Jesse Zubot - fiddle. 
Exhlusive northwest BC 
- 
GuyDavis . Charlie A’ Court 
2003 East Coast 
Music Awards - Best 
Blues Artist, Sizzling 
solo electric guitar 
with a voice at times 
smooth and sexy, others 
gritty and rocking the. 
house down shades of 
Jonny Lang. Exclusive 
i. 
New York bluesman 
Guy-Davis speaks to 
the roots of the blues. 
i His original songs hark 
back to sounds deeply 
drenched in lost black . 
traditions, good time 
music based in sorrow. 
Solo acoustic c 
\ 
I f t B  Canadian Patrirndne BRmSHCOtUH 
AKSCOUNClL -.--- Heritage canadien 
A16 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 5,2006 
spring I i  
pring has arrived with warmer temperatures is evident in the birth of 
PHOTO COURTESY CONNIE CAMPBELL 
local taxi company 
1 
I 
I 
. 
n ’ 
TWO THIEVES brhenly robbed a’ local taxi company early 
in the morning of March 11. 
The two male suspects forcibly entered the Kalum Kabs 
dispatch office on Lakelse Ave. around 7 a.m. and ordered 
pe dispatcher to “keep your head down.” 
They sto1e:‘the night shift deposit that was being held in 
nst. Rochelle Patenaude said the exact 
‘ 
amount’of money taken was not known. 
’ If you have any information about this crime, call Terrace 
RCMP at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 635-8477. . 
Crimestoppers offers a cash reward of up to $2,000 for in- 
formation leading to the arrest and charges being laid against 
this or any other unsolved crime. Callers will not be required 
to reveal their identities or testify in court. Crimestoppers 
does not subscnbe to call display. s’ 
h 
Here are a few words’that’ll sound 
rn-uch better at> Island Hearing Services: 
5 
I 
i, 
r *you I 
3 
+To get a better sense of it, 
” call for your free hearinftest today. ’ 
I 
Call MacCarthy Motors at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] 
i 
// Around Town 
~ 
.. 
Grieving sister-turned- 
author here Friday 
AUTHOR MAGGIE DeVries will read, from he] 
book, Missing Saruli, this Friday, April 7 at t w  
Terracevenues. 
The sister of one of.the missing women fron 
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, DeVries’s boo1 
tells the story of her sister. 
DeVries will appeai’at the Northwest Comnlu 
nity College library at noon and again at 7 p.m. a 
the Terrace Public Library. Admissionk free an( 
everyone is welcome. 
DeVries will also give readings in Princc 
George, Prince Rupert and in Smithers (see be. 
low): ’ 
Amnesty group hosts 
mini film festival 
THE TERRACE ~mnksty International Actio1 
Circle celebrates its first anniversary with i 
showing of two films after its monthly meetini 
Wednesday, April 5 at the Kiva Cafd on thc 
Northwest Community College campus. 
Mardi Gras: Made in China follows the “beac 
trail”,from the factory in China to Bourbon Stree 
during Mardi Gras, poignantly exposing the ineq 
uities of globalization. First-time director Davic 
Redmon cleverly illuminates the clash of culture! 
by juxtaposing American excess and consumer ig 
norance against the harsh life of the Chinese fac 
tory worker. USA, China / 2005 / 62 min. 
Then, it’s Scared Sacred, where in a worlc 
teetering on the edge of self-destruction, award 
winning filmmaker Velcrow ‘Ripper sets out on i 
unique pilgrimage. Visiting the “Ground Zeros’ 
of the planet, he asks if it’s possible to find hopc 
in the darkest moments of human history. Rippei 
travels to the minefields of Cambodia; war-torr 
Afghanistan; the toxic wasteland of Bhopal; post. 
9/11 New York; Bosnia; Hiroshima; Israel and Pal. 
estine. In each “Ground Zero,” he unearths unfor. 
gettable stories of survival, of ritual, resilience anc 
recovery. Canada / 2004 / 104 min. 
, The meeting starts at 6 p.m. (anyone welcome: 
_and the-first film.wil1 be.shownS7 p.m. _ ,  
He//o’is coming to the 
small screen 
LOCAL ROCKERS Melody Park are taking the 
next step in their journey toward further success. 
It was announced last week that the band will 
shoot a video for the band’s first single, Hello. 
The band is collaborating with a production 
company in Kelowna to shoot the video in late 
April in the Ok,magq city. 
Hello is the first track on the band’s debut, in- 
dependent release, Playground of Sound. , 
Smithers exhibit opens 
with local artists 
THE MISSING ,Women on Highway 16 art 
exhibition opens this Friday, April 7 at 7 p.m. at 
the Smithers Art Gallery and it features art‘from 
local artists. 
Louise Lencucha Behnke, Nadia Stella Guer- 
reiro and the Parkside Secondary School commu- 
nity are among the 30 visual artists from across 
the Northwest who have contributed work that 
explores violence against women and how we re- 
spond to it. 
The Friday evening launch is open to everyone 
and it begins with a traditional welcoming to the 
territory and will include a performance by the 
Muheini School All Nations Drummers, a First 
Nations smudging ceremony, and a reading at 8 
p.m. by Vancouver writer Maggie DeVries. 
The show runs to Saturday, April 29. 
Bunched up 
Volunteers with the -local Canadan Cancer 
Society gathered March 23 to distribute daf- 
fodil bunches for the annual fundraiser. From 
left, Paul and Judy Axelson, Joan Quast, Jea- 
nette Siemens, Helen Owen and Betty Clent. 
The six helped to order and deliver 1,100 
bundles of daffodils to area businesses and 
residents, down slightly from previous years. 
the first homegro judicator in the 41 -year histojl of the festival. 
mbing full 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
FOR UP and coming musicians like 
classical guitarist Andrew Clark, it 
isn’t easy getting paid gigs. 
So it was an easy decision for 
“I thought, wouldn’t that be so in- 
credibly inspiring to have him come 
back and give to the community?’ 
For Clark, who has been teaching 
since 2002 when he was in his third 
year of study at the Glenn Gould 
enthusiasm. ” 
Clark’s task is to evaluate the 
competitors on both their technical 
and musical aspects and give a mark 
out of 100, while gauging where the 
young players are in the learning 
said Clark. “I have a lot of gratitude 
for the festival over the years.” 
And‘the feeling is mutual. 
“I’m very-proud of him and the 
job he’s doing,” Juniper said last 
Terrace’s Clark, now living tempo- 
rarily in Vancouver, to accept an of- 
fer to be an adjudicator at this year’s 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival. 
Festival president Bonnie Juni- 
per contacted Clark last November, 
when he was in Terrace with the of- 
fer. The first-time adjudicator was 
flown up for the festival and paid. 
“I was very flattered and stunned,” 
said the 25-year-old Clark. 
Juniper says she jumped at the 
opportunity to have a homegrown 
adjudicator - the first in the festival’s 
41-year history. 
“He’s the only home-grown ad- 
judicator ever - ever,” said Juniper 
incredulously. 
School of the Royal Conservatory of 
Music in Toronto, trying his hand at 
adjudicating seemed a naturd.step. 
Clark had a briefing with Juniper 
and on the first of his two days of 
adjudicating, he observed colleague 
Dolor& Vann to refresh himself and 
focus on the job. 
“It was a little nervewracking,” 
Clark said. “It’s the first time, I’ve 
taught with a roomful1 of eyes on 
me.” t 
But Clark said he was confident 
in his knowledge. 
“It’s just a matter of transferring 
that bowledge to someone else,” he 
said, adding the young competitors 
impressed him with their skill and 
process. 
“The biggest challenge is trying 
to give marks in relation to others,” 
said Clark. “Everybody$ been:,thrilled w 
For Clark, who followed his time Andrew.” ‘ 
in Toronto with a two-year scholar- 
ship at the prestigious L‘Escuela Na- 
cional de la Musica in Havana, Cuba, 
his experience felt like ddjjl vu. 
“It’s weird to be on the other side 
of the table - it reminds me of grow- 
ing up and playing in the festival,” 
Clark said. 
Between his first instrument, the 
piano, and the guitar, Clark says he 
performed about 10 times at the fes- 
tival. 
“It’s been a fantastic experie 
week, adding the performers get to 
see a local emerge from his training 
and can aspire to do the same. . 
Clark, who is working and teach- 
ing part-time in Vancouver, has ap- 
plied to Columbus State University 
in Columbus, Georgia to do hi 
ters oE Music Education. 
He plans to spend the summer 
saving money by again working at a 
fishing lodge on Princess Royal Is- 
land near Hartley Bay. 
Musically, he wants to start a 
zolla (the Godfather ofT tango says 
’ Clark) group ind further advance his’ 
solo guitar pl 
I 
I 
THE,TERRACE Little Not only areadvance tick- are paying off. Shepard was killed be- 
Theatre’s spring production cause he was gay but Mdrtin- 
is as much educational as i t  dale says youth are targeted 
is theatrical entertainment. for a number of reasons, not 
The Laramie Project is a go toward the planned youth The profits will cover the just sexual orientation. . 
powerful docu-drama that safe house in Terrace. obvious infrastructiure costs “It’s about finding a com- 
explores the roots of intoler- .“We want as many free for the spring production mon understanding of dis- 
ance and the path to accep- (audience members) as and annual overhead costs, crimmination,” she adds. 
tance in Laramie Wyoming, possible,” Martindale ,said. with the remainder going to Terrace Standard reporter 
following the tragic death of Sarah Zimmerman will host ’ 
Matthew Shepard in October everybody’s attention and Martindale ’says it made, an open to the public “talk- 
1998. back” session with the cast, 
A complex portrayal of droves.” “ ceeds of this particular play crew and audience mcnibers 
the depths to which human- at 4 p.m. following the April 
ity can sink and the heights 23 matinee performance at 
of compassion of which we own McColl Theatre facility “There are all kinds of McColl Playhouse. . 
are capable. but for the Laramie Project it reasons (youth would need Fundraising for the pro- Donations have also come 
It’s that kind of subject shelter) but when you dig and are still sought from in- 
matter that made it para- down, intolerance is in the dividuals and can be made 
mount for the theatre com- Leeneatre. streets, the schools and in Arts Council, the Academic the Bank of Montreal. Fo 
pany to take a different ap- the home,” said Martindale. more ’ info, pl&e contact- 
proach to ‘the production, the non-profit theatre groip “More people than you west Community College Shelly at 635-3882. 
ets for students free (they’ll 
pay $2 at the door) but the 
production’s net profits will 
“We feel there will be a 
hefty profit,” she said, adding 
she has a target of $5,000. 
“We feel confident we’ll get 
hopefully they‘ll come in 
Normally, the TLT puts 
on two spring shows at its 
the proposed shelter. 
perfect sense to give the pro- 
to the shelter that would 
house needy youth. 
will stage two of the five per- 
formances at the Dr. R.E.M. 
With community support, 
duction has come via grants 
from the Terrace and District 
Intrustors Union at ‘North- 
c . 1 . r ~  rl;mntnr A m n ~ t t ~  Mar- hac hppn filndraicinu nnd think R r p  thp viptimc nf in- 2nd cnnnqnrchin frnm 
go to page B2. tiidale. Martindale says its efforts tolerace.” the Terrace Standard. 
\ I / I 
Leaion notes 
. _- 
Better attendance a must at me 
CONTRIBUTED By 
CMDE PETER CROMPTON 
~ ~~ 
OUR MARCH general meeting, was, to put it 
bluntly, a total waste of your executive’s time. 
As members of the organization, do you want 
us to continue to operate? Because we are getting 
closer to shutting the doors - period. We need our 
members out at functions and at meetings. If it 
was not for some of our Veterans who are there 
every month, we would not have a meeting, no 
meeting, no need for an executive, NO Branch. 
Ow next meeting is on April 11 at 8 p.m.; 
come on out, support us, tell why you don’t come 
to meetings, give us your ideas, any help and or 
advise will be welcomed. 
The Kenny Holliday show, a Rod Stewart / Jon 
Bon Jovi tribute returns Saturday, April 8. Doors 
open at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $15 per person. 
Our) Saturday meat draws and jam sessions are 
going well, again any one with ideas to add to this 
event, let us know. 
The final of our karaoke contest took place 
March 24; it was well attended and all participants 
are to be congratulated on some fine performanc- 
es, although missing was the fine tenor voice of 
Ireland’s best Tony Reddy, however Danny Boy 
once a year is enough for most. 
A great thank-you to our Ladies A u x i h y  and 
to Cmdes Bob and John for a great March steak 
night; it was well attended, the steaks were great, 
and it’s nice to see our ladies getting some r e b  
at last for their hard work. 
The March Veterans dinner was also well at- 
tended, hnd again the ladies did a super job. St. 
Patrick’s was celebrated at th is  dinner with green 
table cloths and desert toppings, which made 
our service officer Cmde Charles (Paddy) Meek 
very happy. Also, a big thank-you to the four 747 . 
squadron cadets who came along to serve thi din- 
ner to our Veterans. 
On the sports scene, Sunday cribbage goes 
on April 23 at 2 p.m. and 1adies”don’t forg t we 
have Ladies Pool night every Thursday st ing 
at 7 p.m. Wednesday’Fun Darts starts at 8 p,m. 
every week. All members and guests are welcome 
to these events. 
Our Northwest ’Zone meeting is schedulkd in 
Prince Rupert April 21-23. Also on Sunday, April 
23, at the Pioneer Cemetery there will be a flag 
raising ceremony, time to be announced. 
Next steak night Friday, April 7 from 5-7 p.m.; 
next general meeting Tuesday, April 11 at 8 p.m.; 
next Ladies Auxiliary general meeting Tues- 
day, April 4 at 7:30 p.m.; next Veterans Dinner 
Wednesday, April 19 at 5:30 p.m. 
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 
t 
Check out our site or call a7283 for advertising information 
Saturday, April 8,2006 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival - Gala Night. A wonderful 
celebration of all that is best in Dance, Speech, Bands, 
Choirs, and more. 7:OO p.m. 
Friday, April 21,2006 
Ballet Jorgen - Cinderella "An innovative take on the classic 
fairy tale." Terrace Concert Society Tickets available online at: 
www.tenaceconcertsociety.org or call phone: (250)635-5603, 
Sunday, April 23,2006 
Dale Lang - An inspiring speaker with a message 
Monday, April 24,2006 
Dale Lang. An inspiring speaker with a message for students 
Terrace Little Theatre. Tickets 
COMMUNITY EVENTS and songwriters; any level of expertise from 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5 beginner to expert; any genre of music. For 
Kalum Horseshoe Community School Society information call 61 5-3727. 
hosts an educational presentation "Food is not 
enough - Ideas for Today and Tomorrow" with The Terrace branch of the B.C. Schizophrenia 
guest speaker Marg Spina, the Kamloops Food I' Society sponsors a series of educational 
Bank executive director. Learn how to move presentations on brain disorders. April 12: 
clients from helped to helpers through food action understanding and communicating with someone 
Learn how Kamloops has made sure who has delusions. All presentations at 7:30 p.m. 
has enough to eat and has had fun doing at the health unit auditorium at 341 2 Kalum Stre6t 
it; about Food Council,and impressive volunteer 
Family Place 638-1863. From 12-2.p.m. at the 
Health Unit Auditorium (341 2 Kalum Street). at its Kalum St. location'with an After School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
SATURDAY, APRIL 8 from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. This program is open to 
The Taoist t a i  Chi Society of Canada Pacific youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
Region will give aTai Chi demonstration and a free tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
class at Skeena Junior Secondary School between used as hours required in graduation portfolio. 
1-4 p.m. An afternoon of health improvement, For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
concentration and meditation and relaxation and Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
stress reduction. For more information, call 615- 
321 6. The Terrace Women's Resource Centre (4542 
Park Avenue) hosts Friday drop-in discussion: 
THURSDAY, APRIL 13 Gender Lens on local issues. Call 638-0228. 
UNBC Terrace's Northwest winter speaker series 
resumesThursday, April 13 at 7:30 Pam., as Deanna Skeena Family Resourcespresentsfree programs 
Nyce presents "University learning & successes for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
of regional delivery." The Terrace UNBC campus, on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at 
4741 Park Ave. Free and all welcome. Kitsumkalum. Parent connection, information 
workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. 
SATURDAY. APRIL 22 Tuesdavs to Thursdavs from noon to 2 n m  
e side door). Free and 
rmode Friendship So 
'incentive 'program. 'Far information 'call Agatha, I T  
1 Ihm UNTIL CLOSING 
CHEESY GARLIC ,( 
CHILI BREAD 
This atmy is'sure to give 
your tasfe buds a great start. 
ORIENTAL 
RICE BOWL 
TERIYAKI BEEF WRAP 
BAKED RIBS & LASAGNA 
Beef, Rice & Sweet Peppers 
served with house salad 
With Garlic Pita ---- 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 435-6302 
I-."' 
The Kiva Car6 on the Northwest Community 
Colleae camDus hosts Los Grinaos Salvaies. an 
Transportation is avaiiable. Everyone welcome. 
Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
eight-piece band from Smitherg playing original 
music inspired from Argentina. Tickets are $10 
for seniors and students, $12 for adults and are 
available at Misty River Books and the Kiva. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 22 
St Matthew's Anglican Church hosts a Spring Tea 
& Bake 8. Craft Sale from 2-4 p.m. at St. Matthew's 
centre (4506 Lakelse Avenue) For more info call 
Susan at 638-1 990. 
PSAs 
The Family Place hosts ,"FunPlace" drop-ins on 
Wednesdays in the Child Care Centre at Thornhill 
Community Centre from 930 to 11:30 a.m. An 
opportunity for children to paint, build with blocks, 
'dress up. sing, have snack and stories and make 
new friends. Adults can have fun with their babies, 
toddlers or preschoolers and meet new and old 
friends in a relaxed, family-friendly environment. 
For info, call 638-1863, 
The Ksan House Society hosts a healing and 
empowerment group for women who have 
experienced abuse. The confidential group will 
utilize art and creativity to encourage personal 
growth. Every Wednesday from March 22 to May 
10 from 10 a.m. to noon at the Ksan House (4838 
Lazelle Avenue. Registration is recommended, 
but drop,-ins always welcome. Childcare may be 
available, please call to enquire. Call Diandra at 
635-2373 ext. 23 for info. 
The Terrace Greater Beautification Society's 
beautification work bees meet Tuesday nights 
at the George Little House at 7 p.m. Everyone 
welcome. The society also meets on the first 
Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at city hall. New 
members welcome. For more information call 
Chris at 638-1 049. 
Community groups and entertainers wanted. 
Now scheduling trade show entertainment for 
April 13-15. Call Tony at 635-5333. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
& Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
meal preparation always needed. 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
registrations for April pottery classes for both 
adults and children at the new community pottery 
studio. Call Pat at 635-5574. 
Cafenara is bringing back by popular demand its 
acoustic jams every second Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Upcoming dates are: April 4 & 18, May 2 & 16. If 
you play an acoustic stringed instrument and you 
would like to share your talent and inspiration with 
other musicians, then this is what you've been 
waiting for. The jam is open to: anyone willing to 
share knowledge and learn new styles; composers 
. 
I 
_ .  
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
kniting circle Thursdays fro,m 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 61 5-9383. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1 :30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun1 Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
the firehall conference room. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 638-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens' Centre. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 730 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on District Council call Lia at 635-3868. 
Skeena Square Dancers welcome all ages frorn 
16-90 Monday nights at the Carpenter's Hall to 
Apr. 31, 2006. Beginner dancer session from 7-8 
p.m. and 7:30-9:30 p.m. for mainstream dancers. 
Beginners dance for a toonie, mainstream dancers 
for$5/night. Call Ron 638-8316 or Diana 638-1626 
for information. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4662. 
Terrace Emergency Shelter accepts donations 
of used clothing - coats, gloves, socks, sweaters, 
hats - anything to help keep those less fortunate 
warm and dry. Donations can be dropped off at 
Ksan House Society office at 4838 Lazelle Ave. or 
at the shelter at 2812 Hall St. anytime. 
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace 
offers free treatments to the public at the Knox 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. To book 
your appointment or for info, call 635-8892. 
The Northwest MBtis Association meets on the 
third Wednesday of each month at #206-3228 
Kalum Street. Call 638-1 199 for information. 
Sweet Adeline's Pacific Mist Chorus holds choir 
practice at Cassie Hall School's music room on 
Thursdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m. For info, call Vic 
635-6905 or Trudi 635-0056. 
b 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Chiora Lina Roldo Jordan laramee 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
March 20,2006 at 12:24 p.m. March 21,2006 at 10:45 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 7 oz. Weight: 6 Ibs. 3 oz. 
Sex: Male Sex: Femle 
Parents: Beverly 8, Nino Parent: Natalie 
"Little sister for Dario" 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Sierra Simone Kelly Klein 
Taeler Jordyn Linteris Date & Time of Birth: 
Morch 24, 2006 at 1 :07 a.m. Date & Time of Birth: 
March 21, 2006 at 537 p.m. Weight: 6 Ibt. 1 1  az. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 2 oz. ' Sex: Female 
Parents: Simone 8, Aoron Sex: Female 
"Little sister for lonas Parents: 
!isa 8, Jordan & Raistlin" , 
Baby's Name: 
iayley Amelia Ryan-Locroix 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 29, 2006 at 7:15 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 5.5 oz. 
5ex: Female 
Parents: Tina & Andy 
%nle siskr for Michael, 
Kyre & Chelsey" 
Baby's Name: 
Stephanie Rose Monkman 
Date & Time of B i h :  
March 24,2006 at 8:38 om. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 13 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Vicky & Brent 
"Little sister for Veronica" 
congratula 
parents on 
additions t 
€amilies. 
c 
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Man in 
Jim Mackaya 
JAMES (JIM) Thompson 
MacKay died on February 26 
at the age of 84 in Terrace. 
James Thompson MacK- 
ay, son of James Beattie and 
Elizabeth Jane Mackay, was 
born July 20,1922 in Prince 
Rupert, B.C. James (Jim) 
attended Booth Memorial 
School, then, King Edward 
School for one year, then 
returned to Booth Memorial 
until he graduated in 1939. 
He took a correspondence 
‘course in electricity. , Jim 
came from a family of four 
j children: three boys, - Jim, 
David, .George - and sis- 
ter Jean. All were born and 
raised iu Prince Rupert. 
lim started an apprentice 
term with Love Electric in 
Cow Bay but had to give it 
up for health reasons. 
He next went to work for 
the BC Power Co, which was 
wiring wartime housing and 
cpmmercial buildings. He 
left there to work for Mott 
Electric, which was also 
wiring wartime housing. 
They were also working 
in the Canadian National 
Railway shipbuilding yard, 
where a six mine sweeping 
ship .was constructed, fol- 
lowed by the construction,of 
10 10,000-ton freights. 
They also did refitting on 
some navy ships and repairs 
to others, some of which be- 
longed to the American Ma- 
A large floating dry dock 
was stationed at the ship yard 
and could elevate large ships 
out of theLwater, including 
the fteights built there. 
stayed with this job 
joined the Canadian 
and became a signal 
corps electrician and me- 
chanic until the war in Eu- 
rope ended and he returned 
to the shipyard to work on a 
small China coast freighter 
until the war with Japan 
ended. 
Jim’s father, James Beat- 
,tie MacKay, who had been 
general foreman for the 
American Marine Repair, 
that disbanded, decided. to 
move to Terrace. 
Here, he purchased a 
small carpenter shop owned 
by W. A. Kickpatrick, who 
retired from making sash, 
doors and caskets. 
After Kickpatrick buried 
six friends, he decided to 
sell or practically gave the 
business away. 
James Beattie Mackay 
and sons, Jim and David, 
took over the carpenter shop 
in June 1946 and became 
the undertakers. The shop’s 
purchase also included the 
stock of caskets. 
. T.R. Davis had started 
the carpentry business about 
1919; he sold out to W.A. 
’ Kickpatrick, who developed 
a sash and door business. 
Eventually, dl of this 
k a m e  MacKay’s Funeral 
Home in 1946. This busi- 
ness at this location goes 
back many years. 
Talking to Mr. MacKay 
once, he said the first funeral 
they did after they took over 
the business, was the MC- 
Dames baby funeral. 
Rufus Paul McDames 
died June 18, 1946. Mrs. 
s j  
8 1  
’ rineRepair. ’ 
~ 
McDames said they have 
four babies buried at the Old 
Kitsumkalum Cemetery. 
All boys, they died at full 
term, some lived to be only a 
few hours old. 
There had been 10,OOO 
soldier and air men during 
the war in Terrace who left 
at war’s end, leaving many 
buildings behind. 
’ The Original Army Fu- 
, neral Chapel was purchased 
by J. B. MacKay and sons in 
1947 and moved from Park 
Ave. by Gordon Little and 
his D-8 cat. 
This became the first fu- 
neral chapel, later moved to 
the rear of the present day 
chapel. / I  
MacKay’s Funeral Home 
used to do it all, including 
- 
and even doing coroner’s 
work. 
Sometimes, they even 
had to make a fire to thaw 
the ground. 
MacKay’ s Funeral Home 
lstrumental in funeral 
ss since 1946 dies 
“MacKay’s Funeral Home has shipped a lifetime membership from 
Gemany, hdja and many other places from the funeral industry; 
they have managed to expand and meet always remained, dropping 
the requirements of the Pacific Northwest in for coffee many times. 
His daughter, Margaret, 
took over duties as the fu- 
Region. 
neral director until 2004, 
has shipped bodies and cre- the aged”, the old Red Cross when she moved to the Van- 
mains to Portugal, Gemiany, outpost hospital opened in couverrarca, where she now 
India and many other places 1948. works at Richmond Funeral 
around the world. Over these Alcan came into the pic- Home. 
60 years, they have mati- tux, the district of Kitiniat Whilc Jin;’ was working 
dcveloped and the smelter at the old Red Cross outpost 
was constructed. The Cana- hospital, he niet his first wife 
bodies and cremains to Portugal, ,the F*S-A.Bc in 1998- Royal LePage Terrace Jim never did really retire 
his interest in the business a h m d  the world. Over these 60 years, 
hub of the Northwest. 
J i m  served in the Village They had a family of four 
of Terrace council, school children - Marney, Doug, 
district board, the hospital Elaine, and Margaret. 
district improvement board, Jim is survived by his 
after which Mills Memorial loving wife Ann, childroen 
was constructed. The school Mamey, Doug, Elaine, and 
district constructed a num- Maggie, all their spouses, 
ber of new schools. grandchildren and step- 
Jim became the president grandchildren, plus many 
of the Terrace and District friends. 
aged to expand and meet the Chamber of Commerce, the ~acKay’s  Funeral Home 
requirements of the Pacific president of the Associate has to be the longest serving 
Northwest Region. Chamber of Commerce and business still operating by 
Times , have changed Alaskan Affiliates. a local family in Terrace, a 
since MacKay‘s first began All of the aforemen- total of 60 years serving the INTERNATIONAL FOOD FAIR 
providing funeral services in tioned affected the growth of Northwest. 
Terrace 60 years ago. MacKay’s Carpenter Shop, James (Jim) Thompson ’ 
Columbia Cellulose which in turn developed into MacKay has certainly done 
came, built a new modem MacKay’s Funeral Services more than his share for the 
saw mill in*conjunction with and Crematorium. betterment of Terrace. He 
the Pulp Mill in Port Edward. Jim took his funeral not only leaves a legacy, but 
Followed by ’the “Home for training at Mount Pleasant many memories. 
ne’s mouth is differ- 
toothpastes. Fluoride strengthens developing teeth and helps prevent 
decay in children and adults. Toothpastes and mouthwashes are good 
sources of fluoride. 
4. Brush and floss to remove plaque. Everyone should brush and floss 
at least once a day (preferably twice or after every meal) to help remove 
plaque, the bacteria that constantly forms on your teeth. If plaque isn’t 
removed every day, it can combine with sugars to form acids that lead 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1% 
TAKE ORAL HEALTH SERIOUSLY 
to floss, consult your dentist or hygienist. 
conditions. In fact, research suggests that gum disease may be a 
more serious risk factor for heart disease than hypertension, smok- 
ing, cholesterol, gender and age, according to the Ametican Acad- 
LUMINEERS 
Whiten and make your smile perfectly beautiful - painlessly! 
l invisaligw 
Invisible, comfortable teeth straightening 
Da. Thomas Nenninger Bnc. 
General Dentistry Orthodontic Services 
Park Avenue Professional Building 
#IO1 - 461 9 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
Toll Free 1-800-549-5594 Fax: (250) 635-4633 
(258) 635-1213 
One way to prevent possible illness due to gum disease is to make 
oral health a top priority. You can care for your gums by recognizing 
the signs of possible periodontal problems: 
+ Receding gums that make teeth appear as if they are getting longer 
+ Mouth sores developing frequently Pain in your mouth 
+ Gums that feel swollen or tender Pus between teeth & gums 
+ Spaces developing between teeth * Persistent bad breath 
+ Bleeding during brushing and flossing 
’ Changes in the way teeth fit together 
PREVENTING BUM DISEASE 
Preventative care includes brushing and flossing regularly with a 
fluoride toothpaste. Use a mouthwash to reach areas that you can- 
not get to through brushing and flossing. Also be sure to visit your 
dentist regularly for cleanings. 
Periodontal disease can affect young children as well, so be sure 
your children follow an oral-health regimen, too. 
, i  S I  
LAKEBE-DENTAL CENTER 
. I  
DR. MARK FORGIE 
BSC D.M.D. 
4438 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P1- 
638-8567’ 
I .  
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Gitanyow fisheries, 
he road was ice. It climbed for a few hun- 
dred metres, bent around a steep hillside 
then dropped to the valley floor. The weir 
was set at the centre of a bowl whose sides 
were covered with ghostly birch. Patches of snow 
were still (scattered about the unsheltered margins 
of the river. 
Downstream of a bridge stood a shed housing 
the equipment used to power the weir machinery. 
Next to the shack, Mark Beere and D,ean Peard of 
the Ministry of Environment and Derek Kingston 
of Gitanyow Fisheries were busy assembling the 
solar panels destined to drive the facility. 
Mark led me on a quick tour of the site. When we 
returned to where the others were wiring the panels, 
I asked Derek how many sockeye had passed the 
Gitanyow fences. In 2005 there were about a thou- 
sand, he said. 
I naively asked if this was a healthy return. 
Derek told me that it1 was considerably bet- 
ter than the escapement in 2000 when a mere 260 
sockeye returned to the system, but suggested that 
a thousand fish was far below what the Kitwanga 
&supported historically, given that "their nursery, 
Kitwancool Lake, is one of the richest lakes in the 
province according to fisheries scientists. 
I thought abou't what Derek had said as I drove 
home. The Kitwanga River was one of those fish- 
rich Skeena tributaries that is capable of sustaining 
an incredible abundance and variety of fish. It was 
a shock that its sockeye returns had averaged fewer 
than a thousand in recent years. This made them as 
endangered as the more widely known Cultus Lake 
Cultus L&e Sockeye rmgratei though' high 
industrialised areas to habitat heavily strained by 
urban development, while their country cousins 
in Kitwanga grow up in wilderness and figrate 
through the sparsely populated. largely undevel- 
oped, Skeena Valley. 
A week later I met with Derek and Mark Cleve- 
land of theGitanyow Fisheries Authority (GFA) to 
find out more. 
Mark Cleveland has the kind of determined, 
enthusiastic intensity typical of people engaged in 
complex, politically difficult and exceedingly im- 
portant work. He flipped open his lap top and con- 
jured up an old black and white aerial photo of the 
village of Gitanyow. The ground next to the river 
~ appeared to be covered in pin holes. 
"Cache pits," Mark said, pointing to the remains 
of what were in effect First Nations fridges for the 
95 families that once operated over a dozen fish 
fences there. 
The fact that these fishers were able to operate 
a sustainable fishery, taking enough fish to eat and 
trade for at least 750 years speaks meaningfully to 
the number of sockeye that once flooded into the 
river each year. 
A fence operated for a short time in 1959 by the 
DFO provides a rough indication that about 5.000 
sockeye entered the river that year, but the fact that 
ravenous commercial fisheries had been in opera- 
tion for 50 years by then, suggests that even that 
return had been reduced. 
Mark pulled out DFO records that showed the 
Alaskan fishery catches over 40 per cent of Skeena 
bound sockeye. After that the Canadian fleet, tar- 
geting the enhanced Babine stock, takes a huge 
chunk of what's left. 
Unfortunately. the genetically discrete, unen- 
hanced Kitwanga fish are running the gauntlet 
of nets at the same time as their Babine brethren 
and are subject to the same rapacious exploitation 
rates. 1 
This is by no meFs the only agony inflicted on 
the Kitwanga sockeye. The fish are lake spawners. 
Decadesof insensitive logging in the watershed 
with 'no subsequent reforestation has created sil< 
ation that has compromised spawning habitat and 
contributed to the warming of the lake. The warm- 
ing has led to an explosion of elodea canadensis, a 
native plant that has choked out beaches the Gitan- 
yow elders say were once red with sockeye. 
To fight the sockeye collapse: the GFA plans to 
rear 100,OOO fry in the Kispiox hatchery and release 
them, fin clipped. into Kitwancool Lake, which ul- 
timately should enable GFA stafT to assess survival 
rates in the lake and returns at the fence - to find the 
bottle neck. in Mark's words. 
At the same time, the GFA is monitoring silt- 
ation. twoking to repair logging damage, flagging 
the sea lice problems attending fish farm expansion 
at the mouth of the Skeena and struggling to make 
the federal government live up to its fiduciary re- 
sponsibilities under the relevant sextion of the Fish- 
eries Act. 
Despite having lost so much. the Gitanyow have 
chosen rehabilitation over confrontation and occupied 
the foreground when it comes to conservation. They 
deserve our respect, our support and our thanks. 
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I Ju-iitsu masters 
THESE ju-jitsrstudents sparred and grappled their way to a huge haul of medals at the Tiger Balm competition in North Vancouver 
, last month. From"left, showing off their style and fighting power are Ryan Humle holding Graham Schibli with his legs, Britny Charron 
kneeling over Allan Marshall with Andrew Johnstone on the bottom, Chase Humle about to be struck by Shane Anderson and Taran 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
_=_1__=_=__ - ~ -- Lillian winding up to deliver a blow. For a list of their medals, turn to page 610. 
Caledonia ~ I '  girls *kick off I 
... 
the new soccer season 
Although you night not 
expect girls from way up 
north to play at the level of 
girls down south due to their 
lack of competition. the 
Caledonia girls qualified for 
provincials last year and had 
the chance to compete, but 
didn't go due to a conflict 
with the year-end prom. 
In 2003. the girls hosted 
and participated in provin- 
cials here. placing 13th out 
of 16 teams. 
pre-season training for the Caledonia girts soccer team in the school gym March 29. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Potential players showed 
a lot of interest in the soccer 
tcani this year, 
TLventy-seven girls tried 
out and although official 
cuts haven't been made yet. 
only 16 girls will make it 
onto the team,, 
Samantha  morrow. one 
of the girls hoping to make 
the cut. has already been no- 
ticed. 
Mono\v has been on the 
tcam for only one year, but 
has already shown leader- 
ship characteristics. 
She believes the girls are 
privileged to have Seibring. 
Stcwart and 1Mattersdorfer 
as their coaches. 
"Although cuts are not 
going to be final until next 
iveek. we should have a real- 
ly talented team and a good 
chance at winning zones." iwith the team a11 four years, 
MOKOW said. except one year that Yagel- 
This year the t&ni will  'niski didn't play due to a 
consist of only Grade 1 1s knee' injury. 
and 13s. but i t  has had Hopefully Morro\v will 
younger players in the past. be proven right when the 
Yash Gill. Sonia Hundal. girls play in their first tour- 
and Kayla Yagelniski all nament in Prince Rupert 
started their soccer careers April 7. 
at Caledonia when they were The teain will face Ketchi- 
kan. Charles Hays and Prince only in Grade 9. 
These girls have stayed Rupert Secondary School. 
Midget reps show character on the ice 
THE TERRACE Totem Ford Midget reps came 
from behind to net third place at the Penticton 
Spring Break Classic hockey tournament. 
AA and AAA teams from all over North Amer- 
ica. inciuding Utah. Ontario and Xlbena, took on 
the B.C. squads. 
The team's ability to come from behind dem- 
onstrated its character, coach Roger Harris said. 
"What it really shows is the ability to deal with 
cessful not just at sports but at everything." he said. 
Terrace faced the North Vancouver AAA 
Storm in its first game after a long bus trip and 
finished at the wrong end of a 5-1 score. 
The team turned on the pressure in its second 
game, defeating the Comox Chiefs 7-2. went on 
adversity and that's an important part of bein, cr suc- 
to a 4-4 tie with Westside B and finished with a 5- 
3 victory over Cowichan Valley in the final round 
robin ganie. 
It's seems traditional for players to be a little 
sluggish in the first game after an 18-hour bus 
ride. but the players put on the$ game faces for 
their second outing, Hanis said. 
The four-all tie should have been a victory for 
Terrace. who dominated and outshot Kelowna's 
Westside team. Hanis said. 
"Their goalie received the All-Star and prob- 
ably deserved it." he said. 
Tristan Murray netted five goals, two of which 
were short-handed, and had four assists for nine 
points, rocketing him to fifth spot on the leading 
scorers board. 
, 
Brad Tomanacy. Ales Redpath. Kenny Mc- 
Colt and Calen Findlay were recognized as ganie 
stars during the tournament. 
Junior league scouts showed interest in several 
players. Harris said. 
"Our speed and forechecking really surprised 
a lot of teams and garnered the attention of more 
than one scout,'' he said. 
"We have a big and mobile defence and they 
were interested in every one of them." 
The midgets also finished in third spot at zones 
last month after which Harri: said he moved 2 few 
players around. 
The players weren't as successful on the ice as 
they would've liked but did improve and peaked 
a couple of weeks too late, he said. 
! 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
,, Classifications! The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates lherefore and lo determine page location. The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is againsl the provincial Human Rights Act to discnminale on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing 'For Rent." ads Landlords can slate a nwsmoking preference. 
The Terrace Slandard reserves the right to revise, edit, classily or reject any advertisement and to relain any answers directed to the News BOX Reply 
Service. and to repay Ihe cuslomer Ihe sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on 'Hold'instructioiis not picked up within 10 days 01 expiry 01 an advertisemenl wll be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requosted not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims 01 errors In advertisemenls must be received by the publisher within 30 days aner Ihe first publicallon, 
It is agreed by (he adverliser requosting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in theLevent 01 laiture lo publish an adhisoment as published 
,shall be limited lo the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion lor the portion of the adverlising space occupled by tho incorrect 01 
omitled item only, and thal there shall be no liability in any event greater lhan (he amount pald lor such adverlising. 
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326 Gicuwl~on 
328 Fmotca/M~~kjags 
330 HunJpon 
332 H a o  Improvvmmil 
334 H a o  Suppotl 
336 H w w  S l n q  
338 Inmshlwtl 
340 Joniloriol 
3.42 bnduopmg/Gaidenong 
344 Mochiru/rrsIding 
346 Mnu Sawcar 
348 Muslc bsmns 
352 Poving 
354 Photqrophy 
356 Plumbing 
360 Rooli 
'362 Sn-?wma I 
3% P0l"Ilng 
358 Pooll/SpoS 
R U  €SIAr€ 500-5w 
SO6 Acroegsdoh 
512 Cobinr/Conogos 
518 Cmmaciol Busirnsw, 
524 bmnmrcml Properly 
530 Con&% 
536 D u p l ~ / F w r p l u  
542 Forms/Ronrlws 
548 FM+& M R ~ I  
554 HWM 
560 Lahoshors 
566 M i b s  
572 Modubr Homos 
578 O p n  b u w  
584 oul 01 Town 
5W RV silos 
596 Twnlwws 
364Tmrol - 
366 Trucking 
368 Yord 6 Garden c IZ  
U E N T U  4OoJW 
404 A p r h m h  
408 Bachelor Suits 
416 Cabins/Conogas 
424 Condos 
428 D u p l d F w  1s 
432 For Rant Or%h 
436 Holls/Aud~nrwms 
205 Furniture . 
2 1 0 ~ a m g a  Sala~ 412 Barmsnl Svib 
2 I 5  Cardan Equipment 
220 Miscallonoous A 2 0  Comrnarciol 
225 Music 
230 Sporting G m d s  
235 Tools 
240 Tmda Or SWOD 
DIADLlNIt FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Dlrplay, W o d  C I r u f f l o d  rnd CIarrfflod Dlrplmy 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursdav at 4 D.m. for all dlapley and c lassifled ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and Classified display ads M m .  by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN V S t r n d r r d  81 W-d Advertlsw 
(Slandard 8 Adverliser) w ( n c  95 GST) 
(Slandard 8 Adverllser) z27.82'(inc 1.82 GST) 
'Additional words 
W3.6 per column inch 
25c PER WORD PLUS 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS fi CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excludlng obnumrle. ................. S924 col.in 
OBlTUARlES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+ ........ 1 .......... ! .... 59.24 COl.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ ;u63B per column inch 
PnS/ fAW boodW 
606 h i d i n g  
612 Form E uipniuil 
6 1 8 F d 6 h  
624 Fruil/Produco/Msol 
630 HMWS 
636tiws)Dck " 
642 Pals 
648 Troilars 
MERCHANDISE 150-249 
I60 Applioncoi 
165Arh 6 Crohi 
I 7 0  Auclions 
175 Buolding Mobriols 
180 Compulors 
185 bnr ignmah 
140 Firsarms 
195 Firewood 
200 Frm Give Awov 
155 Anliqws 
INDUSTRY 660 Equipman1 650.6W 
670 log ing/ l imbr 
600 Na%inary 
6W Mining 
U E C R U W N U  700.749 
705 Airrmh 
710AlV's 
715 Boalr/Morina 
720 Hwleboalr 
725 Molorcyclss 
730 RV's 
735 Ranlols 
340 Snormobilss 
745 Tmde/s*up 
M O  Hwsesr wmorfiwzso-zw, 444 MiKdonaws AUTOMOTIM 750.7W 
254 Buiinori Opportuniltsr 448 Mobila Horns 756 Cowpias 
258 Carcan A52 Modular H m s r  762 Cor, 
456 Rooms 768 Cloriici 
266 Edumlion A 6 0  Room 6 Board 774 Ports 
262 Doycora 
464 Senion/Rolirsmsnl 270 Hsl W a n d  
274 Procssianol Accommodolions 786 Truchs 
278 Skillod Trodar 468 S h o d  Accommodotions 792 Vans/Buuls I 
472 Slnmgs NOTKES/T€NDEllS 800.809 
476 Suites 
282 Tuloritg 
480 Tourist Accommodations E 15 Lag01 Nolicss 
286 Volunloers 
4R4Tornhwlos E30 Tendon 
290 Work W o n d  
SERWCES 300.3W 488 Wonld To Ron1 
302 Accounling 492 Worehwws 
780 SUV', 6 4x4's 
I 11 I 121 131 i 41 15 I I I I 
I 16 i 7  10 19 
15.27 15.54 15.80 ., ' 16.07 17.61 
27.02 27.29 27.55 27.82 " 28.09 
I 16.87 17.14 17.41 17.68 28.36 , 28.62 28.89 29.16 
For longer ad. please use a aeparale sheet 
Phone Fax' * Clip 81 Mall This Form To: Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 s TAKARD 638-7283 638-8432 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.86 per Issue, plus GST (S10.40 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
MOVING OUT sale. 9 piece 
Now Selling Direct1 
7%' unfin or pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ 
698-7377 (1 2 ~ 3 )  I 
1770 (1 3p3) 
Concession donated be Grassy 
Plains Country Store. Contact 
Jan Owens 694-3577 or Thora 
Tuttle 694-3784 (13~3) 
SOUTHSlDE VOLUNTEER 
Fire Department - Annual 
Auction, Saturday, April 8th. 
Grassv Plains Hall. Start time: 
~~ 
CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH - 
Invites 
S 
Nathan Curtis Monley 
Power 
born March 301h in Duncan 
" 11 11 a.m. Richie Schmidt Auc- 
Opportunities in Fort Nelson, BC - Voted BC Forest 
Capital '2006 
Situated in the northeast corner o f  British Columbia on the Alaska 
Highway, Fort Nelson (www.northernrockles.org) - a mOdQrn, thriv- 
; ing town o f  over 7000 offers except ional  outdoor activities 
(described as the "Serengeti o f  the North"), has modern recreation- 
al facilities and a relaxed community atmosphere. It is a great place 
to raise a family. 
Concerned personal tioneer. Should YOU have any 
items to donate please contact 
the above for pickup. All items 
donated must be clean and us- 
in the Northwest 
Monuments 
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium ' 
I I  able. Concession donated by 
4626 Davis Street 11 Grassy Plains Country Store._ 
I 
~- 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
hnwd Lwb, Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 c, 
.Idrym 24 hour pager lA  
Contact Jan Owens 250-694-" 
3577 or Thora Tuttle 250-694- 
Innovative leadership and a commitment to the highest standards of 
environmental and operational excellence have secured Canfor its 
place as a national and global leader in the forest products indus- 
try. "Our Roots Are In This Communlty" Is more than just a slogan 
- we value our people, our families and the communities in which 
i, 
7 we operate. 
3RD ANNUAL On-line Eas- 
ter Egg Hunt on Davco Weight 
Scales website. Forfurther infor- 
mation visit our website at: www. 
davco.bc.ca Toll Free 1-877- 
747-8371. 
1 ,  
6.: 
Call for Nominations - 
Board o f  Directors PO7lERY CLASSES. Adult or children classes now running 
in Terrace. Community studio is 
now taking registration for April 
Interested Pat 250-635-5574 
ROOM AVAILABLE - 16' mov- 
ing van returning empty on Ru- 
pert ferry to Port Hardy April 
4/06. Contact Ouie 250-284- 
3994 - toll free 1-888-31 5-3422 
' 
11 3p3) 
ALL PRO ESCORTS 24 hour 
service. Great prices. Excellent 
,selection. Fast, friendly, dis- 
creet. Always hiring. 250-635- 
6996 www.allproescorts.com 
COMPUTER CRASHED? 24 
hour support. Professional on- 
site service. PC repair, network 
troubleshooting, certified tech- 
nician, 10 years experience. 
Reasonable rates. Free consulta- 
tion. 250-638-6226 (14P3) 
50% off last minute deals. Spe- 
cial rates within Canada. Cus- 
tomer satisfaction at it's best. 
Call Imperial National Travel, 1- 
Visit www.getawaybc.com for 
your next adventure. www.bcan- 
dalbertabedandbreakfast.com 
has over 500 B&B's online! Call 
905-922-1 607. 
WANTED CUT-OFF saw, power 
nailer and air compressor, wood 
stove. 250-638-8707 (12~3) 
WANTED TO Buy or rent. 29-30 
foot travel trailer in good condi- 
tion. 250-798-2256 (1 3p3) 
WANTED TO buy. Used brush 
rake q/c for 200JD,. WBM Log- 
ging Phone 250-845-2498 
The following positions are available within our Fort Nelson 
Operations encompassing a state-of-the-art Oriented Strand Board 
(OSB) mill, Plywood Facility and Woodland8 Operations. 
~ 
Industry Training Organization for Csnstrudon 
Record low unemployment, an aging population and a strong provincial economy have 
combined to create an unprecedented demand for skilled trades people in BC's industrial/ 
commercial/institutional (ICI) construction sector. Training is a key strategy towards the 
development of a skilled workforce. 
Production Positions 0 
Candidates must have a Grade 12 or equivalent education, along 
with a strong work ethic and safety conscious attitude. 
How would you like to be part o f  the solution?, PolerBoard OSB - Excellent growth and learning opportunities in 
a non-union, team environment on a 4-on/4-off schedule. Startlng 
hourly rate: $23.08. 
0 
Construction industry employers have come together to propose the formation of  the 
Industry Training Organization (ITO). This organization will lead the development o f  
industry training plans and program standards for trades relevant to this important 
economic sector. The ultimate goal is to create the skilled workforce required by employers 
and greater opportunities for people to acquire training and skills in these highly 
sought-after trades. 
The IT0 will be an independent, not-for-profit legal entity accountable to and co-funded 
by industry and BC's Industry Training Authority, the crown agency responsible for 
governance and expansion of  the provincial industry training and apprenticeship system. 
For more information on ITOs, visit wwmitabcca. 
Make a difference by electing to  volunteer 
We are looking for volunteer Directors for this ITO's inaugural Il-Member Board. 
The Board will be strategic in nature and broadly representative of the industry as a whole. 
We are also looking for representation from affiliated industry, those involved in trades 
training and other associated professions. We encourage candidates from all regions of 
BC to apply, and we invite applicants from both open shop and unionized environments. 
While we are seeking a range of candidates with diverse experience, we are keen to 
meet people with the following skills and qualifications: 
Tackems Plywood - Experience, involvement and innovative ideas 
are core to empowering our employees. This union environment 
offers various shift schedules and production processes. Starting 
hourly rate: $22.82. ,' 
Millwrights & \ '  
Electricians 
1 
A certified Millwright or Electrician with'an IPTQ, you are team ori- 
ented and have excellent interpersonal and communication skills. 
PolarBoard OSB - A strong maintenance team in a non-union 
environment. Hourly rate: $31 5 1 .  
Tackama - Focusing on safety, team concepts, skills versatility, 
communication and management support in a union environment. 
Hourly rate: $29.71. 
' 
1 
A passion for and commitment to training; 
Boardlgovernance experience: 
Financial, human resources or communications expertise; 
Experience in the skilled trades (journeyperson trades people are encouraged to apply); 
0 A history of employing apprentices; 
A strategic perspective and understanding of the construction industry's workforce needs. 
Canfor Fort Nelson Operations offer highly competitive benefits 
packages. For further information on the above positions please 
contact Bev Vandersteen at 1-800.381.6407. 
We thank everyone for the interest in Canfor; however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Please forward your 
resume and cover letter to: If you have any or all of the above attributes, please download an application form and 
additional information from http://www.wrnc.ca/bs~home.htmI?pageid=82127 and fax 
your application to 604-687-2315, no later than April 17, 2006. For further information, 
please contact Tazeem Nathoo or Ann-Britt Everett by phoning: 604-687-0391. Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
Fort Nelson operations 
Human Resources 
Fax: 250.233.6565 
E-mail: bev-vandersteen @canfor.com I Western Management Consultants 
Suite 2000 -11 88 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, BC V6E 4/42 w w w . c a n f o r . c o m  1 
I. 
I 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 5,2006 
VALID MANUFACTURING 
LTD. requires a qualified Pur- 
chaser to join our growing team 
of over 80 employees located in 
Salmon Arm, BC. Preference 
given to individuals with 5 plus 
years of manufacturing related 
purchasing experience with AP- 
ICs or PMAC training. Strong 
computer skills with MRP/ERP 
systems and Microsoft appli- 
cations experience required. 
Effective negotiations ability 
and good interpersonal skills a 
must. Experience with Shipping 
and Inventory control an asset. 
Forward resumes Attention: Ma- 
terials Manager via email ' 
hr@validmanufaCturing.com, 
5320B-48th Ave. S.E., Salmon 
Arm, BC V1E 1x2. (I  
The Bannister Automotive 
Group requires an Assistant 
Sales Manager for their GM 
Store in Salmon Arm, BC This 
individual will cover for the Sales 
Manager, the Business Manager 
and also sell vehicles on The 
Showroom floor. Proven track 
record & a minimum of three 
years automotive dealership 
experience required. Contact 
Mark Bannister or Matt Robbins 
at Salmon Arm GM 
NOW HIRING P/T 8 F K  Secur- 
ity Guards,Lev 3 OFA, BSTl & 
BST2 an asset. Willing to train 
right candidate. Competitive 
wages and benefits. Positions 
available immediately in West - no selling. Secure, proven Kootenays. Call 1 -(250) 364- 
cash fiow. Minimum investment 41 08 or fax resume 1-(250) 364- 
$16,800. Free Info 1-800-321- 4948 Attn: Security 
61 26. Looking for experienced Head 
$sooo/ Month simply returning Chef in Remote fly Fishing 
Lodge in B.C. with previous phone calls. No selling. Free de- 
tails. Call toll free: 1-877-299- $3000 Hiring Bonus. Lodge Cooking experience. 
Rick 1-800-663-0099. 3622. 
RESTAURANT FOR lease. PARTS person needed to work corn 
45 seat Coffee shop, 55 Seat 11- in busy motorcycle dealership in Enjoy the sunny Okanagan! 
censed dining room.q Excellent Victoria. Please a hand- Bannister Chevrolet requires 
facility in scenic Houston, B.C. cover letter with an experienced sales execu- 
Houston Motor Inn Phone 1- and #3431 'Io tive. We provide a competitive 
250-845-71 12 or Fax: 1-250- Bc Classifiedsi commission base and benefit Street, Victoria, BC V8W 1 E4. package. Send resumes with 
Sick of your job? Get Paid references: Dick Rosman 4703- 
for Great what You're 'worth. working for 27th St., Vernon, BC V1T 4Y8. 
clientele, takeoverexistingcater- 1-800-231 -0230, 
Est. Painting Contractor based 
BRlTCO PORK INC. a Langley in Okanagan / Interior seeks 
ing clients. Affordable rent, will 
assist in getting started* Leave based pork processor is looking exp'd painters. Excellent wag- 
a "lessage* 250-638-0980 Or for meat cutlers and production es, on; med, ~ ~ s p  fax resume 
workers. ,,We offer full-time em- 1-866-777-9405. 250-615-2159 (12~3) 
REQUIRED dayshift with wages from $9.50 to $16.47/hr based on experi- At Lake Country Truss Ltd. In ence. Benefits and P ~ Y  bonus- 
has been 
fax resume and salary expectations 
or email: to: len.thiessen@lakecountry.ca jabs@donaldsfinefoods.com 
DENTAL ASSISTANT required Blue Heron (Vernon) is accept- 
ing resumes for Line Cooks with ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ t i ~ i ~ ~ n . a ~ ~ ~  
ferabl~ in high volume). We off- consistent with experience. B c  er competitive wages, positive Certification an asset. But will 
must include references. Sub- Fax 250-344-5897. mit in person or fax 250-542- ~ 
ARMED CASUAURELlEF PO- 0539. 
Wanted: experienced hydra,- sition. Ideal candidates must 
lic drillers & certified blasters. I Possess a clean valid. d!ker's 
Must be willing to work in vari- ~ICenCe and a valid POSSeSSiOn 
ous !ocations. Pasitions avail- and acquisition licence (Restrict- 
able in BC & Ontario. Send ed and Non-restricted). Please 
Fa :  (250)832-7746, Post: 
, 1-888-970-9781. 
250-483-4368 tSylOS@tSylOS. 
good yourself. Free 2 rnin. message. ' F ~ :  250-545-2256. 
playment Monday to Friday ROOF TRUSS DESIGNER 
Vernon, Bc, minimum 2 years are after probation experience required. Reloca- 
completed. Please tion assistance available. to 1-604-533-0896 references. 
a Yrs experience be- Year Maternity position, wage 
work environment' Resumes train. Phone 250-344-5864 or 
Required experienced Fall- 
enced r Buncher DangleHead Op rator, Processor experi- 
Operator. Ten months year, 
$24.OO/Hour, 50 Hour week. 
Benefits, Drivers's License, Lev- 
el One First Aid required. Starts 
early May. Reply Box 1960, Sal- 
mon Arm, BC V1 E 4P9. 
Journeyman Technician re- 
quired immediately in Salmon, 
Arm. Ford experience an asset. 
Great environment, Great work- 
ing conditions. Competitive 
wages and full benefits. Fax re- 
sume to: Attention Service Man- 
ager 1-250-832-81 90. 
SalesRep for unique farm equip- 
ment dealership. High quality 
equipment, potential for very 
high sales volume for motivated 
confident individual willing to 
travel. Robin Farm Equipment. 
TIMBER CRUISERS and Waste 
Surveyors. Minimum 2, years 
experience. Full time years ex- 
perience. Full time positions. 
Competitive wage and benefits. 
Preference to applicants with 
scaling licence and RFT, ATE, 
ATC. Reply to File #M335, C/O 
The Mirror, #104-250 Dogwood 
St., Campbell River, BC. V9W 
2x9. 
HORSEBACK TRAIL GUIDE 
For Remote Lodge in B.C. 
Must have working knowledge 
of horses and Western riding. 
Guiding experience an asset. 
OWNER/OPERATORS 
Avg. $1.89/mi. pulling compa- 
ny trailer, Avg. $2.07/mi. with, 
own trailer, Class-1 longhaul flat- 
deck USA/CAN from BC or AB. 
780-349-3598. 
250-483-4368 corn tSylOS@tSylOS. 
TURBO 400 Chevy transmis- 
sion $1 00; 454 Chevy big block 
engine $400; 1969 GMC truck 
$150; large mechanics work- 
bench with new grinder and 
vice $200; 750 Ibs engine stand 
$50; new large L-shaped com- 
"puter desk $200; late 60's early 
70's Chevy Nova hood and right 
fender $1 50. 250-638-7700 
MENTAL HEALTH CLINICIAN 
Casual, Terrace, BC 
Under the direction of the Team Leader of Adult Mental Health Services, you 
will provide ongoing intensive outreach care to the most seriously mentally ill 
adults. You will also design, implement and monitor individual patient plans to 
maximize community functioning and reduce rehospitalization. As a member 
of a multi-disciplinary community mental health team, you will act as an 
education consultant in the area of mental health and contribute to the 
development of community mental health programs. 
Qualifications 
Bachelor's Degree in Social work. 
Registration with BC Social Worker's Association. 
Minimum three years recent experience in Mental Health and 
' Addictions Services andlor equivalent combination of education, 
training and experience. Additional experience in Community Mental 
Health Services considered ahasset. 
Valid driver's license and access to own vehicle (travel required). 
Wage Rate: $24.44 - $30.47/hour 
Closing Date: April 17,2006 
Please forward resumes lo: 
Doreen Cyr, -,HR Assistant 
3412 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC V8G 4T2 c i  
, 
C S 
J 'eweI Iers  
is now accepting applications for a 
Interested applicants must enjoy working 
with the public and in giving the best 
service possible. Retail experience 
would be an asset but not necessary. 
Applicants, please apply in person 
with resume and references to 
Louise at Carters Jewellers, Terrace. 
PART TIME SALES POSITION GARAGE SALE One + one 
= Too (much stuff). Moving & 
scaling down. Everything will 
go. Huge selelction everything 
ractical (and some junk): Kitch- 
en ware, appliances, furnitures, 
electronics, power tools, ster- 
eos, computer, books, pictures, 
l towels, linen etc. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Saturday April 8. 4910 Lazelie. 
No early birds. (1 4p3) - 
PIANO' FOR sale. Older 52" 
upright. Excellent condition. 
Moving & must sell. $2,000 
OBO. Phone 250638-5339 
days, 250-61 5-3232 evenings, 
'weekends. (14~3) Fax: (250) 615-4831 
Email:TerraceHR@northernhealth.ca northern health 
We thank all'appllcants, howeve6 only those short-listed ,will be contacted. has an immediate opening for 
MYSTERY Shoppers need- 
ed in Kamloops, Kelowna and 
throughout BCI Apply online at 
www.iecretshopnet.com 
NET UP to $2800 per month , Apply in person 
Tues. - Sat. 0 400 p.m. to 900 p.m. 
Lucky $ Bingo Palace in the Park Avenue Medical Building 
requiks a part-time 4410 Legion Ave., Terrace 
No phone calls please. 
This is o temporary position for one year. Cashier 
and customer service experience are essential. 
I ' Please drop off your resume to: 
Eric Durando 
SHOPPERS H O M E  HEALTH CARE 
4634 Park Avenue 
Closing date is April 13,2006 ' 
ACCOUNTING CLERK __. ~ 845-3580 (1 4p3) 
TOASTED TOMATO restaurant local group involved in road maintenance and ioad 
construction requires an accounting clerk for their 
Terrace office. 
[The successful applicant will have< experience in 
accounts receivable, accounts pa able 
independently as well as part of a team. Experience 
with AccPac and Microsoh Office will be an asset. 
We offer wages commensurate with experience and 
an attractive benefit package. 
Interested applicants are invited to submit a cover letter 
and resume by April 18, 2006 to Controller, Northern 
Management Systems Ltd., Box 669, Terrace, 6.C V8G 
468, fax 250-635-0987 or email nmsltd@telus.net. 
We thank all applicants, however only those selected 
for an interview will be contacted. 
general office procedures and wi l  r be a goyroll le to work and
TESTDRIVE =/I 
REGIONAL DSIRICT OF BULKLEY-NECHAKO 
492 YELLOWHEAD HWY 16 RO. BOX 620 BURNS LAKE, E.C. VOJ 1EO 
E-MAIL: inquiries0dbn.bc.ca 
PHONE (250) 692-3195 TOLL FREE (8W) 320-3339 FAX: (250) 692-3305 
Uni ue opportunity to own and operate a 
200% Pete with Z E ~ O  down. You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR llal de& highway 
The Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako, located in Central 
B.C., is seeking qualified professionals for two full time 
positions. 
The Director of Planning will play an active role as a member of 
the Regional District's management team and will be primarily 
responsible for supervision of the Planning, Development 
Services, Emergency Preparedness and Building Inspection 
functions of the Regional District. 
Preference will be given to applicants who have a degree 
in Planning or related discipline, and several years of 
progressively responsible experience in local government 
planning, Applicants should have demonstrated management 
skills, considerable knowledge of current planning legislation 
and practices, and strong oral and written communication 
skills. Membership in the Canadian Institute of Planners 
would be an asset. 
The Regional Strategic Development Analyst will be a catalyst in 
the Regional District's efforts to grow and diversify its economy. 
Reporting to the Financial Administrator, this challenging role 
will take the lead in identifying and implementing strategies ta 
promote growth and diversification throughout the region. 
The Analyst will need excellent communication, analytical 
and people skills. Qualifications for this position include a 
post-secondary degree in public administration, business 
administration or commerce and at least five years experience 
in marketing and/or economic development, preferably ir 
the public sector. An equivalent combination of education 
training and experience will be considered. 
Additional information may be obtained on our website ai 
rdbn.bc.ca 
The Regional District offers a comprehensive benefit package 
flexibleo working hours and salaries commensurate wltt 
qualifications and experience. 
Apply in confidence by April 28,2006 to Gail Chapman, CAO 
Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako, Box 820, Burns Lake 
B.C., VOJ 1EO Phone: (250) 692-3195 Fax: (250) 692-330: 
Email: aail.chaprnanQrdbnJx a 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING 
REGIONAL STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT ANALYST 
Well established 
vacuum truck business 
for sale 30+ years 
same ownership. 
Three tandem trucks, 
one single axel. 
Call Doug (evenings] at 
DaAaWaNa 
Developing Assertiveness in 
Women for a New Start resume to: info@rcmi.ca or fax 
FLY FISHING GUIDE 
For Remote Lodge in 6.C. Must 
be avid Fly Fisherman. Knowl- 
Service Manager Wanted! edge of Rivers, Lakes, Jet cess will be contacted. (12~3) 
High v0h-m Interior Dealership. Boats, Fly Tying an asset. 250- 
Experience required. Looking 483-4368 tsylos@tsylos.com 
for quality living! Apply with re- 
sume: Box 1328,13658 Dalhou- 
e-mail'your resume and cover 
letter to: ken.jensen@ca.g4s. 
corn or fax to 250-562-8548. 
Only those applicants seiected * 
to proceed in the seielction pro- 
COASTAL BUS Lines Ltd. Ter- 
race is looking for schooi 
I 250.163818439 I 250-828-1 948. Are you: D.A.W.N. offers: 
receiving income 
assistance? ' Educational/ 
a survivor of violence or Employment 
abuse? Focussed- Programming 
19 years of age or older? Work Experience 
Placement 
Lifeslyle Management 
bus drivers. Drivers will be on 
call basis. Must have Class 2 
licence and a clean drivers ab- 
stract. Please fax resume & 
drivers abstract to Coastal Bus 
Lines Ltd. 250-632-2154 or 
drop off at 4904 Hwy. 16 W. Ter- 
race, B.C. (14~2) 
LOCAL MOTEL is looking for 
chambermaid/desk clerk. This 
person should be mature, reli- 
able and hard working and able 
to work unsupervised. Experi- 
ence an asset, but not neces- 
sary. Apply in person with a re- ' 
sume to 3867 Hlghway 16 E. No 
sie Drive, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
5P6. Competitive 
Wages 
tk B e n e f i  
Permanent full-time 
' year round work. 
Need Class 3 and Class One 
Drivers Licence. 
For local Houston Haul 
Chip &Lumber haul. 
Fax abstract to 
(250)8453397 
or call 
(2a== 
D.A.W.N. May Be The 
Program For You! 
Now accepting applications for September 2006! 
Space is limited, so please pick up your application today! 
Excavator Operator Training 
Programs. 4, 5, and 6 week 
Programs. Advanced Class 
One Driver Training. Jobs Wait- 
ing Now. Taylor Pro Training 
Ltd. 250-860-7624. Toll free 1- 
Advanced Class One Driver 
Training Programs. Jobs Wait- 
ing. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. 
250-860-7624 or Toll Free 1- 
877-860-7624. Ask About our 
Heavy Equipment Operators 
Training classes. www.taylor 
DrOdriVina.COm 
877-860-7624. 
Northwest Training Ltd. 
is looking 
fer applicants who are 
committed to learning. COLUMBW h"W-l phone inquiries please. (14~3) 
MALE QUADRIPLEGIC lookina 
Application forms for the D.A.W.N. program can be 
picked up and dropped uff at 
Northwest Training Ltd. 201-4622 Greig Avenue Terrace BC 
Phone: 250638-8 108 
, for home support worker f& 
part time hours evenings and 
weekend mornings. Must have 
' background in home support 
work. Resume required. Please 
call 250-635-1 278 (1 3p3) 
MOUNT LAYTON Hotsprings 
Resort is gearing up forthe Sum- 
mer Season. We are looking for 
all Departments, Kitchen Cgoks, 
House Keeping Staff, Front Desk 
Clerks, and BartendedServers, 
Life Guards and Part Time/Full 
Time Farm hands. Please Fax or 
e-mall your resume to Minette 
Bay 1-250-632-591 1 or email 
minette2@telus.net. (1 4c3) 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS Want- 
edl Get paid to shop at Skee- 
na Mall at your convenience. 
Perfect part-time casual job for 
students, stay-at-home parents 
and retirees. Apply online at 
www.premierservice.ca. (1 3p3) 
SALES Inside saleskhipper. If 
you have a mechanical aptitude 
8 an interest in career growth, 
please apply! Kaman Industri- 
al Technologies, a premier dis- 
tributor of industrial parts, is 
seeking an inside sales/shipper 
in Terrace! You will shipheceive 
products & assist sales staff. HS 
dip., ability to lift 501bs, & desire 
to learn required. EOE. Please 
send resume:PAC613-kitQka- 
rnan.com or fax;801-975-2039 
11 2c3) 
WE ACCEPT resume for the po- 
sition of FVPT waitress. Please 
send your resume to Shan Yan 
Restaurant at 4606 Greig Ave., 
Terrace. No phone calls please. 
(1 1 P3) 
CERTIFIED CARPENTER will- 
ing to travel. Commercial, res- 
idential construction minimum 
10 yrs. exp. $27/hr. Duties: 
Form erections, concrete laying, 
masonry, framing, roofing and 
finishing, cabinetry installation, 
flooring installation and exterior 
siding installation. Fax resume 
to; (250) 964-1 896. 
Hiickleberry Mines Ltrl. is a 19,000 TPD operi pit copper 
riiolyhrleniini rtiitie locrrrerl I20 krri soiitli of Hoirstori iri west 
ceritml British C o h m l k .  We (ire ciirreritly rocriiitirig the 
ji)llowing pnsitiort: 
EXPERIENCED TREE PLANT- 
' ERS. Shuswap Siivics Ltd. 18 
weeks. April - Auaust. ADDIS to: 
' www.theplantingcompany.ca 
Shovel and Drill Mechanic 
@ 
8 of pre and post Tim E er Sale License awards and active harvest o 
and silviculture activities. B he Practices Forester i s  responsible for 
years of experience in operational field forestr (SUC t: as forest 
tenure field development, engineering, silvicu Y ture, or harvest 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 81 RANGE 
Practices Forester 
:;:E, 
wq. mi Hazelton 
The BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area is seeking a quali- 
fied employee to perform a wide variety of professional and tech- 
nical services to su port the development and operational stages 
erations within their Hazelton Field Team. Responsibilities inclu e
operational planning, cut blocks and forest road layout and de 
velopment, and monitorin and evaluating of harvest operations 
ensuring 011 activities associated with these responsibilities are 
consistent with BCTS business and financial goals and objectives 
and are technically effective and appropriate. 
Qualifications - Bachelor of Science in Forestr and two 
operations/C&E; or on equivalent combination of experience 
and education such as, the pupil program and three years of 
Operational field forestry experience or 5 years of forest experi- 
ence. You must be a Registered Professional ForesterjPF), or 
be eligible for registration os an RPF, with the Association of BC 
Forest Professionals (ABCFP). Lesserqualified applicants such as 
Forester-in-Training or artici ants in the Pupil Pro ram may be 
strate experience organizing and managing complex concurrent 
initiatives and must ossess o valid BC Drivers license. Preference 
may be given for femonstrated experience in contract monitor- 
ing and administration and experience in more than one field 
of forestry. Travel is a requirement, as i s  the willingness to work 
overtime and in adverse weather conditions. An eligibility list 
may be established. 
appointed at a lower Evel. gandidates must be a % le to demon- 
don.Haley@aov.bc.ca Closing dote: April 7, 2006. 
The successful candidate w i l l  report to the Shovel and 
Drill Supervisor and wil l be responsible for the following 
duties: tnaintenance, repair and troubleshooting of 
engines, transmissions, hydraulics and electrical systems 
on P & H 1900 and 2100 shovels and Bucyrus-Erie 
rotary drills. Experience with shovels and drills would be 
considered an asset for this position. 
Applicants forthese positions must possessajourneyman's 
trade qualification (B.C. ticket) or an Inte,vrovincial 
Heavy Duty Mechanic's ticket and be able to perform 
basic welding. 
Huckleberry Mines i s  a remote mine where its employees 
live i n  a camp environment on their days of work. These 
positions workla 4 x 4 schedule (4 days in, 4 days out) or 
4 x 3 schedule (4 days in, 3 days out). While at the mine 
site all meals and accommodations are provided free of 
charge to employees. Transportation i s  provided from 
Houston. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers a competitive salary and 
a full range of bienefits including medical, life, disabilty 
income and RRSP savings plan. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Huckleberry 
Mine? Ltd., but only those selected for an interview w i l l  
be contacted. 
Qualified candidates can submit their resumes in 
confidence to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3000, Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
Fax: (604) 517-4701 
Email: HR@Huckleberrymines.com 
ELECTRICIAN 
MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT 
Applications are invited for a position as Electrician with our 
Maintenance Department, based in Kitimat. The rate of pay is 
$23.09 per hour. Hours and duties will be as assigned by the 
Director of Facility Services. 
Reporting to the Director of Facility Services, the Electrician 
is involved in the performance of a variety of electrical 
maintenance, repair, alteration and installation tasks on 
buildings and equipment throughout the district including fire 
(and intrusion) alarm systems, HVAC, small appliances (e.g. 
vacuums, floor polishers), etc; ensure the safe and efficient 
operation and maintenance of all district (gas, oil and electric) 
HVAC equipment; designs and installs computerized remote 
access control panels; and works as a member of a team to 
ensure the timely resolution of general district maintenance 
requirements, in accordance with applicable regulations, 
policies and procedures. 
Essential Qualifications 
1. Completion of Grade 12 plus an additional 40 weeks 
classroom time to obtain certification as a Journeyman 
Electrician with an Unrestricted License. 
2. Three years plus on-the-job experience. 
Applications must be made in writing, accompanied by 
letter(s) of reference and transcript(s) that address levels 
of competency in the above qualifications. All applicants 
must comply with the Criminal Records Review Act. Tests 
to determine whether or not applicants are qualified may 
be administered. 
. 
Applications to: Department of Human Resources, I 
Closing Date: 
Starting Date: 
For further information please contact: 
F ~ x  #250-638-4461 
Thursday, April 13,2006 @ 4:OO p.m. 
As soon as possible after closing date. 
Mr. C. Moms 
Director of Facility Services 
(250) 635-4931 Local 205 
1. 
'1 'I 
. .  . . .  
I/ 
I/ 
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Become a Psychiatn'c Nurse in your own community4 
Psychiatric Nursing Diploma 
"We have a serious shortage of nurses, and the problem is going to get 
bigger .. . B.C. now has 2,400 registeredpsychiabic nurses and the 
number is diminishing every year as the number of retirements exceed the 
number of new graduates. There is zero-per-cent 
unemployment in this profession. " 
- Donna Higenlmttam, Executive-Director & 
Registrar of the college of Registered Psychiatric 
Nurses of BC (CRPNBC) 
Train lacally -The only program of its kind in BC, 
our Regional Psychiatric Nursing Diploma program 
allows students to learn within their local communities 
via distance education, local clinical placements, and 
some regional classroom delivery. This 22.5 month ' 
y 
1 program is recognized by the CRPNBC. 
Pmgnm starts June 12. >// 
Government Student Loans & other financiai 
assistance is available to uuaiifed aDDiimts.l 
A. 
11,600 sq. ft. 5,600 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse and 
6,000 sq. ft. Cold storage 
and large fenced compound 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
(Ground Level Store Front Doyntown) 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 
900 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Da'ily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D,_pnd - 
courier service. 
Please have your dog 
leashed or fenced-in 
away from your 
ii mail bxes on 
Wednesdays and 
Sakrdays so your " 
newspaper carrier 
can deliver your 
Paper* 
, 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. = 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 , 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
, 
< 
4,500 SO. Ft. warehouse for OLDER 6 Bedroom, 2 bath 
rent. Reasonable rent. Phone , house. Clean, fresh Paint. 
250-635-7602 (45CTFN Fenced yard for dog. Close to 
SPACE FOR LEASE. ;rime 10- schools, hosp~tal, shopping. 
i cation. Lakelse Avenue. 1477 $725 250-638-0062 (' 4p1) 
sq. ft. main floor. Call today 250- 
615-8638 (13~3) 
OFFICE & RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
600 fi' - Reception, 2 off ices S staff roam 
1000 f i l a  Wil divide spats IO suit 
14X60TRAlLER home in Thorn- 
hill Trailer Park. 2 bedroom, 1 
bath, lage kitchen and living 
space, 5 appliances included. ' 
Available April 1st. $6OO(month 
including pad rental. 250-639- 
2977 (1 4p30 
3 BEDROOM Trailer, with large 
addition. large fenced yard. Gar- 
den, greenhouse. Located in, 
Thornhill. Available immediately. 
$525/mo. 1-250-716-6665 or 
<: 
0 
9 Apr24-May3 $169 ,May3-17 
Transportation of lime Management Recreational GPS 
Dangerous Goods Apr 21 $79 
Apt 20 989 Fri . 9:00-1230pm Sat 9:00-J:00pm 
Tliu 8:30-5:30pni 
Access level 1 Basic Cake 
Bear,Aware r\pr ZS-M~Y 4 $169 Decorating 
Apr 21 '' 539 TudThu 630-Y30pm May 13 985 
Map 81 Compass C e m c a t e  CPR level "C" 
Apr 22 579 Apr28-30 $250 May 13 574 
Fri , 830-1 1 : 3 y  Sat 9:00-.1:00pm 
Forklift Operator 
Sat 9:OO-J:OOpin ' Fri 600-lO.OO~m Sat 9:00-4:00pm 
1584 f i r  - Formerly reoleslots off ice 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 f i r .  One off ice 
596 fi' - 3 Off ita 
C&ta*: 250-615-7543 OT 635-347 
IThe quality 'shows in every move we  mal 
eiwwmi n m n m m a m n m  
TRANSPORTATION" 
=SYSTEMS LTD.Z 
u n m i u u m  m m n  w m  I m  w w  w I I II I 
3111 Bl8kObUrf1, Terrace 
250-245-5885 (1 2 ~ 3 )  - ONE BEDROOM trailer, dry- 
wall. vinyl sidlnta. new windows, 
CLEAN, QUIET adult orientea 1 w/d. Quiet park in Thornhill. No 
bedroom condo in Woodgreens parties, no pets., reference re- 
Condominiums, Terrace. N/G quired. $300 per month. Call 
fireplace, oak kitchen cabinets, 250-635-0063 for appointment 
ceramic tile and carpeting. Ap- 
pliances incl. Laundry facilities 
and covered patio. Available 
immediately $625/mO. 250-632- , 
6726. (1 OP6) 
' 
1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
hill, F/S, W/D, Available im- 
,mediately, no pets, $450 plus 
damage <deposit. Utilities not 
included. 250-635-601 1 (14P3) 
2 BEDROOM close to-hospital, 
includes 5 appliances. $575/ 
month. No pets. 250-635-5380 
2 BEDROOM UPPER , Thorn- 
hill, shared washeddryer $565/ 
month, utilities included or 
$465/month without utilities. GREAT LANDLORDS looking 
plus deposit No pets 250-635- for great tenants. Large 2 bed- 
5992 or 250-631 -3206 (6 3 room suite, W/D, F/S, storage. 
3 BEDROOM apartmefitpckse Secure and safe. Ali utilities and 
-to, downtown. Utilities, ,includy, Satellite included. Small pets ne- 
ed. $650/month lplus damage gotiable- Reduce r?nt'if You Pay 
'deposit. Available immediately. On time. $650 per month 250- 
250-635-6554. Leave message. 635-4956 or emali TEHAGUEB . , 
telus.net. 
I1 3p3) 
I Sat/Sun 2 hour pncticuni 
' Traffic Control Access level 2 
Flagging WHMIS ' May 16-25 5169 
Apr 22-23 $209 May 1 ' $50 0 Tue/Thu 630-9:30pm 
Sat/Sun 8:30-5:30pm M,,,, 6.0-1O.o~~ I 635-2728 -*y& m le Conbiner or van service! k h  
ISKEENA CONCRETL PRODUCTS 1'. I 
FACTORY DIRECT . 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRIVEWAY CRUSH 
LANDSCAPING ROCK 
DRAIN ROCK & BEDDING SAND 
BLOCKS AND CONCRETE 
Phme; (250)638-8477 OR (250)635-3936 fax: (250p35-4171 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drtvg Tmw, B.C., V86 5P4 
263 Hemlock St., Terrace, B.C. 
f r  I 
I 
! Licensed Mechanic or 3rd or SMART PAINTIh Experienced 
4th. year apprentice for busy painting contractor will mint .  
' , shop in Kelowna. Excellent wag- Spring &Summer interior, mi- 
es & benefit package. Signing dential and commercial painting. 
bonusavailableto right mechan- 10% paint discount from suppli- 
ic. Fax resumes to 250-868- er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
3587 or drop off at RPM Auto- Professional quality work. Rea- 
motive. 
Sweeper (dust controlled) 
Line Painting & Stencils 
Pressure Washing 
Residential Driveway Sealing 
Lawn Care & Landscaping 
Snow Removal 
%our Building Maintenance 
parking Lot Property Management 
Keeper" Call Ed uti 61 5~8638 
3 BEDROOM Duplex. F/S, 
W/D hookup, electric heat, pa- 
tio, large yard. Quiet southside 
References required. $550.250- $650/month. Availab1e April 1/06. 250-635-0679 or 250- 
BRIGHT, CLEAN, 2 bedroom 
duplex, 10 km west of Terrace. 
f/s, freshly painted, electric 
heat, fenced, pets allowed. 
$425.00 per month 250-635- 1 
9266 (1 3P3 NEW TO Terrace. Looking for a 
in new condition, 2 bathrooms, at least 1*200 sq. ft* On main 
semi-finished basement, wood floor- Would like bedrooms 
floor, ceramic tile, covered deck. and be schools. 'lease 
UDDer Thornhill. 250-635-3756 call Cal. 250-633-3054 or email 
calvinaOnisgaa.net (14~3) 
S.W.M. 53, honest, qulet, 
suite Or room w/cooking 
folks w/chores and driving. have 
Drs. letter of recommendation 
Townhouse 
neighbourhood on bus route. to downtown. fk w/d* No pets. 
635-0479 (1 4D3) 638-1 691 (12~3) I 
FOR RENT! 4 bedroom duplex house to rent JulY/m* Must be 
I 
$360/month. 2 bedroom, $400/ pleasant* n/s* Seeks to rent I 
month Thornhill, light and clean. 
THREE side by 
shoe area, close to schools. 
downtown and bus routes. F/s, 
w/d, n/g heat. No smoking, no 
parties, no pets, $700/month. 
Call 250-635-1 971 (1 3P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, in 0060(12p6 
Thornhill. F/s Included. N/p. U(CE&IONAL 
$375 For 1-2 persons only. Se- vIEwsl RIWE 
Gold Envlronment Award 
for this project. Beautifully 
treed 1.3 acre homesltes. All 
2 BDRM main floor SUlte, cservlces underground, paved 
bright, spacious, close to hospl- roads. 160 Acre private park 
tal and schools. Available May W e  Ranchlands). 8 Mlles to 
Vernon, 40 mln. to 1 st. $600/rnonth 250-635-4686. 
, privlleges. Couldalso helpretlred , 250-635-7623 (1 2 ~ 3 )  
side located in Horse- to home care. phone N o m  250- 
2/3 ACRE Id for sale. Marshall 
Street. $49,000.00 250-81 4- 
curity deposit 
250-635-5820 (1 4P3) 
Thompson ~ Okanagan CHBA 
Employee Benefit Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED sonabie rates. Free estimates. 
References available.. Call Karl. 
SPRING CLEANING? Spring 
Painting! 3 rooms $299. (Not 
including ceilings,& trim) quality 
work. Excellent references. 15 
years experience, seniors dis- 
count, free estimates. Call 250- 
250-61 5-01 99 (1 4P3) 
638-1 935 (1 2 ~ 3 )  
We Clean Any &All 
Heating Systems 
including Chimneys 
We Clean ept i c s  
& can Solve Many 
Sewer, Drain & 
DulB-0 "Parking lor Maintenance" 
I 
SPRING SWEEPINO 
& LINE PAINTIN6 
Receive An Additional 
kmter  Offersd: 
Parking lot Sweeping 8, Detailing 
* Line Painting & Stencils 
* Pressure Washing 
* Residential Driveway Sealing 
* lawn Care 8, landscaping , 
* Building Maintenance 
* Property Mona ernent 
* Monthlyyearly iontracts Available 
' Dust Controled Sweeping Equipment 
10% Discount 
Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, 
Grease 'Ikaps, Municipal Sewer Flushing, 
Vac Excavation & much more... 
Toll Free: 1-877.635-1132 Call: 636-1132 2 , BEDROOM appliances, clean, quiet, no pets, available 
immediately, on site manager, 
close to hospital, $500/month. 
FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apartment suite, 2 floors, very 
clean & quiet area. Has covered 
parking, comes with fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer. no pets 
pleasell Available immediately. 
Phone 250-635-4571 
FOR RENT. Clean two bedroom 
suite. $650 a month, utilities in- 
cluded. Damage deposit and ref- 
erences required. Phone even- 
ings. 250-635-6572. Available 
April 1. (1 2p3) 
ONE 8 Two bedroom In rural 
location, 5 minutes drive fror- 
downtown. Pets welcome. $27 
250-635-0662 (1 2 ~ 3 )  
& $375 250-61 5-7385 (1 1 p3) 
.o; 250-615-2532 (12~3) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished. 
light Uphdsky 25t Years 
Repairs & Aheralions I -1 vyy 
CEU: 250-61 5.344a 
Terrace, B.C. 
PH: 250-635-8278 
oIydhtaid@inbox.com 
*
AXd TRUCK 
* MEETS WCB REQUIREMENTS * EMERGENCY KESWNSE w\NS 
* FULLY EQUIPPED MIC UNITS SAlEUlE 6 MoBllE MI0 
* OFA lML3 FIRST AID AIIENDANTS * EMRGENCY TRANSPORTAlIOi-4 RANS 
' 11 
284-6633 6-9 p.m. (14pl) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment in 
town. $45O/mO. Utilities includ- 2 BEDROOM Baf~ment  suite, 
ed. phone 250-638-1 702 (12~31 Clean, bright, southside, laundry 
hookups, NIP, N/S, responsible, 
ONE apvduplex independent tenants wanted. 
for rent in Thornhill. Rent $295/ $450 plus utilities. 250-635- 
month pius utilities. Also 2 bed- 5081 (13~6\ 
UEAR I BEDROOM APT. 
Rent $580, includes heal 
3 BEDROOM APTm 
?ent $760, includes heat 
Rent $580, plus utilities 
Downtoqvn. Adult 
oriented. No pets, n o  
smoking. References 
required. 
Contact: ' 
6 15.7543 or 635-3475 
2 BEDROOM nous€ 
Call Ed at: 6 1 5-8638 
Silver Star Mountaln. cell 250-638-2893 (1 4p3) 
Homesites from $135,500. 
3 BEDROOM house, handyman www.whispeddge.com 
needed. Close to town. Avail- 250-545-5472 1-800493- 
able immedlatelv. Sandv 250- R1 QQ 
_ _ _  - - 
room $345/month plus utilities. kLEAh ToiE bedroom base- 
ment suite in newer home near Phone 250-635-7025 (14~3) 
ONE, two and three bedroom the college, includes utilities, 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, F/S, W/D, satellite, no smoking, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- $525/nionth. Available April 1st. 
Y IYY 
FOR SALE 3 Bedroom home 621-2088(12~3)* . 
3 BEDROOM, 2 baths, in great on 10 acres. Fenced & cross- 
neighbourhood, ?% Wid  and fenced for horses. 4 stall barn, 
dishwasher. Large fenced back- 80~00 fen& riding ring. m e  
yard, no Pets, available May glass greenhouk 36x36 shed. - 
1st  $775/month. 250-615-9772 Close to town. $265,000. 250- 
4 BEDROOM house. Southside. 
Fridge, stove Included. Large sale, large lot on,Loen Ave. near 
$675/mo. Available May 1st. Phone 250-624-4050 or 250- 
Call 250-635-4858 (1 3p3) 
7 BEDROOM Cape Cod, 15 
minutes from town with shop. 
$1 ,OOO/mo. No aggressive dogs. 
Not hunting. Must havereferenc- 
es. 250-638-0391 91 3p3) 
FOR RENT or lease 3 bedroom erl grilll one freezer, two ftidgm, 
house, F/S, W/D, utilities includ- stainless Steel Prep table. 4500 
ed, no pets, no parties. $BOO/ generator. Asking $6000. 250- 
month, plus damage deposit. 638-8188 (12P3) - 
250-632-3064 or 250-635-3074 DESIDERATA INN. For sale or 
13p3) lease agreement. 10 room Inn 
LOUR BEDROOM, three bath- and restaurant. Ucenced motet 
room, two storey in Horseshoe or fishing lodge. Karl MotZ 250- 
area. Close to school, town and 635-2312 (l2W) 
I 
(1 3p3) 
yard with fruit trees & workshop. Kalurn St. Zoned for duplex. ' il 
Unfunlishcd and partidly furnished 
gts. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained gts. In town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU have equity in your 
home, We can help! Can't prove 
income, slow credit, bank says 
NO! Call Rick at Rick Graves & 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lendl! If 
you own your own home-you 
qualify. 1-877-987-1420. WVW. 
pioneerwest.com Member of 
curity on premises. Please call , ,, 250-635-1 71 4 (1 2p3) 
250-635-6428 or '250-61 5-0345 FURNISHED TWO bedroom 
basement suite. cable, all util- 
 QUI^ STUDIO suites, down- ities, A car a must. Five minutes 
town secured building, laundro- to town* HWY w- $550/mo 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
couple or older single person. 
no parties, great for working 635-3772 13p3 
ONE BEDROOM " basement 
suite. F/S, utilities included, no 
VERY bedroom apart- pets, non-smoking, no parties. 
merit, Secure entrance, on site Horseshoe area. $500/month 
management, within walking damage deposit. 250-632- 
distance to Wal-Mart and su- 
mat, heat Included, absolutely References, damage deposit* 
250-635-7585 (1 3 ~ 3 )  
3064 (13D3) 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
0 On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
1 'for 1 & 2  
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
*Close to schools 8 downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
References required 
. I  perstore. References required Two iEDRO  basement 
and three bedroom upper suite 
posit - Phone 250-638-1622 in Thornhill. Close to schools. plus damage de- 
HOME & YARD repairs, main- 
tenance, renovations, altera- 
tions. Quality work, seniors 
discount. Phone Dennis 250- 
l laundry facilities on premises; 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 Der month. Phone 
(31 P3) WINTERIZED COlTAGE 
W o  Guys With A Truck 
Moving, Storage & Deliveries 
1, 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular runs Merritt, Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Prince George & rest 
Of B.C. 250-483-4237. 
I-' - _ -  Lakelse Lake waterfront proper- bus routes. Fridge, stove, wash- er, dryer and dishwasher. No 
3 sDiral staircase to loft. Great smoking. References required. 
ty, large lawn, heated tile floors, ml&mm- I To view call 1 638-1748 view, serious inquiries. $750/ $750/mo. Call 250-635-1 971 I month 250-635-2346 (1 3p3) (1 3P3) 
ioors, large front 8 back yard, 
$138,000. Must see to appreci- 
ate. Call for viewing. 250-635- I 
' TWO BEDROOM 800 sq. ft. 
rancher, 65x180 lot, n/g heat, 4 lk?h! 
5640.(12~3) 15' NECKEY Kyook sea kayak 
UP/MIWN SOUTH of town onlv. Yellow. used verv little. 
a&d Condition. $800 OB0 
phone 250-638-0062 (13~3) 
BOAT TOPS 8 ' Frames, boat 
top repairs, recovering of boat 
seats. By Satellite Vinyl 8 Fab- 
rics, 4520 Johns Rd., Terrace, 
B.C. 250-635-4348 or 250-61 5- 
145,000 firm. 250-635-508 
3P6) ? 
t Bank says NO! 
t We say YES1 > 
t Bankrupt? 
* No Credit? 
t Bad Credit? 
No;'PmbIem! 
9924. (12~6) 
JET PUMP for 115HP OMC. 
250-627-8955 I1 2031 
You Work,-You 'Drive! 
"0" D O W n o , a . c .  
-. 
I , 
1999 DODGE Ram 150,000 
km. Canopy, NC,] new tires, 
tow package. 1991 Coachman 
Catalina 5th Wheel 25RB,'NC, 
sleeps six. Both in excellent 
condition. $29,995 OB0 250- 
635-4321 (12~3) 
www.DreamTearnAuto.com 
1-800-910-6402 
371 12 X 62 mobile home in 
ine Park,. New furnace, hot wa- 
r tank and wid, newer siding, 
upet, painting throughout, new , 
oraae shed. Askina $8.900.00 a PREVIOUSLY ENJOY 
)96 14x70 Moduline mobile 
m e  with 8x25 ft. closed-in 
porch and deck. Vaulted ceilings 
w/skylights, oak kitchen 7 floor- 
lna, 2 bedroom. 2 bath. fridae. 
stove, microwave, dishwas& ' I
Excellent condition, very clean, . e  m a  - 
must be moved! $45,000. 250- REDUCED TO $92,000. Home, VANDERHOOF INVITATIONAL 
All breeds bull sale. Saturday, 
April 8, 2006. Vanaeriioof=Aucr 
tion market. Sale time 12 noon. 
Selling 100 plus head of regis- 
tered bulls. Ail semen tested. An- 
gus, Gelbveih, Charolais, Here- 
ford, Simmental & Shorthorn. 
Lunch sponsored by the Royal 
Bank and Westline Ford. (12~3) 
638-0362 (14~3) 1,600 sq. ft. Newer addition, 4 
3 BDRM 1978 mobile home bedrooms, den, hardwood&car- 
on pad in quiet bark, l2 ' ,  x 24' pet. For more info, call 250-8471 
addition, 4 appliances, n/g heat, -3344 (14~3) 
good, condit!on. good starter 
home. I or..ourchase .for rental 
property. Must be sold by end Riverside RV Park Resort, 
of June. Asking $1 5,000.00 obo. deeded R.V. lots now selling 
For appointment to view 250- on the Sirnilkameen River 
in gated community. www. 
rlvers.idervparkresort.com 
home in excellent park. New Email: islandviewrvOhotmail. 
8x16 cedar deck, Must sell. Or 250-499-7710 250- 
$1 7,000 OB0 250-635-16950 490-7408* 
bile home in excellent condition, HAY AND straw- large rectang- 
close to schools (K-7), hospital 'Iar l2O0 - l 4 O o  Ib* bales Or 
and town, has 2 bedrooms (one small 50 - 6o Ib bales- Alfalfa 
at front of mobile), 2 fullyfinished, Or hay* delivered* Call 
heated additions, has 2full bath- I 250-847-0783 (l4P3) 
rooms, master bedroom has a 
t walk in closet and full bathroom, 
2 yr. old built in air conditioning HIGHLANDER CAlTLE 1-10 
unit, comes with 5 appliances, ,yrs. 1 Holstein heifer cow. 1- 
also includes microwave, some 250-849-5466 91 4p3) 
$62,000 but open to reasonable ford bulls for sale. BW: 80-95 
offers.' Please call Gail at 250- Ibs. Call the Gattiker farm. 250- 
635-4004 (1 3p3) 
furniture, dishes, etC. Asking REQlSTEREDYEARLlNQHere- 
846-5494 (13~3) 
635-9609. (1 4 ~ 3 )  
3 BEDROOM 14 x 70 mobile , 
(1 4p3) 
ESTATE SALE 1994 14x70 mo.: 
04 Ford F350 4x4 Diese 
Lariat wfMoonroof. Crew Cab. 45k 
63 Ford F350 4x4 Diesel 
04 Mazda 84000 4x4 
35,995 
$1 9,995 
$1 5,995 
X U  Tim Long Box, Crew Cab, 55 km 
Excellent Condition, SE Plus 
€IC, Auto; 4 Door, Canopy 
99 Ford Ranger 4x4 
04 Mazda RX-8 GT $32,995 
Only 20k, Leathet. Bose Audio, M.R. 
sunroof, Heated feats, CD, s p m i  .* 
a? Honda Civic 
2 Door Coupe 
OS Volkswagen Passat 
GLS, 1.8T Leather 
O f  Mazda Protege "5" 
Auto, Leather, Moonroof 
00 Pontiac Grand AM 
Auto, PW/PL 
99 Honda Civic CX 
OSVolkswa en Jetta 8,495 
s@b@ 
I 
$9,995 
2 Door, H/B 
Wolfsberg Edition, Sunroof, NC, PWRIW, Cruise 
98'Volkswagen Jetta $1 0,495 
12005 Arctic Cat I 6s Subaru Forester 'S' $21,495 
Auto, Fully Loaded, 48k 
O f  Chrysler P.T. Cruiser $g 4,895 
Auto, AC, Cruise 
04 Subaru Forester A W D e * g  7,995 
AC, Auto, P/W/L, 75k 
04 Mazda Wibute LX AWD $1 9,995 
3.0L. V6, AC, Cruise, 25k 
01 Subaru Forester 'S' 
5 Speed, Heated Seats, 78k 
01 Mazda Tribute LX AWD 
V6, AC, CD, Cruise 
99 Subaru Forester Sr e $8,495 
Auto 
Auto, 123k 
97 GMC Safari 
7 Passanger 
96 GMC Safari 
7 Passenger 
' $19,495 
s@b!IB 
98 Subaru Forester 'C $9,995 
I 
e $e6.995 
3234 Kalarm Sfiggf BltdlwOOB Apam 
*4 apartments e1  - 1 bedroom 
e 2  retail s t o m  , @14-bedrooms 
*High traffic corner *Fully occupied 
*Fully occupied Close to town 
$499,008 $675,000 
I 4004x4AW I 
You may &ink only adults read 
&e newspaper or hat children 
have no inteerest in h e  newspapel; 
but kids can find Q lot to learn 
in Q newspa r, This up-to-date 
history, sciencef mah, business 
and much more, Ericeurage your 
learning too I" can teach children 
. -- child to start reading the STAEARD newspaper today! 
I P,,, .m...m.slw I I XR250R 1 4 Bedrooms 02 Bathrooms Formal dining room Formal living room 
Lar e familyioom 
Double garage 
Newer roof- 
Hardwood floors 
New hot water tank 
Large fenced-in yard 
wit f vaulted ceilings 
and wood fireplace 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VlW Highway 16E. Terrace DL#7041 
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VOTICE)OF PUBLlC HEARINO I/ 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION OF MnrtryDI 
ENOGTSKNC-419 
VERNEY PASSAGE 2 FOREST SERVICE ROAD 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT @ * a 
In accordance with the Contract dated August 24.2005 
BETWEEN OWNER: Ministry of Forests 
and ,) 
CONTRACTOR: Bear Creek Contracting Ltd. 
Thisistocertifythattheworkdescribedtherein hasbeenSUBSTANTlALLY PERFORMED 
on March 8.2006. For all purposes under the contract, wherein the rights. duties and 
obligations of all parties concerned are described, and for all purposes under the Uen 
Legislation applicable to the place of work, Substantial Performance shall be regarded 
as equivalent to "Completed" as described thereunder. 
Timber Sales Manager, Skeena Businesii Area, U200 - 5220 Kenh Avenue, Terrace, 
Bntish Columbia V8G 1L1. 
Notice is  hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Wednowlary, April 12, 2006, at the Thornhill 
Community Cenkr, 3091 Century !kwr, Terrom BC, comnnncing at ZOO pm to receive representation 
from all persons'who deem their interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
/ Regional D i s d c t  of Kih'mcut-Stikine /I 
Thornhill Zonirq Amendment Bylaw No. 526,2006 (1 
/ J  
In general terms, the purposes of the proposed 
bylaw are to amend the Thornhill Zoning Bylaw 
No. 194, 1983, so as to create and odd a new 
zone to be called Ru4 (Rural Resource) Zone, 
and to rezone land described as a Portion of 
Block 6, District Lot 143 1, Range 5; Coast 
District from the Ru2 (Medium Densify Rural) Zone 
to the new Ru4 (Rural Resource) Zone. The 
rezoning i s  required to address a proposal for 
gravel extraction and processing operation 
'including excavating, screening, crushing with 
cone crusher, storage and hauling. 
The land affected by this rezoning is located 
adiocent to Haaland Avenue as indicated on 
the sketch. 
Q 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION OF Hur.fyo( 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT ~d @ 
CEEL ENOBTSKNC-418 
I--
DAIA RIVER FOREST SERVICE ROAD 
in accordance with the Contract dated August 24,2005 
BETWEEN OWNER Mlnlstty of Forests 
and , 
CONTRACTOR Baor C m k  Contracting Ltd. 
Thisistocertify that theworkdescribed therein hasbeen SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED 
on March 8,2006. For all purposes under the controct, wherein the rights, duties and 
obligations of ail parties concerned are described, and for all purpooes under the Lien 
Legislatlon oppllcoble to the place 01 work, Substantial Perlonance shell be regarded 
os equivalent to 'Completed" as described thereunder. 
Timber Sales Manager, Skeeno Business Area, 1200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
Britlsh Columbia V8G 1L1. 
' 
?he public hearing on Bylaw N o  526,2006, is 
to be held by Directors Les Watmough, Bob 
Cooper and Marylin Dovies or their designated 
alternotes as delegates of the Regional District 
Board. A copy of the Board resolution making 
the delegation and a copy of the proposed bylaw 
may be inspected at the office of the Regional 
District of Kitimot-Stikine, 300-4545 Lazelle 
BC TIMBER SALES 
CALLINQ FOR TENDERS 
PDTSK07TIC-310 
8 a 
Sealed -Tenders for Digital Mapping Services Contract PDTSKOTTIC-310 will be 
received by the Timber Sales Manager, BC Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 
200-5220 KeAh Avenue, Terrace, Bntish Columbla by 930 a.m. on Apnl 19.2006, at 
which time ail tenders will be opened In publlc. 
This contract is fdr Digital Mapplng Sewices. The contract Includes the followlng: 
1. Forest S!ewardship Plan mapping 
2. Foiest Development Plan mapping and Operatlonal Plan mapping 
3. Total Chance Pinns and Recce Projects mapping 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accoidance with the terms and 
conditions specified In the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender wlll not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
time 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptionist at (250) 636-51W or at the 
address above. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package Is available 
on BC Bid. For field enauires onlv. contact Michael Folkema. Plannina Officer. 1250) 
Regional District of 
Kitlmat-ltikino 
Phone: (250) 6154100 statutory holidays. 
1-8006633208 
Avenue, Terrace, BC be&n the hours of 8:30 
om and 430 pm, Monday to Friday, except 
' /  , 0 . .  v 
's "BEST . ~. ' L  ' _ , '  0C TIMBER SALES CONTRACT NO. PDTSKONIC-313 Q '  CALLING FOR TENDERS Sealed Tenders for Species at Risk Management and Training Contract PDTSKOTTIC- 313 will be recelved by the Timber Sales Manager, BC Timber Sales Office, Skeena 
Business Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bntlsh Coiumbla by 1O:OO a.m. on 
April 19,2006, at which time all tenders will be opened in public. 
This contract Is located within the Skeena Business Area, for Species at Risk 
Management and Training. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eliglbllity requlrernents as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified In the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being avallable at the 
tlme. 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptlonist at (250) 638-51 00 or at the above 
address. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is'avallable on 
BC Bid. For enquires, contact Ian Smith, Planning Forester at (250) 638-5145. ,, 
., , . .  
., 
BC TIMBER SALES 
Multi-Phase Timber Sale Layout Contract 
aas CALLINQ FOR TENDERS 
R.w 
SDTSKONIF-202 
Sealed Tenders for Multi-Phase Timber Sale Layout Contract SDTSKOTTIF-202 will be 
received by the Timber Sales Manager, BC Timber Sales Office, Skeena Buslness Area, 
200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia by 900 a.m. on April 19, 20G6, at 
which time all tenders will be opened in public. 
This contract Is located at the Klnskush River, in the Terrace Fleld Team Area, for layout 
of approximately 425 hectares. 
The'successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be Submitted In accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified In the tender package. The lowest prlced or any tender wlll not 
necessanly be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
time.,rcr.,, iI" 
The particulan may be obtained from the mceptlonlst at (250) 638-51 00. An electronic 
version 'of ihls notice end particulars package Is available on BC Bid. For field enquires 
only, contact Mark Reiter, (250) 638-5184. 
This solicitation Is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Pursuant to Passenger Transportation Board Rules, this 
notice is providing public information about a request 
for an Amendment of Licence application b Seaport 
limousine Ltd. dealin 
Application #30 1 -06 
The applicant has applied to reduce minimum return trip 
route frequencies from 5 to 3 times per week between 
Stewart, B.C. andMeziadinJunction, Meziadin Subdivision, 
Elsworth Cam , Cranberry Junction, Gitan ow, Kitwanga 
Community, 8twanga Junction and The Zity ofclTerrace. 
Written comments can be mode within 30 days of March 
29, 2006 to the Passen er Trans rtation Board at Box 
9850 STN PROV GOO fictorio, E. V8W 9T5; by fbx at 
(25Oj953-3788; by e-mail ptboard@gov.bc.ca 
with scheduled i us service 
between Stewart, B.C. an 3 Terrace. B.C. 
www. terracestandard.com 
Check out our rite or all 633-7283 for rdwrtlrln~ Infomelion 
fi CITY OF TERRACE 
TZKRAEE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR OCCUPANCY 
KWINITSA FOREMAN'S RESIDENCE 
4805 HWY 16 WEST 
The City of Terrace i s  seeking proposals from interested parties 
for occupancy of h e  Kwinitsa Foreman's Residence. This heritage 
building provides a unique' opportunity for mixed public/visitor 
uses. The highly visible and accessible location along Hwy 
16 at the start of the Grand Trunk Pathway provides excellent 
opportunities to benefit the community. 
A submission package is available from April 5, 2006, at the 
City's Public Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, weekdays 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Proposal 
submission deadline: 4:30 p.m. Monday, May 1 st, 2006. 
Combined Circulation Combined Circulation Combined Circulation 
i; Terrace Standard Salmon Arm ObserJer North Island Gazette Esquimalt News North Shore Outlook Bowen Island 
Kiiimat Northern Sentinel Undercurrent 
Smithers Interior News Vemon Morning Star . Parksville Qualicum News * Oak Bay News Westender 
Houston Today *Arrow Lakes News Cowichan News Leader * Saanich News Bumabymew West Hope Standard 
Duncan Pictoral * Goldstream News Leader Agassiz Observer Bums Lake District News 
Golden Star Lake Cowichan Gazette News Gauette Richmond Review Chilliwack Progress * F t  St. James Courier 
South Delta Leader * Sooke News Mirror ' 
Surrey North Delta * Penticton Western News 
* Revelstoke Times Review 
Campbell River Mirror 
Surnmerland Review Comox Valley Record ' Leader Langley Times 
Kelowna Capital News Aldergrove Star Nanaimo News Builetin Tri-City News 
Ladysmith-Chemainus our 6 daily papers With an Peace Arch News * 100 Mile Free Press * Princeton Sirnilkameen 
' Castlegar News Victoria Citywide 
'Also includes publication in our 
3 daily papers. 
Abbotsford News & 
Mission City Record 
Vanderhoof Express 
Nechako Advertiser 
Prince George Free Press 
Quesnel Observer 
*Williams Lake Tiibune 
* Peninsula News Review 
* Monday Magazine 
"Also includes publication in 
Chronicle additional 34,000 C/kX/&'tiOn Maple Ridge Pitt Ashcroft Jourqal Spotlight 
Classified 
* Merritt Herald 
Kamloops This Week 
Barriere Star Journal 
* Cleatwater Times 
Sicarnous Eagle Valley News 
Meadows News in our largest marksfs." 
For more information 
Invitation to Tender 
Project No. T-09-2006 
Proiect Name: HOTMIX PAVING OVEReAYS 8t 
REPLACEMENT PATCHING 
A bid security will be required. The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
Tenders will be received by Nechako Northcoast Construction at 
the address noted below no later thon 2:OO P.M. April 18, 2006. 
Tender documents are available from the following address: 
Dan Beaulac, Operations Manager 
Nechako Northcoast Construction 
P.0, Box 745,5720 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3 
Phone: 250-638- 188 1 F a x :  250-638-8409 
=J*iG- Peter iansdowne, General Manager 
Nechako Northcoast Construction 
Terrace 
rrrmLIIlrp.uI 
S8w-m 
please contact: 
- FAX 638-8432 
1 
// <\ 
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sports Scope 
First in a decade. 
A LOCAL gymnast will be the first in a decade to 
compete,at a meet with teams from across Western 
Canada thanks to a top five placing at a recent event. 
Kayla Brinkac, the only gymnast from the north- 
west zone to make the BC team, will compete at the 
Western Canadian Gymnastics Championship in Sas- 
katoon starting' tomorrow through this weekend. 
Brinkac qualified for the team after plg5ng fourth 
in the all around at the Surrey Invitational Gymnastics 
Meet. --  - 
NWCC'.soccer wants you 
THE NORTHWEST Community College outdoor 
yomen's soccer team invites players to start signing 
up for this season. 
, The team will compete against other squads who 
are members of the Terrace Women's Soccer Associa- 
tion. 
Women 18 and over eager to be on the-team must 
sign up by April 19, the date when the 16 to 20 player 
roster must be submitted to the' Association's annual 
general meeting. 
Players willing to be on any team can indicate that 
when they sign up. Teams looking to pick up players 
will draw names. 
nTo sign up or for'more details, call Elaine at 638- 
5457 or Debbie at 635-0346. 
' Become a valuable 
member of TYSA 
THE h R F U C E  outh Soccer Association is still 
looking for summer youth referees age 14-years and 
older. 
-The position promises to be a fantastic experience 
for those who love the outdoors and like to have fun 
while meeting new people. And in addition to learning 
new skills, youth referees will earn a salary. 
For those new to refereeing, a Class 4 referee clinic 
will be held April 21 to 23 at the Northwest Commu- 
Nty Col1ege.A referee refresher course is scheduled 
for April 21. 
A Class 5 referee clinic will be held in early May. 
Thel'date is still to be announced. 
For more information, contact Richard Krupop at 
638-8852 or by email at richard.krupop@gov.bc.ca. 
I 
' Scoreboard 
Northern Ju-jitsu Club 
Tiaer Balm results 
I sport ju-jiisu 
Britny.Charron Sport ju-jitsu Gold 
Freestyle grappling 
Point soarrino 
Padded weapon sparring i ~ D o r t  iu-iitsu 
.I Josh Wafzig I Brazilian iu-iitsu 
Taran Lillian Brazilian ju-jitsu Bronze 
1 Sport ju-jitsu Silver 
Freestyle grappling Silver 
Sports Menu 
April 5 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile Association holds its 
monthly club meeting at 7:30 p.m. at Denny's restau- 
rant. For more information, call Aina at 635-0064. 
April 7 to 9 
The Gitwinksihlkw Youth Sports and Recreation 
Society hosts the Easter Classic basketball tourna- 
ment for intermediate and masters players at the Me- 
morial Centre in Gitwinksihlkw. Players for the ladies 
and children's exhibition matches can call to enter. 
' The double knock-out tournament invites teams from 
New Aiyansh, Greenville, Kincolith, Kispiox, Terrace, 
Prince Rupert, Gitsegukla, Kitamaat, Kitwanga, Ha- 
zelton, Port Simpson and any others. For.more infor- 
mation, call 250-633-2240 or 250-633-6803. 
April 8 
Senior athletes are advised that the BC Seniors 
Games Zone 10 regular monthly meeting will be held 
at the Seniors' Centre in Prince Rupert at 1:30 p.m. For 
more details, contact Betty at 635-3352. 
111 April 13 to 16 i 
The 51st Loggers Bonspiel takes to the ice at the 
curling club. For more details, call Shaunce at 635- 
5583. 
April 15 
Hop along to the Fantastic Easter Bake Sale in 
the Skeena Mall at 10 a.m. sponsored by BC Seniors 
Games Zone 10. For donations or info, call Maxine at 
638-8648. 
Dummies 
grab air 
a'nd awards 
at Shames 
SEVEN DUMMIES demonstrated their winter sports talents 
ranging from scattering spectators and losing their heads to 
actually completing their run at the terrain park during the 
Dummy Downhill at Shames Mountain March 26. 
The dummies executed such a wide variety of-runs and 
jumps that every one won an award, according to April At; 
well, spokesperson For Shames Mountain. 
The overall winner, who took home the Toilet Seat 
, award, was the Bling design team of Darryl Bjorgaard and 
Ed Anderson, whose dummy gave the crowd a moving ex- 
perience. 
''Well. 'let's just say we saw people scattering pretty 
quickly," said Atwell of the dummy's directional change 
that sent it away from the run and toward spectators. 
Bear Finds a Husband, designed by Alyssa Bjorgaard and 
Tyler Webb, skied cleanly to win the Smooth Ride to the 
End award. 7 
Beverly Hill, a mannequin brightly decorated by design 
team Darryl Bjorgaard, Jay Griffiths and Panish Miller, 
crashed on its first jump but won the Most Styling award. 
A Day in the Mountain With the Ski,School. designed by 
the,,Shames Mountain Ski School, won for completing an 
excellent tandem run and losing one of its heads. 
GI Moe, designed by Team Freestyle of Shames Moun- 
tain, also attempted a tandem run. It gave a good try but 
failed to make the first jump, Atwell said. 
Nolan Bedard and Austin Alander's creation, Mannequin 
Jill, won an award for grabbing some big air before crashing 
just as big,tshe said. 
All Balls, designed by Anthony and Kelsey Rivard, which 
crashed on its first jump, reieived &I award for being the 
only snowboard freestyle rider. 
=+ 
March 2006 Our monthly meeting was wonderful and a quiet hour of socializing 
held at the Happy Gang center on the 2nd followed. It was good to see quite a number 
Thursday of the mionth at 2p.m. chaired of people helping with the clean up, it's a 
by president Cliff Best. Regular business long tiresome job when left to a few. 
concluded, it was brought forward that the There will be a special Spring tea on 
cupboard doors on the Island in the kitchen Sunday, April 9 from 2 to 4 PM to say Hi and 
needed repair, call for bids was accepted. Good Bye for now to Aileen Frank. Aileen 
The center has been with out an has spent several months in Coquitlam 
entertainment co-ordinator for some and is coming home with plans to go back 
time, Arthur Buck volunteered to fill this down south nearer her daughter. 
pgsition. Services have been held for the, late Jim 
our book keeping, helped the finance 
with major financial decisions and is 
y updating and cleaning up our office. 
1 ,  , 
REACH 2.5 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FORS395 dR 11 MILLION 
To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or . ' 
toll free 1-866-669-9222 
classif ieds@bccommunitynews.com 
www.communityclassifieds.ca 1 
READEk NATION-WIDE FOR$1,666 
, 
ANNOUNCEMENTS---- 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING for 
Arts and Culture Week? April 
23-29, schools & arts councils 
across BC are presenting arts 
events. How about you? Go to 
AUTO FINANCING ~- 
SECOND CHANCE FINANCE. 
We say yes to poor credit and 
bankrupts. Select from over 450 
cars, trucks, 4x4s, vans. Cali 
Marty 604-552-4554. 
CREDITQUEENS.COM. New & 
pre-owned automotive financing, 
domestic and import. Terms to fit 
your budget. Same day approval. 
Call Barrie - 1-866-832-01 56 or 
go to www.creditqueens.com. 
_-I__-__ BUSINESS FOR SALE 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE, 
established 26 years, located in 
the heart of downtown Sechelt on 
the beautiful Sunshine Coast. 
Excellent clientele base. Owner 
K%!t!!&2a_rK---..- 
. retiring. 604-885-0548. 
I BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
WORK AT HOME ONLINE. 36 
people needed immediately. Earn 
a part- or full-time income. Apply 
free online and get started1 
-- http://www.wfhbc.com.  - 
NEED-A-PHONE inc. $1 9.95fiirst 
month.,Reconnection with no 
credit check, no one refused. 
Toll-free at 1-866-444-381 5. 
Email: need-a-Dhone@telus.net. 
Web visit Need-A-Phone.com. 
Fax 1-866-444-7654. 
CAREER TRAINING 
BE AN INTERIOR DECORATOR 
with our home-study course. 
L e a r n  d e s i g n  p r i n c i p l e s  
and how to start a successful 
business. Call 1-800-559-7632 
f o r  a f r e e  b r o c h u r e .  
w w w . s h elf! e! dscho_ol .ca2 
CANADA'S REC-TECH Campus. 
The Northern Alberta Institute of 
Technology at Fairview, Alberta 
trains technicians for North 
America's sports, recreation and 
leisure-time industries. Call 
1-888-999-7882 and ask about 
ou r  m o t o r c y c l e ,  e q u i n e ,  
automotive, golfi course turf 
management, sledding and 
dnimal health ' technology 
programs. Or look  us  up; 
wLE!Ga_it._C.a: _- _. _ _ _  - __ 
INTRIGUED WITH DNA, cell 
cloning? Biological Sciences: 
Laboratory and Research 
Program. Study cellular/molecular 
techniques, biological research 
investigations. Year 1 - NAIT's 
Fairview, Alberta campus. Only 
15 seats. On-campus residences, 
science labs. 1-888-999-7882; 
ww w. na i l .  ca/  b io  I og  i ca l  . 
TEE OFF TIME1 Study Golf 
Course Turfgrass Management 
or Turfgrass Equipment at 
NAIT's Fairview, Alberta 
campus. Campus residences, 
greenhouses, golf course, 
sand lab. 1-888-999-7882; 
www.nait.ca. 
choose. Supportive instructors at 
NAIT's Fairhew, Alberta campus 
provide Cooperative Trades 
Orientation. Work placement - 
your trade choice. 1-888-999- 
7882; www.nait.ca. Call now! 
CARS 
GREAT GARAGES, BATMAN! 
This fall study NAIT's Pre- 
employment General Mechanics 
(Fairview, Alberta campus). 
Challenge first-year automotive or 
heavy equipment apprenticeship 
exams. 1 - 8 8 8 - 9 9 9 - 7 8 8 2 ;  
www.nait.ca. 
------_I_ 
FIFTY-PLUS TRADES - YOU 
___-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
II -I.- EDUCATION -___- 
PENNY WISE JOURNALISM 
SCHOLARSHIP for women. 
The winner will receive a 
total of $2,500 to study journalism 
in the eight-month journalism 
certificate course at Langara 
College in Vancouver. Visit 
www.bccommunitynews.com for 
details. Deadline: May 1, 2006. 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an ApartmentlCondominium 
Manager. Many jobs! Job 
placement assistance. All 
areas. Government registered 
program. Informationlbrochure: 
___ www.RMTl.ca. 
START YOUR ONLINE Medical 
Transcription training today1 
Certificate program endorsed 
by employers. At-home and 
on-site job placement assistance. 
Contact Canscr ibe Career 
Cent re .  1 -800-466-1  535,  
w w w . c a n s c r i b e . c o m ,  
info@canscribe.com. . 
LOOKING FOR a new career? 
Live & work underwater - 
worldwide job placement - 
student financing available. 
www.prodivetraining.com or 
1-866-861 -1 848. institute of 
Professional Diver Training. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
JUST WEEKS to 1st year 
apprenticeship. Gain entry level 
skills. Take pre-employment 
carpenter, welder, millwright, 
machinist, motorcycle or auto 
service technician training. 
Challenge apprenticeship exam. 
Programs at NAIT's Grande 
Prairie or Fairview, Alberta 
campuses. Intakes throughout 
year. Call 1-888-999-7882 now 
for details, start dates; 
www.na i t .c -a . . - .  _ _ _  _ _  
TESCO CORPORATION requires 
several Field Tschnicians in 
Calgary. Alberta to install. 
operate, service and maintain 
Tesco Wellsite equipment. 
Relocation is a requirement for 
these positions, assistance will be 
provided. Visit our website at 
www.tescocorp.com for details 
and to apply online or fax resume 
TESCO CORPORATION has 
oppor tun i t ies  ava i lab le  i n  
Calgary, Alberta for Journeymen 
Millwrights (afternoon) shift) in our 
Manufacturing department. 
Competitive wages and benefits, 
p l u s  s h i f t  p r e m i u m  f o r  
afternoon shifts. Relocation is a 
requirement for these positions, 
assistance will be provided. 
Please visit our website at 
www.tescocorp.com for details 
and to apply online or fax your 
- resume to 403-692-571 _____ 7. 
TESCO CORPORATION has 
opportunities available in Calgary, 
Alberta for: Labourers, Packaging 
Special ist,  Inventory/Cost 
Analyst, Assistant Warehouse 
Manager, Lead Material Handler 
a n d  M a t e r i a l  H a n d l e r s .  
Competitive wages and benefits, 
plus shift premium for afternoon 
and graveyard shifts. Relocation 
is  a requirement for these 
positions and assistance may be 
provided dependent upon the 
position. Please visit our website 
at www.tescocorp.com for details 
and to apply online or fax your 
resume to 403-692-571 7. 
604-681-5456 I 1-800-665-8339. 
--I-- 
t o o 3  -3-_2_:571J; - _ _  
EMPLOY MEN1 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR SALE MISC. 
TELEPHONE DiSCONNECTED ? 
B u s y ,  MODERN ALBERTA Reconnect your phone now. 
GM dealership requires No customer refused. No credit 
Service Manager. you  have checks. Low activation and 
P r o v e n  l e a d e r s h i p  a n d  free long distance. Call 
Customer sat isfact ion ski l ls. Imagination Group for low prices. 
M o v i n g  allowance, benefits 1-866-543-8415. 
and profit sharing offered. - 
POWER P u N T 2 0 b *  single and 
gmse-managerOhotmail.com. 3-phase 4-cylinder Perkins diesel. 
Low hours, $12,000 obo. Also 
NEED A home Phone? Get Your 1,000 gallon propane tank, 30% 
for your first month + connection Prince George. Phone/fax 
fee! Convenient features (250) 564-471 1. 
available1 Call Phone Factory I 
Reconnect 1-877-336-2274; AT LAST! An iron 'fitter that 
w .  h e a y .  a. works. IronEaterl Fully patented 
Canada/U.S.A. Removes iron, 
MANHATTAN CONCRETE h a r d n e s s ,  s u l f u r ,  sme l l ,  
REQUIRES: Concrete finishers manganese from well water. 
$18 - $27/hour. Form Setters Since 1957. Phone 1-800-BIG 
$1 8 - $271hour. plus overtime/ IRON; www.bigirondrilling.com. 
benefits. Rate of pay depends 
on experience. Phone 780-414- Bc - 
1586. Fax 780-472-7532. Email: Free voicemail. No refusals, 
manhattanconcrete 0 shaw.ca. no credit check. Tembo Telecom 
toll free 1-877-468-3626. 
SERVICE ADVISOR REQUIRED Sign-up online and save $20; 
i m m e d i a t e l y  a t  b u s y  w w w . t e m b o . c a .  
F o r d  dealership, 25 minutes 
south of Calgary, We use the BAD 
Reynolds and Reynolds system. 
package avai lable. Please supplies last)' No money 
fax 403-652-4gg8 or email: down! Fast delivery! Call now1 
w w w . c a n a d i a n c o m p u t e r  
SAWRIDGE INN and Conference financlng.com. 
HELP WANTED Centre in Slave Lake, Alberta has excellent career opportunities ------- 
for servers, housekeeping, GROUND FLOOR ~ F ' ~ ~ T U ~ ~ l  
e x p e r i e n c e d  l i n e  c o o k s ,  Become the first Jolica home 
dishwashers. Benefits offered: in- Party Cof'Isultant in Your area. 
house training, starting wage up handmade silver 
to $12/hour, outgoing positive jewe l ry  and accessor ies .  
management, advancement Call 1-866-887-7152 Or visit 
opportunities, health benefits, ~w*:j.!?!&-!!&o-E!! - 
low cost staff accommodations. YUKON JOB FAIR April 
F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n e  28th, 2006. Yukon companies 
Contact Christie 780-849-8428; w i l l  b e  the re  l o o k i n g  fo r  
chr!stk" @ Sa.Yri_dg!?~C-!!L-- jobseekers to work in tourism, 
RECESS!ON-PROOF JOB! mining, construction, retail. 
Study Power Engineering (38 .y '  n j  O b  a e c a  * 
weeks, 4th class certification). - 
Lab, classroom, work experience. g~!n%!!Y!i>&a~- 
NAIT'S Fairview (Alberta) CANADA'S PREMIER direct 
campus- September, 2006. sales company needs consultants 
E!!P?!E!!!?!!-.-.------- income and free vacations. 
required, Sechelt, B ~ .  Must have www.homeandgiftcollection.com 
a Class 3 with air. Apply in !Or f r e e  c a t a l o g u e s  and  
confidence by faxing a resume to Information. 
LIVESTOCK Direct Disposal 604-885-6669. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES TAKE THE REINS. Enroll today 
DEBT STRESS? Gonsolidate 8 for NAIT's Equine training with 
lower payments by 3040%. End a western ' Campus 
those phone the worry. residences only minutes from the 
Avoid bankruptcy. Contact us for horse pavilion. Classes begin fall, 
www~mydebtsolution~com or info; www.nait.ca. NAIT's 
Fairview Campus. Toll-Free 1-877-556-3500. 
- 
A' NEW PC - only 99 cents/day! 
~ ~ i ~ ~ a $ . ~ ~ ~ ~ n $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  8 everyone's approved!. Get a 
fully loaded MDG computer with Disability Claims Advocacy Clinic 
an p4 3Ghz from 99 can help. Call Allison Schmidt at 
centdday. Includes everything - - - . 
flat panel, Windows XP and a EXPERT PSYCHICS ... Try us 
free' printerlscannerlcopier for first! Your future revealed by your 
first 500 callers ('Cali for personal psychic. Accurate & 
conditions) 1-800-236-2504. - genuine readings. Call 24 hrs 
from only $3,495.00 - 1-900-561-2100. $2.95/min. 18+ 
Convert your logs to valuable LIFEMATES the relationship 
lumber with your own Norwood people. Single? Meet your mate, 
portable band sawmill. Log guaranteed! Call Canada's 
s k i d d e r s a I s o a v a  i I a b I e. largest and leading relationship 
www.norwoodindustries.com - company today at: 1-888- 
free information: 1-800-566-6899 54MATES (62837) or visit us at 
Ext4000T. w ww . I i f e m a t e s ca n a d a. co m . 
-- 
- 
Apply in  total confidence to: 
______ 
Phone connected - Only $24.95 PIUS full. $1,50O.-E & I Sports, 
--
accepted! New brand name 
Competitive remuneration computer. Free photo printer 
and comprehensive benefit & 5mp digital camera (while 
paul@ranchlandford.com. - 1 - 8 6 6 - 8 4 1 - 7 6 6 9 .  
1-888-999-7882; WWW.llElit.Ca. in your area. Earn a great 
Call 1-866-378-4331 or visit FULL-TIME TRUCK DRIVER 
a No-Cost Consultation. Online: 2o06' Call -888-999-7882 for 
FOR SALE MISC. PERSONALS - 
you need: 512MB RAM, 17" LCD ! ! w w ' s a s k a ~ t e * c o m *  
PETS 
HORSES, COWS and dogs1 
Study Animal Health Technology 
at NAIT's Fairview (Alberta) 
campus. Campus residences, 
working, farm, large and small 
animals. September, 2006. 
1-888-999-7882; www.nait.ca. 
STOP1 Vancouver Island: Comox 
Valley parkland I riverfront 
acreages. "Best of the best", - 
prices starting $135,000 for 
2.5 wooded acres. Don (250) 
337-8941 / Dave (250) 337-1819. 
#One Fee Rea&L 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW & used 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, I' 
5th wheels, trailers, vans, 
campers. Total RV Centre. 
Special RV financing. Since 
1984. Voyager RV - Hwy 97, 
Winfield, BC. 1-800-668-1447. 
www.voyagerRV.ca. 
WITH NAIT'S Marine Service 
Technician training (Edmonton, 
Alberta) you build a strong, 
lasting career in the marine 
industry (mechanic, service. 
manager and/or marine shop 
owner) working with recreational 
and high performance marine 
motors. Clean mechanical indoor 
work with minimal heavy lifting. 
(Usually Monday - Friday, 
daytime hours). For info on the 
progrem (and details about 
winning the Marine Deep Sea 
Treasure Chest), contact Rob 
Dawson at 780-453-5445 or visit 
- --- SERVICES __ 
C R I M I N A L  R E C O R D S  
REMOVAL. We guarantee. Free 
assessments. U.S. waivers. 
Peace of mind, keeping a job, 
bondability, travel to' U.S., 
custody of children. Apply in 
60 seconds. 1-800-298-5520; 
E:canadianprdons.ca.- 
GLOCK MODEL 22 caliber 40Sm. 
Two extra magazines, nightsight 
and holster. Previously owned, 
super special $695 + tax. E d I 
Sports, Prince George. Phone/fax 
(Z~!?)-?L!~?ZS~L~-.- 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
B U I L D I N G S  D I R E C T  b y  
Canadian manufacturer since 
lastl" 1980. Toughest "Priced o against sell - built snow, to 
wind and rain. Go direct and 
%xe,Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
TIMESHARE RESALES ___ - TRAVEL 
6040% off retail! Best resorts 
and seasons! Call for free 
customized magazine! 1-800- 
597-9347. Browse online for over 
400 worldwide properties - 
www. hoiidaygroup.com/bcn. 
TRADES 
CREATIVE DOOR,  N o r t h  
America's largest installing dealer 
of residential and commercial 
doors is looking for positive, 
motivated people to join our 
growing team of Certified 
Installers and Technicians in our 
Saskatoon, SK location. Creative 
Door offers a comprehensive 
benefits package, continued 
training and development and 
compensation potential second to 
none. Lucrative signing bonuses 
are available for experienced 
installers & service technicians. 
To apply contact: Pat Little @ 
Ernail: plittlOcreativedoor.com 
or Fax: 306-653-5875.  
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